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1 Summary 

1.1 Introduction 
Western Gold Exploration Ltd of Alberta, Canada is the 100% owner of Western Gold Exploration 

(UK) Ltd (“Western Gold” or “WGE”), which itself is the 100% owner of Lorne Resources Ltd, which 

owns 100% of the Lagalochan Property (“Lagalochan” or the “Property”). Together or individually, 

these corporate entities can be referred to as the “Company”. 

In 2022, Western Gold Exploration Ltd through its 100% owned subsidiary Western Gold Exploration 

(UK) Ltd retained Merlyn Consulting Ltd to prepare an independent technical report (the “Technical 

Report”) in accordance with National Instrument 43-101 (“NI 43-101”) on the Lagalochan Property 

near Oban, Argyllshire, Scotland. 

1.2 Property Description, Access and Location 
The Lagalochan Property is centred at 56.25° North, 5.42° West and lies 3 km east of the village of 

Kilmelford in Argyll (Argyllshire), Scotland, United Kingdom. Oban is the nearest larger town and lies 

18 km to the north. Glasgow is the nearest city and lies 85 km to the south east. 

The Lagalochan Property in this Technical Report refers to the 6.1 km2 that is covered by all three of: 

• Crown Minerals Option (Mines Royal Option) covering precious metals 

• Mineral rights option associated with the freehold  

• Surface rights option agreement with landowners  

The areas for which the Company has some of, but not all, of the three required option agreements 

are identified (Figure 1), but exploration information for these areas is not part of this Technical 

Report. The Lagalochan Property is held by Lorne Resources Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of 

Western Gold Exploration Ltd.  

The precious metal rights are optioned from the Crown Estate Scotland in exchange for a 4% Net 

Smelter Return (NSR) applying to gold and silver only. The Option annual fees are currently an index 

linked £5000 pa but from 1st August 2023 will be an index linked £7500 pa. The option terminates on 

31st July 2027 

The non-precious metal mineral rights are held by private individuals, and the option agreement is 

for the right to purchase or “lease to work” all or part of the Property. These rights are granted in 

exchange for an annual fee of £10,000 pa. If the lease option is exercised the lease lasts for a further 

21 years from the exercised date and entitles the mineral rights holder to a 1% NSR. The option 

agreement with the Company commenced on 31st May 2012 and expires in 2028. 

The surface rights option agreement covers a 6.1km2 area which covers the entirety of the known 

copper gold stockwork mineralisation at Lagalochan. The option gives the right to take up a 50-year 

lease entitling the Company to establish a mine and associated infrastructure subject to appropriate 

planning and environmental permits. The option fee is currently a £20,000 index linked annual fee. If 

the option is exercised the surface rights holder is entitled to a 1% NSR on minerals mined, a 0.25% 

wayleave NSR on material mined outside the Property passing through the Property and a £125 per 

hectare fee on areas within the lease. The option agreement is valid until 25th July 2027. 

The area is sparsely populated, and the local economy is dependent on tourism, forestry, fish 

farming and upland sheep farming. A narrow, sealed road traverses the Property giving year-round 

access and dirt forestry tracks provide poor to good quality access to much of the rest of the 

Property. 
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The Property comprises steep hills transected by numerous streams. The highest local point to the 

Lagalochan Property is Cárn Duchara with a peak of 491 m, though elevations within the Lagalochan 

Property are commonly between 150-250 m of sea level. Several freshwater lochs occur throughout 

the area at elevations between 150-300 m often at the headwaters of the various burns that drain 

the area. The Property is covered by pine forests, grass, heather and bracken, and the terrain is 

commonly boggy, with outcrops occupying <10% of the area. 

The climate is typical of the Scottish Atlantic coast, being wet and windy though mild for the latitude 

due to the influence of the Gulf Stream. It has cool summers and long wet winters with mean annual 

rainfall of about 2,500 mm. Temperatures are typically between 3° and 18° Celsius with a thin snow 

cover on the uplands not uncommon between December and March. 

1.3 History 
Sulphide mineralisation has been known about in the Kilmelford area since 1905. However, it was 

only in the 1970’s when the Kilmelford Igneous Complex became a focus of exploration for porphyry 

copper style mineralisation. In the early 1970’s a a joint venture programme between Noranda 

Exploration (UK) Ltd and Phelps Dodge Europe Ltd outlined an area of disseminated copper 

mineralisation associated with a small igneous intrusion at Carn Dearg.   

This initial discovery led to a mineral reconnaissance survey being carried out by the British 

Geological Survey. A geochemical drainage survey was conducted over 20 km2 of the Kilmelford 

Igneous Complex in 1975. Follow-up surveys in 1976 confirmed the presence of disseminated copper 

mineralisation associated with strong hydrothermal alteration of a porphyritic unit in the Carn Dearg 

Intrusive. Two diamond drillholes were completed for a total of 356 m, intersecting porphyry-style 

disseminated pyrite and chalcopyrite associated with quartz-carbonate vein stockworks and 

pervasive hydrothermal alteration.  

Goldfields (UK) Ltd carried out some limited exploration, but no further drilling, on the Carn Dearg 

intrusive in the period 1977 – 1978. 

In 1981, Union Carbide Exploration (Europe) initiated a regional exploration programme, conducting 

a regional drainage sampling programme in the Kilmelford District, that led to the initial discovery at 

North Hill on the Lagalochan Property (Figure 3). 

In 1982 BP Minerals International Ltd (“BPMIL”) identified a mineralised porphyry breccia at 

Lagalochan. During the BPMIL period of exploration at Lagalochan (1982 – 1985), the focus was on 

epithermal gold mineralisation. BPMIL conducted geophysical surveys, and an extensive overburden 

sampling programme which was followed-up by trenching, and later by drilling. A total of 38 

diamond drill-holes were drilled over a wide area in the search for a large low-grade open-pittable 

gold deposit.   

In 1987, Rio Tinto (“Rio”) as part of a joint venture between Rio’s subsidiary Riofinex North Ltd and 

Consolidated Goldfields conducted an exploration programme for high-grade epithermal gold-silver 

veins on North Hill. Exploration work entailed geochemical and geophysical surveys as well as a 

detailed overburden sampling programme. In 1987 Rio drilled three diamond drillholes on North Hill. 

All three boreholes intersected sulphide bearing and altered porphyry rocks as predicted with short 

intervals of high-grade gold mineralisation. The best intersection was 0.85m @ 13.27 g/t Au. 

In 2012, Eurasian Consolidated Minerals Ltd (“ECM”), operating locally through its subsidiary Lorne 

Resources Ltd, secured an option agreement over Lagalochan. The exploration target was for Cu-Au-

Mo porphyry style mineralisation, including additional blind deposits. ECM conducted a heliborne 
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VTEM-Magnetic survey of the district. In 2013, ECM drilled four diamond drillholes at Lagalochan, 

returning broad intercepts of porphyry style mineralisation. 

In March 2018 Lorne Resources Ltd was acquired by Western Gold Exploration (UK) Ltd (“Western 

Gold” or “WGE”). In October 2020, Western Gold Exploration Ltd (formerly Cassowary Capital 

Corporation Limited) acquired WGE, and therefore also Lorne Resources Ltd, and owns 100% of the 

Lagalochan Property. 

1.4 Geology and Mineralisation 

1.4.1 Regional Geology 
The geology of Scotland records a complicated tectono-stratigraphic history dominated by its 

location at the centre of the early Palaeozoic (Cambrian (c. 490 Ma) to Devonian (c. 390 Ma)) 

collision of Gondwana and Laurentia and the microcontinents of Avalonia and Baltica during the 

formation and closure of the Iapetus Ocean during the Appalachian – Caledonian Orogenies 

(McKerrow et al. 2000; Dewey et al. 2014) and the final formation of Pangea during the Variscan 

event (Figure 4). 

The Scottish and Irish Caledonides form five terranes, divided by several major tectono-structural 

boundaries (Figure 5). The Lagalochan Property bedrock is composed of Dalradian rocks and younger 

intrusives which make up the Grampian Terrane (broadly analogous to the Humber Zone of 

Newfoundland), that forms a 600 km long orogenic tract bounded by the Highland Boundary and 

Great Glen Faults, that can be traced between Scotland and Ireland.  

The Dalradian Supergroup occupies most of the Grampian Terrane and is a 25 km thick succession of 

sedimentary and locally volcanoclastic/intrusive protoliths. The Dalradian Supergroup can be loosely 

correlated with the Fleur de Lys Supergroup of Newfoundland and the Eleanore Bay Supergroup of 

East Greenland (Kennedy, 1975; Soper, 1994). It is interpreted as a rift succession sequence spanning 

a 300 Ma depositional history; from oldest to youngest it comprises the Grampian, Appin, Argyll and 

Southern Highland Groups (Anderton, 1985; Stephenson et al. 2013). In the Property area the oldest 

exposed rocks belong to the Argyll Group that in the Kilmelford district constitutes three major 

lithostratigraphic divides: Craignish Phyllite Formation, Crinan Grit and Tayvallich Subgroup – all of 

which are interbedded by syngenetic, tholeiitic metagabbros and metabasalts. These Dalradian rocks 

have been metamorphosed to Greenschist facies conditions and exposed to polyphase deformation 

during the Grampian Event (c. 470 – 450 Ma; Pitcairn et al. 2010; Stephenson et al. 2013). 

The Kilmelford Igneous Complex (Figure 10), including in-part the Lagalochan Property, is Silurian in 

age, post-dates Grampian Event orogenesis and intruded the local Dalradian stratigraphy during the 

late-Caledonian (c. 430 – 390 Ma) period (Harris et al. 1988; Neilson et al. 2009). The district is one 

of very few examples of porphyry-style mineralisation in the wider Caledonides of North America, 

Greenland and Europe (Figure 9). Magmatic emplacement of the Kilmelford Complex initiated c. 

425.8 ± 1.7 Ma (Re-Os, Molybdenite; Conliffe et al. 2010) during the Upper Silurian and is thought to 

have ensued until Lower Devonian times. The geochemical fingerprint of late-Caledonian intrusives 

in the SW Grampian Terrane is characterised as shoshonitic (i.e., enrichment in Sr, Ba, Rb, Ce), high-K 

calc-alkaline in nature (Zhou, 1987); such geochemical signatures are analogous to major porphyry 

systems e.g. Red Chris in British Columbia, Canada and Bingham Canyon in Utah USA. Yttrium (Y) - 

Zirconium (Zr) ratios from parts of the Kilmelford Complex are indicative of high porphyry fertility 

comparable with systems such as North Parkes district, Australia (Wells et al. 2020). 

The Kilmelford Igneous Complex comprises at least ten discrete, ENE-trending sub-complexes 

outcropping over a ~ 50 km2 area (Figure 10); these generally consist of stocks, dykes, porphyry, 
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granitoid intrusion and diatreme breccia that are believed to relate to a single batholith exposed at 

depth (Kay, 1985; Harris et al. 1988). Of these, the three most geologically significant include 

Lagalochan, Tom Soilleir and Arduaine that cumulatively display different stratigraphic levels, 

reflecting a range of paleo-depth profiles between sub-complexes. The Lorne Lava Plateau outcrops 

approximately 1 km North of the Kilmelford Igneous Complex. Unconformably overlying Dalradian 

basement rocks, the Lorne Lavas represent a relatively thin (≤ 650 m) succession of lavas and 

pyroclastic flows interbedded with a basal unit of Old Red Sandstone; the Kerrera Sandstone 

Formation of Siluro-Devonian age (Browne et al. 2001). U-Pb zircon dating of the Lorne Lavas yields 

an age of 425 ± 0.7 Ma (Neilson et al. 2009), within uncertainty of the Kilmelford Igneous Complex 

(425.8 ± 1.7 Ma; Conliffe et al. 2010), implying sub-volcanic activity at Kilmelford and surficial 

volcanism at Lorne were penecontemporaneous.  

1.4.2 Local Geology 
The Lagalochan intrusive complex is centred on a 1.5 km diameter lithic breccia interpreted to 

represent a diatreme complex intruding a sequence of metamorphosed and deformed arkosic grits, 

quartzites, siltstones, calcareous and tuffaceous horizons belonging to the Crinian and Tayvalich sub-

groups of the Argyll group Dalradian sediments (Figure 11) and the various basalts and gabbros 

intercalated with the sedimentary units.  Multiple intrusive phases of diorite to granodiorite 

affinities representing a complex intrusive history intrude the diatreme, some of which comprise the 

porphyry mineralisation.  

Typical of many porphyry systems, the hypogene copper (Cu), gold (Au), silver (Ag), molybdenum 

(Mo) mineralisation is associated with a complex polyphase intrusive complex suggesting multiple 

pulses of igneous activity from an inferred batholith emplaced at depth which encompass the more 

temporally limited mineralising event. The relative timings of these igneous events is determined 

from spatial relationships to other lithologies and to alteration and veining. 

The earliest post Dalradian igneous event recorded at Lagalochan is a limited outcropping of rhyolite 

dykes and sills that is decidedly pre-mineral, followed by a distinct series of igneous events.  

1. A large (2 km wide), untypically early diatreme pipe was the first phase of phreatomagmatic 

activity that cut through the Dalradian country rock pile during explosive degassing of the underlying 

batholith. This produced the Lithic Diatreme Breccia which while pre-mineral in timing, records an 

earlier mineralising event indicated by occasional porphyry clasts containing molybdenite bearing 

vein quartz. 

2. A large porphyritic body of micro-granodiorite termed ‘Red Feldspar Porphyry’ (RFP) was 

semi-passively emplaced into the diatreme, producing contact breccias. The RFP was the main 

depositional host to ensuing mineralisation and is pre-mineral to possible early-mineral in timing. 

The main body forms a roughly 1.1 x 0.6 km oblong in the central and southern portions of the Lithic 

Diatreme Breccia and intrudes as NE trending dykes throughout the project area. Primary 

mineralogical and textural features are mostly destroyed though intense potassic and/or phyllic 

alteration. 

3. Progenitor intrusion(s) not yet observed in outcrop or through diamond drilling were 

emplaced at depth. These provided the degassing fluids to form extensive potassic and later phyllic 

alteration and Cu-Au-Mo quartz-vein stockwork mineralisation. 

4. Continued evolution of the system saw the explosive eruption of the porphyry breccia 

system (Grey Breccia) in the centre of the quartz stockwork stoping it apart into the main and west 

lobes and probably contemporaneously the SE Breccia pipe was intruded.  The Grey breccia is largely 
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monomict and comprised of intensely phyllic altered RFP clasts often with mineralised hypogene 

veins within in a matrix of rock flour and fine-grained intrusive material. Sulphide content is < 10% 

and is dominated by pyrite +- chalcopyrite. Strongly phyllic altered, with a carbonate overprint it is 

depleted in copper relative to mineralised RFP but enriched in gold. 

5. Cooling and unroofing of the system saw the drawdown of cooler magmatic fluids 

overprinting the potassic alteration with intense phyllic alteration and subsequent removal of some 

of the copper mineralisation. 

6. Later dykes such as the Megacrystic Feldspar Porphyry (MFP) and Red Brown Feldspar 

Porphyry (BFP) represent the waning parts of the system (with the BFP being clearly post mineral) 

and form minor parts of the igneous complex. 

1.4.3 Mineralisation and Alteration 
Alteration and mineralisation at Lagalochan is a function of multiple intrusive events as the magma 

system evolves over time. 

Hypogene mineralisation is mostly confined to a blue grey quartz vein stockwork primarily hosted in 

potassic altered RFP. The stockwork outcrops and extends to vertical depths of at least 550 m. 

There are at least 5 generations of veins at Lagalochan that have been classified according to the 

classic calc-alkaline vein model terminology coined by Gustafson and Hunt (1975), that map out the 

progressive evolution of the hydrothermal system from earliest to latest.  

1. Early potassic alteration is commonly seen in thin hairline dendritic biotite veinlets 

associated with microfractures in the RFP, no sulphide is associated. 

2. “A” veins - sheeted to curvy veinlets of quartz ± feldspar ± chalcopyrite, bornite ± 

molybdenum typically with sharp contacts and no alteration selvedge, part of the main Potassic 

phase of alteration. Sulphides where present are disseminated throughout the veins. 

3. “B” vein stockwork - narrow blue-grey quartz veins with crystalline cores often with pyrite, 

chalcopyrite, molybdenum in the vein core. Alteration selvedges are typically narrow K feldspar ± 

quartz assemblages belonging to the late potassic alteration event. 

4. “D” vein type - pyrite ± minor chalcopyrite, galena, sphalerite, quartz ± carbonate veins 1-5 

mm’s wide with a distinct bleached sericitic halo many times the size of the vein. These veins are the 

fluid pathways to the Phyllic alteration event. 

5. Carbonate (ferroan dolomite, calcite) ± quartz ± clay ± sphalerite, galena and rarely 

chalcopyrite vein assemblages, often with unhealed fractures. Final stages of the cooling system. 

Porphyry related styles of mineralisation such as proximal skarn (Au, Cu) and intermediate 

sulphidation epithermal vein systems (Ag, Pb, Zn ± Au) are noted in outcrop and core drilling 

peripheral to the hypogene porphyry stockwork system noted above, but so far are only a minor 

component of known mineralisation. 

1.5 Deposit Type 
The Lagalochan Property contains a number of different mineralisation styles related to the 

Porphyry ore deposit type including: primary porphyry copper-gold-molybdenum-silver (Cu-Au-Mo-

Ag) mineralisation, proximal copper gold skarn mineralisation and intermediate sulphidation gold 

silver lead zinc epithermal veins. Of these, the most significant mineralisation found to date is 

stockwork related porphyry copper gold molybdenum mineralisation.  
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1.6 Exploration and Drilling 
Lagalochan has seen several periods of active exploration where considerable work has been done 

to try and better understand the local geology and to determine the potential for various types of 

economic mineralisation. The scarcity of surface outcrops (<10%) has meant that outcrop mapping 

and rock chip sampling programmes can only provide a limited picture of the sub-surface geology, 

necessitating the use of various other exploration methods, including geochemistry, geophysics and 

drilling. 

Mapping and rock chip sampling has successfully identified the known area of mineralisation in and 

around North Hill, and have identified areas of potential epithermal gold mineralisation to the south 

and south west. However, the density of sample points, decreases significantly away from North Hill, 

and further outcrop and boulder sampling in these areas would be beneficial.    

1.6.1 Geochemistry 
The principal geochemical and sub-surface sampling method during the BPMIL and Rio periods of 

exploration was the use of Deep Overburden Sampling (“DOB”). The most extensive programme was 

conducted by BPMIL in 1982 – 1983, who used a Wacker Jackhammer with a flow through sampling 

bit to take chipped samples of the bedrock on a 25m grid. The samples were then assayed for Au, 

Ag, Cu, Pb, Zn, Mo, As, and Sb. The raw sample results for this phase of sampling are not currently 

available, however, copies of the resultant geochemical maps are available. Copper, molybdenum 

and gold anomalies are clearly discernible around North and South Hill areas. Lead, zinc and arsenic 

anomalies have delineated an area in the SE Zone, which is noticeably lacking in copper and 

molybdenum. 

Rio, in 1985, completed a detailed 189 sample DOB sampling programme on a 10 x 40 m grid on 

North Hill. Samples were assayed for Au, Ag and Cu. Rio’s exploration target was for high-grade gold, 

and from the data, Rio associated the gold anomalies with two major lineaments trending NE-SW 

and NNW-SSE. 

In 2022, Western Gold conducted an Ionic Leach™ soil sampling programme on the Lagalochan 

Property. In total 117 samples (including 5 duplicates, and 2 sample locations where samples were 

taken from different soil horizons) were taken on a nominal 50m x 100 m grid, covering 

approximately 2.7 km2. The results from this survey were received in August 2022, and detailed 

processing and interpretation remains to be done, however, the initial interpretation of the data 

shows that the Ionic leach survey has successfully identified the main anomalies that were identified 

in the BPMIL deep overburden sampling programme. In addition to the mineralisation at North Hill, 

the survey has identified other anomalies, including western extensions to the North Hill anomaly, 

and multi-element anomalies extending to the south spatially associated with faults and fault 

intersections. 

1.6.2 Geophysics 
In the 1980’s, both BPMIL and Rio conducted ground geophysical surveys that included, ground 

magnetics, VLF, radiometrics and induced polarisation (“IP”). Copies of maps from these surveys are 

available in old reports, although the raw data is unavailable. 

In 2018, Western Gold Exploration (UK) Ltd carried out an IP survey consisting of a pole-dipole IP 

survey over the large, high amplitude IP chargeability anomaly defined by BPMIL over the western 

portion of the Lagalochan Property in 1983. In 2022, ExploreGeo Pty Ltd inverted the data for the E-

W survey line along northing 712200N (Figure 33). The inversion section is featureless below a 

vertical depth of about 250 m below surface, indicating that this is the maximum depth of 
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penetration of the survey. Although some conductors were recognised, these were likely associated 

with previously mapped fault zones, and it is unlikely that IP survey is to be of much assistance in 

porphyry exploration. 

In 2012 Eurasian Consolidated Minerals Ltd contracted Geotech Ltd of Canada to fly a combined 

heliborne aeromagnetic and VTEM (Versatile Time Domain Electromagnetic System) survey over a 

200 km2 area centred on the Lagalochan Property. The survey block was flown in a N-S direction with 

traverse line spacing of 2,000 m. WGE contracted ExploreGeo Pty Ltd of Australia to reprocess the 

geophysics data in 2022. The magnetics were reprocessed using azimuthal filters with a direction of 

140° to remove the impact of highly magnetic Tertiary dolerite dykes. The area of Lagalochan 

mineralisation is marked by a magnetic low, perhaps representing magnetite destruction, however, 

this does require some caution due to the azimuthal filtering applied to the data.  

The EM data showed a broad conductive zone surrounding a less conductive core centred on North 

and South Hills, which ExploreGeo have interpreted as indicative of a porphyry style system with a 

conductive halo of propylitic alteration surrounding a core of less conductive potassic altered rock. A 

number of other resistive areas can be observed (e.g. to the south of the main North Hill anomaly), 

that may potentially represent further porphyry stocks/apophyses and warrant further investigation. 

ExploreGeo further processed the data utilising a conductivity depth transform to generate 

pseudosections with a depth penetration of approximately 400 m, however, ExploreGeo caution 

that the actual depths are uncertain and may be underestimates. 

1.6.3 Drilling 
There have been four periods of drilling at Lagalochan since exploration of the Property began in the 

early 1980’s, with a total of 47 diamond drill holes for 9,811.71 metres drilled. The bulk of this 

drilling was completed in 1984 – 1985 by BPMIL, who were targeting open-pittable epithermal style 

gold mineralisation.  

The BPMIL drilling was completed in two phases (25 holes for 5,055 m in 1984; and 12 holes for 

1,310 m in 1985). Diamond drilling was undertaken in HQ (63.5 mm core diameter) and NQ (47.6 

mm core diameter) core sizes and core runs retrieved by a wireline system.  For the first phase of 

BPMIL drilling, the principal targets focussed on the hydrothermal alteration (silicification, 

pyritization) and the gold – base metal deep overburden (DOB) anomalies all located on North Hill 

and South Hill. The second phase of drilling targeted the strong DOB gold – base metal anomaly in 

Southeast Zone and the strong DOB base metal anomaly. The drilling intersected widespread 

porphyry-style low-grade copper and gold mineralisation, with several holes intersecting long (> 100 

m) intervals of 0.1 – 0.25 g/t Au and >0.1% Cu. 

After BPMIL dropped the Property at the end of 1986, it was acquired by Rio who were targeting a 

series of high-grade veins, mineralised fracture zones or alteration zones that would be amenable to 

underground working. Rio drilled three holes (for 350m of drilling) in 1987 at North Hill, targeting 

overburden gold anomalies associated with a NE-SW trending zone of alteration and fracturing 

(holes LG-1 and LG-3) and a NNW-SSE trending lineament (LG-2). Both lineaments tested by the 

drilling were found to be significantly gold bearing, with several intersections of higher-grade gold. 

The best individual sample in hole LG-1 ran 0.85 m @ 13.27 g/t Au, as part of a combined 

intersection assaying 33.17 m @ 1.26 g/t Au.  

Rio determined that the gold mineralisation was principally related to the intense phyllic alteration 

and pyritization. Even the narrow high-grade sample in LG-1 they noted was similar to the rest of the 

alteration zone and only differed in having a higher chalcopyrite content. Rio also recognised a 
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second style of high-grade (> 10 g/t Au) as intersected in LG-2 (0.25 m @ 14.11 g/t Au) where the 

gold was hosted by a vein of pyrite-sphalerite-galena that filled a late structure cutting the gold 

bearing phyllic alteration zone. 

In 2013, Eurasian Consolidated Minerals drilled 4 holes for 1,713.50 m at North Hill to test for depth 

extensions to the porphyry copper-gold style mineralisation identified by BPMIL and Rio. ECM drilled 

deep holes over 260 m long, up to a maximum length of 539 m, to test the depth extents of the 

mineralisation. As with the historical drilling, the ECM drilling was successful in intersecting long 

intervals (up to 537 m) of low-grade gold (> 0.1 g/t Au) and copper (> 0.15% Cu) mineralisation and 

extending these to depths significantly below the historical drilling. 

In 2019, Western Gold Exploration (UK) Ltd conducted a drill programme targeting both the 

porphyry-style mineralisation at North Hill as well as some of the skarn style mineralisation.  WGE 

drilled a total of three drillholes for 1,383.50 m of drilling, including the deepest hole drilled to date 

on the Property (Hole LD18-4) which reached a depth of 698.50 m. The results from the drilling again 

show long intersections (up to 530m) of low-grade gold and copper mineralisation of similar tenor to 

the ECM and BPMIL drilling (>0.1 g/t Au and >0.15% Cu). Notably, significant intervals of Porphyry 

Breccia unit, which hosted the high-grade gold targeted and intercepted in the Rio drilling, remains 

to be sampled. 

1.7 Conclusions 
The porphyry mineralisation at Lagalochan discovered to date is an exceptionally well preserved and 

rare example of an undeformed, breccia dominated, high-K calc-alkaline, Silurian aged, telescoped 

porphyry system. Erosion levels are shallow with current land surface estimated to being less than 1 

km below the palaeo-surface at time of formation some +400 million years ago.  Known hypogene Cu, 

Au, Ag, Mo mineralisation outcrops and forms a roughly 300m diameter circular potassic altered 

central stockwork cylinder that extends to > 550 m depth. A larger phyllic alteration zone overprints 

and surrounds the potassic core which is pervasive to a depth of 200m vertical and is present along 

faults down to at least 400m. The host RFP is not significantly mineralised outside of the “B” vein 

zones, unless in zones of late carbonate veining, where sphalerite and galena can be present. Proximal 

skarn and intermediate sulphidation epithermal vein systems represent minor parts of the known 

mineralisation. 

If the Property was in a proven porphyry terrain such as in the Americas or the Pacific, it would likely 

have received much more attention in recent years. While the bulk of the known mineralisation is sub-

economic, (some of the bigger intersections into the stockwork average out over a +500m intersection 

of drillcore, to 0.18% Cu and 0.1 g/t Au (see Table 7 & Table 9), they are not far beyond the lower 

exploitable limit of some of the North American porphyry systems. Highland Valley Copper Mine 

operated by Teck Resources in British Columbia (“BC”), Canada in 2015 had a M&I resource of 1,008 

Mt @ 0.26% Cu, 0.01% Mo  with no significant gold credits (Vancouver Mineral Development Office, 

2015). The Gibraltar Mine in BC, Canada operated by Taseko Mines, has 2P (Proven + Probable) 

reserves of 706 Mt @ 0.25% Cu, 0.008% Mo with no significant gold credits (Weymark, 2022). Schaft 

Creek in BC, Canada, a JV with Teck Resources and Fox Copper, has a positive preliminary economic 

assessment (PEA) with M&I resources of 1,345.5 Mt @ 0.26% Cu, 0.16 g/t Au (Ghaffari et al., 2021). 

Lagalochan with < 10,000 m of drilling to date, the majority from the 1980’s, is still not well explored 

either to depth or laterally for main-stage porphyry mineralisation. Additional target types such as 

porphyry related skarn and intermediate sulphidation epithermal vein systems have seen even less 

systematic exploration. 
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A number of exploration target types have been identified to aid in interpretation and planning of 

future exploration programmes. 

Type 1 - Exploration for progenitor intrusive at depth. The host RFP to the telescoped and well-

preserved hydrothermal system at Lagalochan, is clearly pre-mineral and a progenitor intrusion has 

yet to be identified. Potential indicators for the existence of a progenitor porphyry, are fragments of 

“A” veins containing disseminated bornite and molybdenite in some of the central Grey Porphyry 

clasts. Another possible indicator is a number of mineralised porphyry dyke occurrences, sampled in 

outcrop and drilling, up to 800 m away from the stockwork zone, containing gold grades up to 1.4 g/t 

and copper grades up to 1%. A third potential indicator is from geophysics, where a re-interpretation 

of the VTEM survey flown in 2012, has shown the existence of several low conductive areas at depth 

(Figure 50), which may be indicators of the potassic core to a larger system extending beneath the 

Dalradian surface rocks at South Hill.   

Type 2a - Extensions to hypogene zones laterally within the RFP.  Recent soil sampling indicates that 

hypogene mineralisation may extend significantly beyond the known mineralisation. Cu, Au, Mo 

anomalies form a roughly circular 700m diameter ring, of which the known hypogene mineralisation 

at North Hill forms the NE quadrant. There are no drillholes closing off the mineralisation in the 

outcropping RFP in these areas. 

Type 2b: Extensions to hypogene zones laterally within the Dalradian and the lithic breccia systems. 

High grade hypogene porphyry mineralisation in surrounding Fe rich country rocks is an important 

component of some of the largest and highest-grade porphyry complexes, e.g. gabbros and basalts at 

El Teniente, Chile, a diabase sill complex at Resolution, Arizona and a basalt sequence at Oyu Tolgoi in 

Mongolia, where the iron rich host rocks act as reductive deposition sites for the highly oxidised fluids 

(Sillitoe, 2010). Substantial gabbros and basalts are present in the Dalradian surrounding the RFP and 

stockwork mineralisation is noted in outcrop in gabbro to the SW of North Hill in a forestry road cutting 

which assayed 0.4% Cu, 0.86 g/t Au, 5.6 g/t Ag and 35ppm Mo (see Figure 51). The presence of 

molybdenum in the vein systems confirms the mineralisation is hypogene in nature and not too distant 

from the core of the system. This is a very attractive target type with very little exploration to date. A 

multielement ionic leach soil anomaly indicative of potential porphyry mineralisation is present in a 

new area to the south of South Hill where substantial Dalradian mafic rocks are exposed in a road 

cutting. 

In breccia dominated systems such as Grasberg in Irian Jaya, the early diatremes can be well 

mineralised and represent an important target. Drilling at South Hill and in the SE Breccia zone 

indicates the Lithic (diatreme) Breccia is much more highly altered than in outcrops to the north with 

strong silicification and intense phyllic alteration suggesting significant hypogene mineralisation 

could be developed at depth. The best area for 2a and 2b target types are graphically represented in 

Figure 50 on the geophysical section and where the diatreme breccia and Dalradian rocks intersect 

the black dashed circle in  

Figure 51. 

Type 3: Intermediate sulphidation epithermal type Ag, Pb, Zn ± Au, Cu veins. 

Historical exploration for porphyry related mineralisation has focused on the intermediate 

sulphidation epithermal potential, with around 1/3rd of the 1980 holes devoted to these targets, 

principally in the SE Breccia area. Exploration drilling in the area is generally to a shallow level, 

mostly <80 m vertical and targets were based on soil anomalies. Some limited success was had in the 
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SE Breccia area associated with sphalerite and galena in carbonate quartz veins, with the best 

intersection being 12m @ 0.59 g/t Au, 149 g/t Ag, 0.07% Cu, 0.66% Pb, 0.57% Zn from 31.77m 

downhole in hole LD84-17. Silver values were quite high with the best individual assay being 547 g/t 

Ag over a one metre interval. Several zones of interest have been identified for follow-up work in the 

area (see Figure 52). One of the historical diamond drillholes in the central Grey Breccia LG-2, 

intersected a narrow sphalerite galena bearing vein of this type which assayed 14.4 g/t Au, 303.5 g/t 

Ag, 0.49% Cu, 2.2% Zn over 0.25m from 29.45m downhole.   

 

Type 4: Gold dominant epithermal veins? Or gold rich intrusive phase?  

Historical exploration for this target type focused on epithermal style gold in the central Grey Breccia 

zone. Two of their three holes were aimed at a structural target on the western edge of the Grey 

Breccia. Their best intersection encountered 36.17 m @ 1.18 g/t Au, 5.34 g/t Ag, 0.05% Cu in hole 

LG-1 from 43.83m downhole, including 0.85 m @ 13.27 g/t Au, 10.3 g/t Ag, 0.19% Cu from 45.7 m 

downhole. 

It seems there are two types of gold mineralisation, one of which is a classic intermediate 

sulphidation epithermal system with elevated zinc and lead compared to copper and high silver in 

relation to gold (Target type 3), the other is gold rich and poor in silver lead and zinc but elevated in 

copper and may be in a porphyry dyke (Target type 4). Possible exploration areas for these target 

types is shown in Figure 53. 

 

1.8 Recommendations 
Recommendations around data collection, exploration procedures and further exploration work are 

suggested below. It is noted that a number of these recommendations have already been initiated 

by the Company. 

1.8.1 Data  
There is a long history of exploration at Lagalochan, which has been professionally undertaken and 

detailed in paper reports. However, despite best efforts, both the historical data collection and its 

digitisation remains incomplete. There is a wealth of knowledge contained in these reports (e.g. 

detailed drill logs and geochemical sampling) that if properly digitised and entered into a suitable 

database system, would enable a more detailed interrogation and interpretation of the data. Efforts 

should continue in locating original source files and then re-entering the data into a database 

system. This should be done not only for the historical data but also for the more recent exploration 

data and would provide a validated and highly usable database in which the Company, and any third 

parties, can have a high degree of confidence.  

1.8.2 Procedures 
The current storage of drill core outside in an unprotected and unsecured yard is a cause for 

concern, both from a security and a core preservation perspective. Weather has already led to the 

deterioration of information on core trays and sampling blocks. These should be checked and where 

necessary, remarked. Ideally the core should be stored in a dry and secure facility. 

Although drilling procedures to date have been acceptable, improvements to certain procedures 

would benefit future drilling programmes. Such improvements would include the use of non-

magnetic downhole survey techniques combined with accurate survey of initial collar azimuths while 
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the rig is setup on the drill collar, especially if the casing needs to be removed after drilling.  

Improvements could also be made to the QA/QC protocols, including greater insertion rate of 

standards and blanks, and umpire assays at a second laboratory for a selection of samples.  

1.8.3 Relog Existing Core 
Ideally, all the existing core from the ECM and WGE phases of drilling should be relogged by the 

whole geological team. This will standardise the recognition and naming of the various breccia units 

and alteration styles, which will enable better geological modelling. This relogging exercise will also 

better inform the digitisation and interpretation of the historical logs. Particular care should be 

taken to categorise vein types and associated alteration to enable vectoring to deeper more 

productive parts of the porphyry system. 

During the relogging process, it is recommended that some or all of the non-assayed samples be 

assayed, particularly from the Porphyry Breccia unit which is known to host higher-grade gold. 

1.8.4 Exploration 
A two-phase exploration programme has been proposed for the Lagalochan Property. It is not 

recommended that exploration commence on Target Type 1, looking deeper for the progenitor 

intrusion, until Phase 1 exploration is completed. Phase 1 exploration should concentrate on gaining 

a better understanding of the deposit through completing data compilation, digitising of historical 

data and through near-surface exploration of Target Types 2a, 2b, 3 and 4 targets. Phase 2 

exploration is dependent on the results of Phase 1, and so cost estimates have not been made for 

Phase 2 

1.8.4.1 Phase 1 Exploration 

This phase should initially concentrate on continuing to implement the recommendations already 

mentioned relating to the data compilation and relogging the existing core. The Ionic Leach sampling 

has proved to be effective and a relatively cheap and fast method for collection of a dense coverage 

of geochemical data, especially in areas of sparse outcrop. The results of the survey are supported 

by the historical deep overburden sampling, and new anomalies have now been identified.  It is 

recommended that the Ionic Leach survey be extended to look for more distal mineralisation and 

surface expressions of potentially buried intrusive stocks in the area. There may also need to be 

some DOB sampling carried out in areas with low outcrop to provide lithological information. Where 

overburden is < 2 metres, trenching/pitting is a safe and relatively cheap method to investigate ionic 

leach surface soil anomalies, while yielding a great deal more information on alteration and vein 

types, compared to bedrock sampling with a DOB rig. A series of pits/ trenches is proposed to 

evaluate the bedrock potential of Type 2a, 2b, 3 and 4 target zones prior to drilling. 

In the Type 2a exploration area, three main areas have been identified that could benefit from this 

approach (Figure 54). Due to the heavily forested nature of the areas, sites proximal to tracks will be 

most accessible for an excavator, hence the three areas highlighted for evaluation rather than 

specific trenches/pits. Most of the targets, with the possible exception of Target Type 4, are quite 

broad, which give some flexibility in planning. If using pits, the initial sampling grid can be done on a 

roughly 100x50 m grid. Once trenches/pits are mapped, sampled and photographed they should 

then be filled in and their locations marked with a labelled steel peg. 

In the SE Breccia area, three areas have been identified. Area 4 is the most likely space where limited 

pitting/trenching may be achievable (Figure 55). Existing access tracks potentially give access to the 

NE of the area and this is the area with the strongest ionic leach soil anomalies. 
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The Company owns a backpack light core drill which can be used to take bedrock samples in areas 

where pitting/trenching access is restricted. These should be done on a relatively tight grid pattern 

compared to the proposed pitting program, starting at a roughly 100x50 m grid and moving down to 

a 50x25 m grid in the proposed areas. The remaining areas (Areas 5 and 6) are probably not 

accessible by excavator and will require follow-up on foot using the backpack rig.  

Geophysics is a useful tool to help explore for deep porphyry systems. Before drill planning 

commences (in Phase 2) it would be useful to look at completing a deep penetrating Magneto 

Telluric type survey over the area to help locate Type 1 Targets. Magneto Telluric surveys can 

produce responses from depths greater than 1,000 m and have proven useful for finding deep 

seated porphyry type mineralisation. The results of this, in conjunction with vectoring information 

gained from the re-log of historical holes will help to decide whether deep drilling is warranted. 

Other deep looking geophysical survey methods/variations may also be useful as an alternative to 

magneto tellurics. These types of survey are expensive but there are few geophysical methods 

capable of “seeing” to > 1,000 m depths. 

If the historical IP data can be suitably re-constructed from the files, this would also prove useful to 

aid in interpretation. 

A rough budget for Phase 1 comes to £267,300 of which the main cost of £180,000 is attributed to 

the Geophysical Survey (Table 16). 

1.8.4.2 Phase 2 Exploration 

Phase 2 exploration has not been planned or costed in detail, as it is very much dependant on the 

results of Phase 1. Some drilling should be planned for Type 2b and buried Type 2a targets in any 

case, and a campaign of 1,500m – 3,000m would be recommended for these types of targets based 

on the results of the pitting and the re-interpreted geophysics. 

If the deeper geophysical surveys are also encouraging and the re-logging and other indicators are 

favourable, then two exploratory deeper holes may also be recommended to test for deeper level 

porphyry mineralisation. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Issuer and Purpose 
Western Gold Exploration Ltd is a junior exploration company, incorporated in Alberta, Canada, that 

is listed on TSX Venture Exchange under the symbol “WGLD”. The Company is focussed on the 

exploration of mineral properties in Western Scotland and discovering new opportunities in the 

Dalradian Belt.  

Western Gold Exploration Ltd is the 100% owner of Western Gold Exploration (UK) Ltd (“Western 

Gold” or “WGE”), which itself is a 100% owner of Lorne Resources Ltd, which owns 100% of the 

Lagalochan Property (“Lagalochan” or the “Property”). Together or individually, these corporate 

entities can be referred to as the “Company”. 

This Technical Report (the “Technical Report”) for the Lagalochan Property was prepared under the 

supervision of Merlyn Consulting Ltd at the request of Western Gold Exploration Ltd. through its 

100% owned subsidiary Western Gold Exploration (UK) Ltd. The purpose of this Technical Report is 

to summarise and review the historical and recent work conducted at Lagalochan and to provide an 

independent evaluation of the exploration potential of Western Gold’s Lagalochan Property in 

Argyll, Scotland. This Technical Report makes recommendations for further work to explore for 

possible higher-grade mineralisation at depth as well as locally elsewhere on the Property. 

This Technical Report has been prepared in accordance with the Canadian Securities 

Administration’s (“CSA”) National Instrument 43-101 (“NI 43-101”) Standards of Disclosure for 

Mineral Projects and guidelines for technical reporting Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and 

Petroleum (“CIM”) “Best Practices and Reporting Guidelines” for disclosing mineral exploration. The 

Effective Date of this Technical Report Is November 29th, 2022. The Technical Report includes a 

summary of exploration activities conducted on the Property to date and recommendations for 

future work. 

2.2 Sources of Information 
The Technical Report is based upon information (internal reports, data, and maps) provided by 

Western Gold, and data collected, compiled, and validated by the authors. Historical data 

compilations relating to work conducted in the 1980’s have been provided by Western Gold, of 

which some of the original source documentation for verification is still pending. Published literature 

has also been widely used (and referenced in Section 27) in the preparation of this Technical Report.  

2.3 Authors and Site Inspection 
The principal authors of this Technical Report are Mr David Pym CGeol., and Dr Toby Strauss CGeol., 

EurGeol. Dr Calum Lyell has authored Sections 7.1 Regional Geology and 23 Adjacent Properties, 

contributed to Section 7.2 on Property Geology and drafted many of the figures used in this 

Technical Report.  

Mr. David Pym (MSc, BSc, CGeol) is a chartered geologist with 30 plus years’ experience in mineral 

exploration and mining worldwide. He has explored for a wide variety of deposit styles including 

porphyry copper gold, epithermal gold, IOCG, VMS, magmatic nickel sulphide, SEDEX Pb, Zn, 

carbonate replacement deposits including zinc silicates, sediment hosted copper and orogenic gold. 

He has been actively involved in mining and resource development projects in magmatic nickel, 

epithermal gold, orogenic gold and IOCG copper gold projects and has worked in Australia, 

Venezuela, Indonesia, Canada, Finland, UK and Zambia. He was previously a Director of Western 
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Gold from 22nd March 2018 to 29th April 2020 and continues to provide technical consulting services 

to the Company. 

Dr Toby Strauss (MSc, PhD) CGeol., EurGeol. is a Chartered Geologist and independent consultant 

and Director of Merlyn Consulting Ltd. with 29 years’ experience in mineral exploration, mining and 

evaluation of, base and precious metal deposits of various types, including intrusive related 

hydrothermal Au-Cu deposits, orogenic gold deposits, sediment hosted Cu-Au deposits, kimberlites 

and magmatic sulphide deposits. 

Dr Calum Lyell (PhD, BSc (Hons)) has worked and studied as a geologist for 5 years since his 

undergraduate studies at the University of Edinburgh. Dr Lyell has extensive experience working 

alongside various gold explorers and producers within the Laurentian Caledonides of Scotland and 

Ireland. Notable examples include the Cononish gold-deposit which has recently become Scotland’s 

first commercial gold mine, and the Curraghinalt gold-deposit, Ireland.  

The Qualified Person (“Qualified Person” or “QP”) responsible for this Technical Report is Dr. Toby 

Strauss CGeol., EurGeol. who takes responsibility for the preparation and publication of this 

Technical Report. Dr. Strauss is fully independent of, and has no beneficial interests in, Western Gold 

Exploration Ltd and/or its subsidiaries Western Gold Exploration (UK) Ltd and Lorne Resources Ltd., 

and is a Qualified Person as defined in NI 43-101. The results of this Technical Report are not 

dependent on any prior agreements concerning the conclusions to be reached between the 

Company and the QP. The QP is being paid a fee for the work in accordance with reasonable 

professional consulting practices. 

The QP visited the Lagalochan Property on 9 – 11 September 2022. The site visit included the 

following checks and inspections: 

• Review of the geological and geographical setting of the Project 

• Review and inspection of the site geology, mineralisation and hydrothermal alteration 

• Review of the drill logs, drill core and storage facilities 

• Review of the drilling, logging sampling, analytical and QA/QC procedures  

• Confirmation of several drill hole collars 

• Validation of a representative portion of the drill hole database 

Additional details on the site visit are provided in Section 12. 

2.4 Units of Measure 
Unless otherwise noted, the following measurement units, formats and systems are used 

throughout this Technical Report. 

• Measurement Units: all references to measurement units use the International System of 

Units (SI, or metric) for measurement. 

• General Orientation: unless otherwise stated, all references to orientation and coordinates 

in this Technical Report are presented using the British National Grid coordinate system. 

3 Reliance on Other Experts 
The Qualified Person takes full responsibility for the contents of this Technical Report, subject to the 

following caveats. 
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3.1 Mineral Tenure, Surface Rights, Property Agreements, and Royalties 
The Qualified Person is not qualified to provide an opinion or comment on issues related to mineral 

tenure, surface rights, property agreements or royalties associated with the Lagalochan Property. 

Accordingly, the authors of this Technical Report disclaim portions of the report in Section 4 that 

relate to these matters, and have relied on opinions and information obtained from: 

• A letter from Wardell Armstrong LLP dated 1st August 2022 confirming extension of the 

Crown Estate Scotland option (Inverliever Mines Royal Option) agreement to 31st July 2027.  

 

• A Certificate of Title provided by Sim Legal Ltd and dated 17th October 2022 in relation to 

Lagalochan, Argyll. This covers the Lagalochan Mineral Agreement, Lagalochan Surface 

Agreement and the Inverliever Mines Royal Option.  

3.2 Historical Data    
The authors and the QP have made use of certain information and data provided by Western Gold 

and archive reports from the British Geological Survey in relation to historical data for the 

Lagalochan Project dating to the 1980’s. The authors of this Technical Report have taken all steps in 

their professional judgement to verify and confirm the accuracy of the information contained in this 

historical data, and the QP does not disclaim any responsibility for this in the Technical Report. At 

the time of writing, copies of some of the original source documents are still pending delivery from 

the British Geological Survey. The Qualified Person cannot guarantee the complete accuracy and 

completeness of the relevant historical data relating to geochemistry and drilling in the 1980’s. The 

QP believes that the information in this Technical Report relating to this historical data to be 

materially correct, and that any errors are not material to the overall conclusions of this Technical 

Report. The QP reserves the right, but will not be obligated, to revise the Technical Report and 

conclusions if additional information becomes known after the date of this Technical Report.  

3.3 Adjacent Properties 
The Qualified Person has been unable to verify the information contained in Section 23 Adjacent 

Properties pertaining in particular to the Resources and Reserves of the Cononish Gold Mine. The QP 

is reliant on the information publicly disclosed and available on the website of Scotgold Resources 

Ltd. This includes reliance on the Qualified Persons responsible for the Mineral Resource Estimate 

(Bara Consulting Ltd) and Mineral Reserve Estimate (CSA Global (UK) Ltd). Both the Reserves and 

Resources for Cononish date to 2015, and it is not possible to state whether these remain valid.   
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4 Property Description and Location 
The Lagalochan Property is centred at 56.25° North, 5.42° West and lies near the village of Kilmelford 

in the county of Argyll and Bute, Scotland, United Kingdom. Oban is the nearest larger town and lies 

25 km to the north along the A816 coast road. Glasgow is the nearest city which lies some 180 km to 

the SE by road. Direct distances to Oban and Glasgow are 18 km and 85 km respectively. 

Figure 1: Mineral rights boundaries on satellite image (WGE, 2022) 

4.1 Mineral Properties, Fees and Royalties 
Mineral property rights in Great Britain excluding non-fuel minerals and precious metals (specifically 

gold and silver) reside for the most part with the landholder but exist separately to the surface rights 

and can be owned separately to the owner of the surface rights. The Mines Working Facilities and 

Support Act 1966, as amended, provides a mechanism for the operator who is either unable to trace, 
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or cannot reach an agreement on reasonable terms with the mineral or surface rights owner, to 

obtain the authority to explore for and work minerals (Coleman and Cooper, 2010), if deemed to be 

in the national interest. Fuel minerals (oil, gas and coal), minerals on the foreshore and seabed, and 

precious metals are owned by the Crown Estate, unless through special dispensation by the Crown 

or other historical reasons. The Lagalochan Property is thus made up of a tripartite set of rights, 

comprising surface rights, mineral rights and the Crown Estate Scotland option agreement (Mines 

Royal Option). The properties are held by Lorne Resources Ltd. a wholly owned subsidiary of WGE 

which itself is a 100% owned subsidiary of Western Gold Exploration Ltd (Figure 1).  

The Mines Royal Option arises from the Royal Mines Act passed by the Scottish parliament in 1424, 

almost 600 years ago, establishing ownership by the crown of gold and silver rights. The option 

covers a 188 km2 area (red area in Figure 1) and terminates on 31st July 2027. In summary the 

agreement grants the Company an option to take up a mining lease entitling the Company to the 

extraction of gold and silver in exchange for a 4% Net Smelter Return (NSR), applying to gold and 

silver only, to the Crown Estate. The lease, if taken up, is in force as long as planning permission to 

mine is in force. The Option annual fees are currently an index linked £5000 pa but from 1st August 

2023 will be an index linked £7500 pa.  

The non-precious metal mineral rights are held by private individuals and the option agreement 

covers an approximate 16 km2 area (pink and blue areas in Figure 1). The option agreement with the 

Company commenced on 31st May 2012 and expires in 2028. In exchange for an annual fee of 

£10,000 pa the Company has the right to purchase or “lease to work” all or part of the mineral 

property. If the lease option is exercised the lease lasts for a further 21 years from the exercised 

date and entitles the mineral rights holder to a 1% NSR. The lease can be extended at the option of 

the Company for a further 21 years making a total of 42 years.  

The surface rights option agreement covers a 6.1 km2 area (blue area in Figure 1) which covers the 

entirety of the known copper gold stockwork mineralisation at Lagalochan. The option agreement is 

valid from 25th July 2012-25th July 2027 and gives the option to take up a 50-year lease entitling the 

Company to establish a mine and associated infrastructure subject to appropriate planning and 

environmental permits. The option fee is currently a £20,000 index linked annual fee which 

continues to the expiry of the option. If the option is exercised the surface rights holder is entitled to 

a 1% NSR on minerals mined, a 0.25% wayleave NSR on material mined outside the Property passing 

through the Property and a £125 per hectare fee on areas within the lease. 

The NSR’s for the different titles are cumulative in nature in the areas where they overlap 

geographically. 

The original agreements have not been scrutinised by the authors, but the information is presented 

from a summary legal opinion requested by the authors for this Technical Report. 

4.2 Permitting 
Day to day exploration activities generally do not require planning consent, only permission of the 

landholder, but substantial works such as drilling activities do generally require notification and filing 

of a planning application under the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended). 

Input may be required from other bodies such as Public Roads, Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), 

Scottish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) and Environmental Health. In addition, drilling 

below 200m vertical requires specific consent from SEPA.  

Mineral planning and decisions on planning applications are the responsibility of the local authority 

(municipal council) designated as the Mineral Planning Authority.   
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Permitting to extract minerals requires the operator to have agreement from the holders of surface 

and mineral rights (if separated) and planning permission from the Mineral Planning Authority as 

well as any other additional permits and approvals. The operator has the right of appeal to the 

Scottish Ministers’. 

The Company has successfully received planning permission for drill programmes from the local 

council in the past and does not envisage significant issues with future drill permitting. The Company 

is not at the stage of applying for extraction permits. 

4.3 Environment and Heritage Liabilities 
There are no known areas of special environmental significance within the main property boundary 

area at Lagalochan where the predominant land use is as an active private forest plantation that is 

grown for commercial logging. 

There are several Neolithic and bronze age archaeological sites (Figure 2) surrounding the current 

mineral rights area but there are none mapped within the main Lagalochan Property boundary. 

On the coast at the boundary of the mineral rights property lies a scheduled monument, Creag Aoil, 

fort which lies 670 m WSW of Tulloch Beag. It is an iron age (500 BC-500 AD) hill fort, one of a 

number of Iron age forts overlooking Loch Melfort. The surrounding land and rock is reserved as a 

scheduled monument and is a considerable distance away from known mineralisation.   

       

 Figure 2: Ancient monuments and archaeological sites (WGE, 2022) 

Creag Aoil Fort 
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5 Accessibility, Climate, Local Resources, Infrastructure and 

Physiography 
 

The name Lagalochan is Gaelic and means "The little loch in the hollow". The Lagalochan Property is 

accessed by sealed road from the village of Kilmelford which lies on the A816, the main coastal route 

from Lochgilphead to Oban. A narrow, sealed road traverses the Property giving year-round access, 

dirt forestry tracks provide poor to good quality access to much of the rest of the Property, 

depending on the season and various forestry activities. The West Highland railway line links 

Glasgow to the port of Oban 25 km by road to the north. A small provincial airport is located 6 km 

northeast of Oban at North Connel. 

The geography comprises steep hills transected by numerous streams draining into the Barbreck 

River, which extends south-westward into the sea at Loch Craignish. Elevations rises sharply from 

coastal areas to approximately 500m in the north and east of the crown license area. The highest 

local point to the Lagalochan Property is Cárn Duchara with a peak of 491 m, though elevations 

within the Lagalochan Property are commonly between 150-250 m of sea level. Several perched 

freshwater lochs occur throughout the area at elevations between 150-300 m often at the 

headwaters of the various burns that drain the area.  

Outside of the forestry areas that consist largely of pine monoculture, the hills are bare of trees and 

covered in grass, heather and bracken. The terrain is often boggy, even on the tops of hills and 

outcrop occupies < 10% of the area. Outcrop, where present, is only visible in road cuttings, burns 

and some of the steeper scree slopes, but is for the most part obscured by glacial deposits, peat and 

scree.    

The climate, in common with the rest of the Scottish Atlantic coast, is wet and windy, though mild 

for the latitude due to the influence of the Gulf Stream. It is defined as temperate maritime, with 

cool summers and long wet winters, having a mean annual rainfall of about 2,500 mm. 

Temperatures are typically between 3° and 18° Celsius with a thin snow cover on the uplands not 

uncommon between December and March.   

The local economy is dependent on tourism, forestry, fish farming and upland sheep farming. The 

area is sparsely populated, with a scattering of coastal residential properties and isolated farms. 

Argyll and Bute County has the fourth lowest population density in Scotland at 0.12 people per 

hectare.    

6 History 
The earliest reference of sulphide mineralisation at Kilmelford dates to 1905 in a description of “the 

‘pyritic’ nature of the ‘decomposed’ portions of the Kilmelford diorites and the ‘pale mica’ associated 

with it” (Hill et al., 1905 in Kay, 1985). 

Since the early 1970’s the Kilmelford Igneous Complex has been a focus of exploration for porphyry 

copper style mineralisation. In the period 1971 – 1974 a joint venture programme between Noranda 

Exploration (UK) Ltd and Phelps Dodge Europe Ltd outlined an area of disseminated copper 

mineralisation associated with a small igneous intrusion at Carn Dearg, 6.5 km west-southwest of 

Lagalochan (Waters, 2019). 

This initial discovery led to a mineral reconnaissance survey being carried out by the British 

Geological Survey. A geochemical drainage survey was conducted over 20 km2 of the Kilmelford 
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Igneous Complex in 1975. Follow-up surveys in 1976 confirmed the presence of disseminated copper 

mineralisation associated with strong hydrothermal alteration of a porphyritic unit in the Carn Dearg 

Intrusive. Two diamond drillholes were completed for a total of 356 m, intersected porphyry-style 

disseminated pyrite and chalcopyrite associated with quartz-carbonate vein stockworks and 

pervasive hydrothermal alteration. Copper values up to a maximum of 0.22% Cu and 0.30% Cu were 

intersected in the two holes respectively. (Ellis et al., 1977 in Waters, 2019).  

Goldfields (UK) Ltd carried out some limited exploration, but no further drilling, on the Carn Dearg 

intrusive in the period 1977 – 1978. 

In 1981, Union Carbide Exploration (Europe) initiated a regional exploration programme, conducting 

a regional drainage sampling programme in the Kilmelford District, that led to the initial discovery at 

Lagalochan (Figure 3). The stream draining the main prospect area around North Hill proved 

anomalous in gold on analyses of a panned concentrate. The stream sediment survey defined a 

strong Au-Ag-Cu-Pb-Zn-As-Mo anomaly extending from Lagalochan east to Maolachy. 

Figure 3: Location map of the Lagalochan Property with key names and locations used in this 
Technical Report (WGE, 2022) 

In 1982 BP Minerals International Ltd (BPMIL) reviewed the Union Carbide stream sediment data 

and identified a mineralised porphyry breccia at Lagalochan, and in 1983 joint-ventured the 

Lagalochan Property. Within a year the project was totally controlled by BPMIL. During the BPMIL 

period of exploration at Lagalochan (1982 – 1985), the focus was on epithermal gold mineralisation 

(Waters, 2019). BPMIL undertook ground magnetic and induced polarisation (IP) surveys, an 

extensive overburden sampling programme which was followed-up by trenching, and later by 

drilling. A total of 38 diamond drill-holes were drilled over a wide area in the search for a large low-

grade open-pittable gold deposit (Hazleton, 1987).   
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In 1987, the Lagalochan Property underwent another phase of exploration by Rio Tinto (“Rio”) as 

part of a joint venture between Rio’s subsidiary Riofinex North Ltd and Consolidated Goldfields. The 

exploration target was for high-grade epithermal gold-silver veins on North Hill. Exploration work 

entailed; rock and stream sediment geochemistry, Pionjar overburden sampling programme, IP 

geophysics and three diamond drillholes (Hazleton, 1987). All three boreholes intersected sulphide 

bearing and altered porphyry rocks as predicted, with short intervals of high-grade mineralisation: 

▪ Hole LG 1: 0.85 m @ 13.27 g/t Au from 45.70 m 
▪ Hole LG 2: 0.25 m @ 14 g/t Au + 303 g/t Ag from 29.45 m 

Waters (2019) mentions that in 1993 Concept Exploration undertook an orientation MMI (mobile 

metal ion) geochemical survey over previously drill intersected copper-gold mineralisation at 

Lagalochan to test the MMI technique. 

In 2012, Eurasian Consolidated Minerals Ltd (“ECM”), operating locally through its subsidiary Lorne 

Resources Ltd, secured an option agreement over Lagalochan. The exploration target was for Cu-Au-

Mo porphyry style mineralisation, including additional blind deposits. ECM contracted Geotech Ltd 

to carry out a heliborne VTEM-Magnetic survey of the district. In 2013, ECM drilled four diamond 

drillholes at Lagalochan, returning broad intercepts of porphyry style mineralisation. 

In March 2018 Lorne Resources Ltd was acquired by Western Gold Exploration (UK) Ltd (“Western 

Gold” or “WGE”). In October 2020, Western Gold Exploration Ltd (formerly Cassowary Capital 

Corporation Limited) acquired WGE, and therefore also Lorne Resources Ltd, and owns 100% of the 

Lagalochan Property. 
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7 Geological Setting and Mineralisation 

7.1 Regional Geology 
The geology of Scotland records a complicated tectono-stratigraphic history dominated by its 

location at the centre of the early Palaeozoic (Cambrian (c. 490 Ma) to Devonian (c. 390 Ma)) 

collision of Gondwana and Laurentia and the microcontinents of Avalonia and Baltica during the 

formation and closure of the Iapetus Ocean as part of the Appalachian – Caledonian Orogenies 

(McKerrow et al. 2000; Dewey et al. 2014) and the final formation of Pangea during the Variscan 

event (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4: Tectonic map of the Appalachian-Variscan-Caledonian orogen. Tectonic map showing the 
distribution of the Appalachian, Variscan and Caledonian belts at the end of the Palaeozoic in their 

approximate positions before the breakup of Pangea. From Henderson et al. (2018). 

The Scottish and Irish Caledonides form five terranes, divided by several major tectono-structural 

boundaries (Figure 5). The focus of this geological introduction will be on the Dalradian rocks and 

younger intrusives which make up the Grampian Terrane, contextualised within the larger geological 

history of Scotland. 

Earliest rocks in the region are gneisses of the Lewisian Complex which are exposed in the Hebridean 

Terrane and form the basement to the Northern Highlands Terrane and perhaps part of the 

Grampian Terrane (Corfu et al. 1994). The Lewisian Complex originated on the Laurentian continent 

and formed during Archean-Proterozoic times. Unconformably overlying these rocks are the 

Proterozoic sedimentary successions of the unmetamorphosed Torridon Group forming the 

Laurentia foreland sequence and its possible sedimentary equivalent the metamorphosed Moine 

Supergroup and intruding granites which make up the Northern Highlands Terrane (Searle, 2022). 

The dominantly psammitic rocks of the Moine Supergroup are consistent with passive continental 

margin settings associated with the opening of the Iapetus Ocean and are subject to several phases 

of deformation and metamorphism. The rocks were intruded by the 870 Ma West Highland Granitic 

Gneisses. 
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The Lagalochan Property is situated in the Scottish sector of the Grampian Terrane (broadly 

analogous to the Humber Zone of Newfoundland), that forms a 600 km long orogenic tract bounded 

by the Highland Boundary and Great Glen Faults, that can be traced between Scotland and Ireland 

(Stephenson et al. 2013). 

Figure 5: Geology map of Scotland with Terrane map insert from Searle (2022) 

Lagalochan 

Lagalochan 
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The Terrane is underlain by two basement formations: 1) the Loch Ness Supergroup, exposed in the 

Scottish mainland around Inverness, deposited c. 900 - 870 Ma and recording pre-Grampian 

Knoydartian orogenesis c. 820 – 725 Ma (Highton et al. 1999; Krabbendam et al. 2021), and 2) the 

Rhinns complex of Paleoproterozoic age (Marcantonio et al. 1988).  

 

Figure 6: Tectonic model for the Grampian Event in Scotland. (A.) S-directed subduction of Iapetus 
oceanic crust beneath Midland Valley Arc. (B.) Obduction of Highland Border Ophiolite Complex and 
initiation of regional deformation and metamorphism. (C.) Subduction polarity reversal initiates N-
directed subduction zone; underthrusting in Grampian Terrane forms the Tay Nappe. Adapted from 

Stephenson et al. (2013). 

The Dalradian Supergroup occupies most of the Grampian Terrane and is a 25 km thick succession of 

sedimentary and locally volcanoclastic/intrusive protoliths, consisting of four main lithostratigraphic 

Groups. The Groups, in chronological order from oldest to youngest are: Grampian, Appin, Argyll and 

Southern Highland (Anderton, 1985; Stephenson et al. 2013). The Dalradian Supergroup can be 

loosely correlated with the Fleur de Lys Supergroup of Newfoundland and the Eleanore Bay 

Supergroup of East Greenland (Kennedy, 1975; Soper, 1994). Dalradian rocks record an extremely 

prolonged (Neoproterozoic to Cambrian) period of rift deposition within the Rodinian 

supercontinent and along the margin of the Laurentian Craton that culminated in the opening of the 

Iapetus Ocean (Thomas et al. 2004; Soper et al. 1992; Stephenson et al. 2013).  

Dalradian rocks were subject to Grampian Event orogenesis following SE directed subduction of the 

Iapetus oceanic crust and subsequent collision of the Laurentian margin with the Midland Valley 
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Island arc terrane during the Tremadoc epoch (Figure 6 a, b; Dewey and Ryan, 1990; Stephenson et 

al. 2013). Subduction polarity reversal occurred during Arenig to Llanvirn epochs, initiating NW-

directed subduction of Avalonia (Figure 6 c; Stephenson et al. 2013; Strachan, 2000). An alternative 

proposal by Searle (2022) does away with the subduction reversal and complicated subsequent slab 

break-off models, invoked to explain the lack of Andean type volcanism and intrusives and instead 

infers a continuation of SE directed subduction in a Himalayan- style continent–island arc–continent 

collision. Orogenesis resulted in obduction of an ophiolite complex along the present-day Highland 

Boundary Fault (Tremadoc – Arenig) and thrust stacking of ophiolitic rocks to the south at Ballantrae 

(Arenig – Llanvirn; Stephenson et al. 2013). 

Collision caused poly-phase deformation (D1-D4) and Barrovian metamorphism (peak c. 470 Ma) of 

Dalradian rocks along the Laurentian margin (Stephenson et al. 2013). The structure of the belt is 

dominated by the Tay Nappe, a SE-verging recumbent antiform (D2) that constrains peak 

metamorphism to the period between D2-D3 (Chew and Strachan, 2013). A Barrovian metamorphic 

gradient (Figure 7) is observed in Scotland, with the lowest grade greenschist-facies rocks exposed in 

the SW within the Lagalochan Property area, and highest-grade Upper Amphibolite facies rocks 

exposed in the NE (Stephenson et al. 2013). The last stages of the Grampian Event are recorded by 

the emplacement of decompression granites (Oliver et al. 2008); these are typically exposed in the 

NE Grampian Terrane (e.g., Souter Head Complex; Rice et al. 2019). 

 

Figure 7: Metamorphic map of Northern Scotland after Winchester (1974) and Gillen (1982) from 
Searle (2022) 
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Closure of the Iapetus Ocean was completed during the Scandian Event of the Caledonian Orogeny. 

The Scandian Event is recorded by a period of metamorphism and deformation (435 – 425 Ma; Chew 

and Strachan, 2013) in the Northern Highlands Terrane (e.g. Figure 4) following oblique collision of 

Laurentia and Baltica, but is widely considered to have had limited metamorphic and deformational 

influence on the Dalradian rocks of the Grampian Terrane. Generally, the initiation of a protracted 

period of displacement (435 – 390 Ma; Stephenson et al. 2013) starting during the Scandian Event 

and terminating at the start-Acadian Event along the Great Glen set of NE-SW trending transcurrent 

faults is termed the ‘late-Caledonian’ period (Stewart et al. 1999; Treagus et al. 1999; Miles et al. 

2016). 

Figure 8: Geological map of the SW Grampian Terrane, Scotland, highlighting the Siluro-Devonian 
(late-Caledonian) intrusive and extrusive rocks. Note: Kilmelford district is number 17. After Neilson 

et al. (2009). 

The late-Caledonian period is characterised by several hundred kilometres of dip-slip displacement 

along NE-SW transcurrent faults; tectonism actively modulated the emplacement of voluminous 

high-K calc-alkaline magmatism across the Grampian Terrane and wider Caledonides (Soper et al. 

1992; Stewart et al. 1999; Atherton and Ghani, 2002). The Kilmelford intrusive suite to which 

Lagalochan belongs was emplaced during this time (Figure 8). Several tectonic interchanges between 

sinistral-transpression and -transtension are recorded along these NE-SW transcurrent structures; a 

significant tectonic switch to a wider transtensional regime is suggested to occur during the Lower 

Devonian c. 420 – 410 Ma (Soper and Woodcock, 2003; Dewey and Strachan, 2003). Furthermore, 
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discrete pulses of dextral fault displacement are recorded during the Lower Devonian (Hutton et al. 

1988; Rogers et al. 1989). 

 

 

Figure 9: Schematic of the Caledonide-Appalachian Orogen, pre-opening of the Atlantic Ocean. 
Modified from Chew et al. (2005). HBF = Highland Boundary Fault, FHCBL = Fair Head - Clew Bay Line, 

BVBL = Baie Verte – Brompton Line.  

Dalradian rocks were intruded by a suite of late-Caledonian magmatic rocks (c. 430 – 390 Ma) during 

the post-collisional Scandian-Acadian period, which workers such as Soper and Woodcock (2003) 

suggest were emplaced into a back-arc tectonic setting. Magmatic emplacement was actively 

modulated by NE-SW transcurrent faults and, in the SW Scottish Grampian Terrane, a series of NW-

SE trending deep-crustal lineaments (Jacques and Reavy, 1994; Atherton and Ghani, 2002; Dewey 

and Strachan, 2003; Figure 8). Magmatism is characterised by I-type high-K calc-alkaline 

geochemistry with notable element enrichments (Ba-Sr-HFSE) and was emplaced alongside a suite of 

mantle-derived lamprophyre and appinite intrusives (Atherton and Ghani, 2002). Extensive surficial-

volcanism is recorded around Glen Coe and Oban, where interfingering between volcanoclastic and 

Old Red Sandstone occurs in pull-apart basins, for example, the Kerrera Formation and overlying 

Lorne Lava Pile of the SW Grampians (Dewey and Strachan, 2003; Browne et al. 2002). Only a very 

short period (~ 430-425 Ma) of late-Caledonian magmatism can be directly attributed to subduction; 

1000 km 
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thus, models involving slab roll back, bilateral slab break-off and lithospheric-mantle delamination 

are invoked to infer magma genesis (see Searle, 2022 for an alternative explanation) c. 425 – 390 Ma 

(Figure 6; Atherton and Ghani, 2002; Oliver et al. 2008; Neilson et al. 2009; Miles et al. 2016).  

The continued northwards movement of Gondwana ended in the formation of Pangea during the 

Variscan events some 100 Ma after the cessation of Caledonian activity (Figure 4) with only minor 

deformation associated in Scottish rocks (e.g., Kroner and Romer, 2013). Break up of Pangea 

commenced in the Jurassic with the onset of rifting and the formation of the proto-Atlantic Ocean 

amongst others. Renewed activity in the Tertiary period caused extensive mafic volcanism in the 

Western Isles of Scotland and Northern Ireland, and locally affected the Kilmelford area with a series 

of NW trending dykes, which dominate the magnetic signature of the region and crosscut the largely 

NE striking stratigraphy of the area.    

7.2 Property Geology 
Within the Kilmelford district, the basement geology to the Lagalochan Property comprises Argyll 

Group metasediment of the Dalradian Supergroup (Figure 6) which is divided into three major 

lithostratigraphic units: Craignish Phyllite Formation (correlated to the Easdale Subgroup), Crinan 

Grit (Crinan Subgroup) and Tayvallich Subgroup – all of which are interbedded by syngenetic, 

tholeiitic metagabbros and metabasalts. These Dalradian rocks have been metamorphosed to 

Greenschist facies conditions and exposed to polyphase deformation during the Grampian Event (c. 

470 – 450 Ma; Pitcairn et al. 2010; Stephenson et al. 2013). The local outcrop pattern of Dalradian 

stratigraphy is controlled by the NE-SW trending, upwards-facing Loch Awe Syncline; part of the 

larger Tay Nappe that dominates the structural disposition of Dalradian rocks in the SW Grampian 

Terrane (Stephenson et al. 2013).  

The Kilmelford Igneous Complex (Figure 10), including in-part the Lagalochan Property, is Silurian in 

age, post-dates Grampian Event orogenesis and intruded the local Dalradian stratigraphy during the 

late-Caledonian (c. 430 – 390 Ma) period (Harris et al. 1988; Neilson et al. 2009). The district is one 

of very few examples of porphyry-style mineralisation in the wider Caledonides of North America, 

Greenland and Europe (Figure 9). Magmatic emplacement of the Kilmelford Complex initiated c. 

425.8 ± 1.7 Ma (Re-Os, Molybdenite; Conliffe et al. 2010) during the Upper Silurian and is thought to 

have ensued until Lower Devonian times. The timing of magmatism and associated mineralisation 

(Figure 6) in the Kilmelford Complex directly correlates to the tectono-magmatic switch from 

subduction to lithospheric delamination instigated mantle-melting and crustal magmatism (Oliver et 

al. 2008). Furthermore, magmatism closely preceded a regional switch to transtensional tectonism 

(c. 420 – 410 Ma; Soper and Woodcock, 2003; Dewey and Strachan, 2003) conducive to fluid flow 

and mineralisation (e.g., Miles et al. 2016). The geochemical fingerprint of late-Caledonian intrusives 

in the SW Grampian Terrane is characterised as shoshonitic (i.e., enrichment in Sr, Ba, Rb, Ce), high-K 

calc-alkaline in nature (Zhou, 1987); such geochemical signatures are analogous to major porphyry 

systems e.g. Red Chris in British Columbia, Canada and Bingham Canyon in Utah USA. Yttrium (Y) - 

Zirconium (Zr) ratios from parts of the Kilmelford Complex are indicative of high porphyry fertility 

comparable with systems such as Northparkes district, Australia (Wells et al. 2020).  

The Kilmelford Igneous Complex comprises at least ten discrete, ENE-trending sub-complexes 

outcropping over a ~ 50 km2 area (Figure 10); these generally consist of stocks, dykes, porphyry, 
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granitoid, intrusion- and diatreme-breccias that are believed to relate to a single batholith exposed 

at depth (Kay, 1985; Harris et al. 1988).  Of these, the three most geologically significant include 

Lagalochan, Tom Soilleir and Arduaine that cumulatively display different stratigraphic levels, 

reflecting a range of paleo-depth profiles between sub-complexes.  

Figure 10: Simplified geology of the Kilmelford Intrusive Complex (Waters, 2019) 

The Lagalochan porphyry-breccia sub-complex constitutes multiple mineralised intrusive phases 

within a larger diatreme/volcanic unit, roughly 1.5-2 km in diameter (Kay, 1985). The main intrusive 

body contrasts with that of other sub-complexes within the district in that it is dominated by 

subvolcanic porphyritic rocks estimated to have formed at only ~1 km below the original palaeo-

surface.  

The Tom Soilleir (5 km2) and Arduaine (3.5 km2) sub-complexes largely consist of plutonic to 

subvolcanic intrusives that may reflect an overall paleo-depth profile of > 1 km, although exceptions 

likely exist locally. Intrusive contacts are still hornfelsed and brecciated throughout. The Arduaine 

sub-complex largely consists of hornblende-bearing porphyries, quartz diorite and granodiorite (best 

exposed at Beinn Chaorach and Carn Dearg), with local but significant outcrops of Red Feldspar 

Porphyry and polymictic breccia that may reflect shallower palaeo-depth (Kay, 1985; Zhou, 1987).  

The Lorne Lava Plateau outcrops approximately 1 km North of the Kilmelford Igneous Complex. 

Unconformably overlying Dalradian basement rocks, the Lorne Lavas represent a relatively thin (≤ 

650m) succession of lavas and pyroclastic flows interbedded with a basal unit of Old Red Sandstone; 

the Kerrera Sandstone Formation of Siluro-Devonian age (Browne et al. 2001). U-Pb zircon dating of 

the Lorne Lavas yields an age of 425 ± 0.7 Ma (Neilson et al. 2009), within uncertainty of the 

Kilmelford Igneous Complex (425.8 ± 1.7 Ma; Conliffe et al. 2010), implying sub-volcanic activity at 

Kilmelford and surficial volcanism at Lorne were penecontemporaneous.  
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A swarm of WNW-ESE to NW-SE trending dolerite dykes incise the Kilmelford district. The affinity of 

these dykes is uncertain; they may be of Permian (e.g., Upton et al. 2004) or Tertiary (Forester and 

Taylor, 1976; Kay et al. 1985) age. They are clearly seen to crosscut late-Caledonian intrusives and 

mineralised structures, exploiting pre-existing structural weaknesses.  

Structure 

The NE-SW trending Gleann Domhain Fault is the principal late-Caledonian strike-slip structure in the 

Kilmelford district and controlled the emplacement of the Kilmelford Igneous Complex (Jacques and 

Reavy, 1994). Sinistral dip-slip motion was modulated by the pre-existing disposition of Dalradian 

rocks in the district, namely the Loch Awe Syncline; dip-slip faulting is often represented by water 

bodies such as Loch Avich and Loch Awe.  Significant structural flexures and splays occur along the 

strike length of the Gleann Domhain Fault. The main example of this is the Lagalochan Fault, a 

second order NNE-SSW trending splay that incises the Lagalochan sub-complex, down throwing the 

eastern block to the south.  

The Kilmelford district and many of the late-Caledonian (~NE-SW) structures are incised by a series 

of WNW-ESE to NW-SE trending faults with apparent dextral offset (Harris et al. 1988). Given that 

such structures are often occupied by the above mentioned doleritic dyke-swarm, they are proposed 

to be of Permian or Tertiary age, and post-date late-Caledonian mineralisation. 

7.2.1 Lagalochan Geology 
The Lagalochan intrusive complex is centred on a 1.5 km diameter lithic breccia interpreted to 

represent a diatreme complex intruding a sequence of metamorphosed and deformed arkosic grits, 

quartzites, siltstones, calcareous and tuffaceous horizons belonging to the Crinian and Tayvalich sub-

groups of the Argyll group Dalradian sediments (Figure 11) and their intercalated basalts and 

gabbros. Multiple intrusive phases of diorite to granodiorite affinities representing a complex 

intrusive history intrude the diatreme, some of which comprise the porphyry mineralisation as listed 

in Table 1. 

 

 

 

Table 1: Intrusive phases and relationship to mineralisation 

 

 

Intrusive Phase  Timing  Alteration  

Red-brown Feldspar Porphyry Dykes  Late Mineral  Unaltered to Propylitic  

Megacrystic K-Feldspar Porphyry  Late Intermineral  Propylitic to Sericitic, rarely Potassic  

Porphyry Breccia Pipe  Intermineral  Intense Phyllic + Potassic at depth?  

Red Feldspar Porphyry  Pre-Mineral to Early-
Intermineral 

Intense Phyllic overprinting Potassic  

Biotite Porphyry  Pre-Mineral to Early-
Intermineral 

Sericitic to Propylitic  

Diatreme (Lithic) Breccia  Pre-Mineral  Sericitic to Phyllic  

Rhyolite Dykes and Sills  Pre-Mineral  Sericitic to Phyllic  
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Figure 11: Geology map of the Lagalochan area prepared by Waters (2019) and largely based on Kay 
(1985) 

 

The intrusive phases identified on the Lagalochan Property are described below. (Modified from 

Waters, 2019 after Kay (1985). 

Rhyolite Dykes and Sills 

A minor component of the system, they are typically strongly altered with flow banding and other 

textures preserved in places. They can be brecciated and include Dalradian clasts.  
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Diatreme (Lithic) Breccia 

The “agglomerate” at Lagalochan originally interpreted to be part of the Red Sandstone member has 

been re-interpreted as a collapsed diatreme after detailed work began on the site in the 1980’s 

(Harris et al. 1988). It has an inferred diameter of 1.5-2 km with a satellite body outcropping on the 

margins of Loch a' Mhinn a small loch to the NW which is associated with carbonate galena 

sphalerite vein systems.  

The clasts are composed primarily of Dalradian country rocks (70-95%) and range in size from mm to 

dm scale with a rock flour matrix. Alteration, outside of local hornfelsing, is confined to 

carbonatization for the most part and often contains disseminated pyrite but can be intensely phyllic 

altered and silicified, particularly on the southern margins. Earlier mineralising events are implied by 

the presence of occasional clasts of feldspar porphyry and molybdenite bearing vein quartz.   

 

Figure 12: Float of Lithic (diatreme) Breccia 

 

Intruding the Lithic Breccia are various phases of porphyry starting with the Red Feldspar Porphyry 

(RFP), a porphyry breccia pipe with surrounding crackle breccia (Grey Porphyry), the Megacrystic K-

feldspar Porphyry (MFP), and the Red-brown Feldspar Porphyry Dykes (BFP). While mostly confined 

to the boundaries of the diatreme all the intrusive bodies extend outside the margins at some point.  
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Red Feldspar Porphyry (RFP) 

The RFP hosts the main quartz vein stockwork associated with the majority of the Cu, Au, Mo, Ag 

mineralisation at Lagalochan. The main body, at surface, forms a roughly 1.1 x 0.6 km oblong in the 

central and southern portions of the Lithic Diatreme Breccia and also occurs as dykes occur along NE 

trends throughout the project area. Primary mineralogical and textural features are mostly 

destroyed though intense potassic and/or phyllic alteration. Kay (1985) describes it as porphyritic 

micro-granodiorite from least altered samples. Typically, it contains approximately 50% of 3-5mm 

long plagioclase phenocrysts of intermediate to sodic composition, with lesser orthoclase, biotite 

and hornblende. The groundmass is a micro- to crypto-crystalline intergrowth of similar composition 

plus quartz. Current consensus is that it is not the progenitor intrusion but is pre-very early 

intermineral in timing. 

 

 

Figure 13: Red Feldspar Porphyry in outcrop near collar of LD13-01A. Note shear controlled intense 
phyllic overprint in centre of outcrop. 

 

Biotite Porphyry (BPD) 

Biotite porphyry is a grey rock with defined plagioclase phenocrysts and fresh biotite in a micro 

crystalline groundmass. It occurs at the margins of the RFP as dykes and sills but can be more 

massive. It often has a flow lamination in dyke form and may represent a least altered version of the 

RFP. 
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Figure 14: Biotite Feldspar Porphyry. Non K-feldspar altered RFP? LD13-03 318.5m. Running 0.1% Cu, 
0.08 g/t Au. Possible clast in centre of sample. Carbonate, Sericite altered. Some biotite is potentially 

secondary alteration. 

Porphyry Breccia (Grey Breccia or PBR) 

The main Cu, Au, Mo bearing quartz stockwork at North Hill, within the RFP is stoped apart into a West 

and East lobe by an intensively phyllic altered porphyry breccia pipe, with an intrusive matrix. Termed 

the Grey Breccia by Kay (1985), the breccia is primarily grey in colour but can be pink where less altered 

and is often clay altered along fractures and shears. It forms an elongate NE-SW body measuring 

approximately 300 m x 150 m at surface but may taper to a narrow cylindrical form at depth. A large 

raft of RFP is preserved in the western side of the pipe. The location of the breccia appears to be 

controlled by a NE trending fault zone and the breccia itself is often sheared and fractured. On its 

western and southern boundaries, the breccia is intruded by the Megacrystic K-Feldspar Porphyry 

perhaps using the same fault controls. Surrounding the breccia pipe is a marginal crackle breccia which 

is less intensely altered and consists primarily of stockworked RFP angular clasts with minor movement 

and rotation; this is termed the Red Porphyry Breccia by Kay (1985).   

The Grey Breccia is largely mono-mictic, consisting of rounded to sub-angular porphyritic clasts (≤ 10 
cm diameter) suspended amongst a fine-grained intrusive matrix (e.g. Waters, 2019;  

Figure 15). Both clasts and matrix are pervasively metasomatized by phyllic (sericite-quartz-pyrite) 

alteration, giving rise to a dull grey colouration. Where strongest, phyllic alteration results in a hazy 

textural overprint, making signs of brecciation hard to disentangle. Carbonate alteration, manifesting 

as veins and disseminations, is commonplace within the PBR and supersedes phyllic alteration. 

Typically, suspended porphyritic clasts contain 30-50% relict plagioclase feldspar phenocrysts and 

pale yellow-green muscovite (seen to replace biotite) suspended within a fine-grained matrix; 

relatively fresh, pink-coloured orthoclase phenocrysts are observed locally.  
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Figure 15: Two examples of the Porphyry breccia, the upper example is more typical with the grey 
colouring and intense phyllic alteration. Note the large Mo, Py, Cp, Bn "A" type vein in the fragment 

in the upper picture. In the lower picture the breccia is less altered, showing polymict and milled 
nature of some of the breccia. LD18-06 15-19m. Marginal to the porphyry breccia is the “Red breccia” 

which is typically more of a crackle breccia with only minor displacement of clasts. 

The Grey Breccia is well mineralised in places, containing ≤ 10 wt. % sulphide; the sulphide assemblage 

is dominated by pyrite with lesser amounts of chalcopyrite, molybdenite, galena and sphalerite. 

Outcrops of Grey Breccia contain sulphide clots (typically pyrite ± chalcopyrite) replacing the breccia 

matrix; surficial Grey Breccia samples (≤ 5 m) display pervasive leaching of carbonate minerals, 

resulting in a vuggy texture.  Assay data reveal that the Grey Breccia is depleted in copper and enriched 

in gold relative to the RFP stockwork. For example, less intensely altered marginal Grey Breccia the 

Red Crackle Breccia is depleted in copper relative to the mineralised RFP surrounding it.  
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Crosscutting relations with the Cu-Au-Mo bearing RFP clearly indicate a post-hypogene mineralisation 

timing and its intense phyllic alteration and gold enrichments imply an intermineral timing.   

It is postulated by Waters (2019), that the intense phyllic alteration intersected in the upper 150m of 

the Grey Breccia by BPMIL drilling may undergo a downwards transition to a dominantly potassic-

altered breccia system, as observed at the Los Bronces porphyry-breccia deposit in Chile (Frikken et 

al. 2015).  

 

Other Breccias 

Similar porphyry breccia is noted in the historical logs and mapping in several other areas, notably in 

the SE area, an area to the NE was also sampled by Jones (2013) and minor occurrences are noted in 

drilling at South Hill. In the SE Breccia historical logs mention a greater degree of silicification than 

observed in North Hill, increased mention of argillic alteration and a ubiquitous brown late 

carbonate overprint. Sulphides appear generally less abundant and sphalerite and galena are more 

common than chalcopyrite. The SE Breccia is probably broadly contemporaneous with the Grey 

Breccia but it samples the marginal parts of the system as illustrated in Figure 49. 

Various contact breccias are noted at the margins of dykes and the contacts of the RFP and 

throughout the Kilmelford intrusive complex. These breccias are generally “dry” looking and less 

altered than the Grey Breccia. Alteration is dominated by silicification with minor phyllic and 

carbonate overprints. Sulphide content is generally low and dominated by Pyrite.  

Some breccias, mostly intersected in drill core, are harder to define. A “fine grained breccia” noted 

in the logs at South hill as well as a foliated breccia also found at South Hill are thought to be contact 

related by Kay (1985). They are often more polymict with fragments of Dalradian as well as porphyry 

and tend to be matrix supported in a fine rock flour. These may be more typical of phreatic breccia 

systems resulting from the mixing of hydrothermal and meteoric waters, or as seems more likely, is a 

finer grained more milled version of the Lithic (Diatreme) Breccia. 

At Loch nam Ban a crackle breccia within the RFP is noted on the northern shoreline (Jones, 2013) 

that may indicate the presence of another porphyry breccia beneath the lake or nearby. 

Megacrystic K-Feldspar Porphyry (MFP) 

The Megacrystic K-Feldspar Porphyry was identified by Kay (1985) during mapping at North Hill and 

other areas of the Kilmelford intrusive complex. It is characterised by 0.5-2cm long, zoned orthoclase 

phenocrysts in a micro-cryptocrystalline groundmass. It is generally weakly to moderately altered 

with the megacrysts altered to white carbonate cores with bright orange-red rims. It mostly occurs 

as dykes but to the south of North Hill occupies more substantial drill intersections. Kay (1985) noted 

an easterly trend to an outcropping dyke, but drill intersections also support a more NE trend. While 

generally considered post mineral in nature (it crosscuts the porphyry breccia and is not often 

mineralised) in hole LD18-4 at depth (Figure 16) it appears potassic altered and mineralised with 

quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite-molybdenite veining. It may be that there are multiple phases and one of 

those is late mineral in timing.  
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Figure 16: Megacrystic K-Feldspar Porphyry LD18-04, 555.7m. Intensely potassic altered with 
dendritic biotite veins, overprinted by pyritic D veins with quartz selvedge. MFP postdates RFP, is 
spatially associated with the porphyry breccia and is not so commonly potassic altered except at 

depth.  

Red-brown Feldspar Porphyry (BFP) 

The Red-brown Feldspar porphyry occurs as a northeast trending suite of dykes outcropping on the 

eastern flank of North Hill, throughout the SE Zone and around Loch a’ Mhinn; they can be traced for 

> 600 m in outcrop and in drillholes. BFP dykes have been correlated with the Etive Pluton, part of the 

larger Lochaber Batholith, exposed ~25 km to the NE and have been 40Ar–39Ar dated to between 415.0 

± 1.8 Ma and 414.0 ± 2.0 Ma. BFP dykes are thought to represent the last phase of late-Caledonian 

magmatism in the Kilmelford region, although magmatism ensued elsewhere in the Grampian 

Terrane. BFP dykes are generally only weakly affected by hydrothermal alteration and characterised 

by 2-5 mm long plagioclase phenocrysts in a matrix of fine-grained feldspar, quartz and 

ferromagnesian minerals.  

 

Figure 17: Red-brown feldspar porphyry in hole LD13-02 from 269-272m. Characterised by very fine 
cryptocrystalline groundmass and 2-4mm feldspars. 
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Post Caledonian Mafic Dykes 

A swarm of distinctive NW trending highly magnetic doleritic dykes cut the entire region. The dykes 

are dark green to black in colour with hornfelsed and occasional brecciated contacts. Dyke width can 

be highly variable (0.2 m to ≤ 10 m), although most are ~2-3 m wide; these occupy both new and 

pre-existing (e.g., late-Caledonian) fault structures and are not associated with any major phase of 

hydrothermal alteration though can be crosscut by late vuggy carbonate vein generations. 

7.3 Mineralisation and Alteration 
Mineralisation and alteration at Lagalochan are intimately linked to the evolution of the magma 

systems in common with most porphyry systems. The standard simplified model of alteration and 

mineralisation for porphyry systems has been well defined by many authors Sillitoe (2010), Richards 

(2003), Lowell and Guilbert, (1970) and is shown graphically in Figure 25 and Figure 26.   

Lagalochan is in many ways a classic high-K calc-alkaline porphyry system, with well-behaved metals 

zoning, proximal skarn assemblages, well developed phyllic and potassic alteration systems (though 

telescoped), late carbonate overprint associated with epithermal veining and classically developed 

mineralised vein systems of “A", “B” and “D” types overprinted by carbonate veins.  

Alteration and mineralisation at Lagalochan is a function of multiple intrusive events as the magma 

system evolves over time. At Lagalochan large pre-mineral intrusive systems are not exposed but are 

present to the west in the remainder of the Kilmelford intrusive complex.  

1. A large (2 km wide), untypically early diatreme pipe was the first phase of phreatomagmatic 

activity that cut through the Dalradian country rock pile during explosive degassing of the 

underlying batholith. This produced the Lithic Diatreme Breccia.  

2. A large porphyritic body of micro-granodiorite termed ‘Red Feldspar Porphyry (RFP)’ was 

semi-passively emplaced into the diatreme, producing contact breccias and hornfelsing. The 

RFP is the main depositional host to ensuing mineralisation.  

3. Progenitor intrusion(s) not yet observed in outcrop or through diamond drilling were 

emplaced at depth. These provided the degassing fluids to form extensive potassic alteration 

and Cu-Au-Mo quartz-vein stockwork mineralisation and the later phyllic overprints.  

4. Continued evolution of the system saw the explosive eruption of the Grey Breccia in the centre 

of the quartz stockwork splitting it into the main and west lobes and probably saw the 

contemporaneous eruption of the SE Breccia pipe. 

5. Cooling and unroofing of the system saw the drawdown of cooler magmatic fluids overprinting 

the potassic alteration with intense phyllic alteration and subsequent removal of some of the 

copper mineralisation and enrichment of gold.  

6. Later dykes such as the MFP and BFP are a volumetrically minor component and represent the 

waning parts of the system, with the BFP being clearly post mineral  

See Figure 18 for a simplified model of the evolution of an idealised porphyry system.  
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Figure 18: Idealised model for evolution of simple hydrothermal system due to cooling and unroofing 
from Sillitoe (2010). Current erosional level at Lagalochan represented by the brown dashed line. 

Porphyry mineralisation can be active for several million years but can be significantly shorter. In the 
case of Ok Tedi in Papua New Guinea a giant porphyry system can be formed in relatively short time 

scales with final crystallisation of the system complete in 0.45 Ma (Dongen et. al., 2008). 

 

7.3.1  Alteration 
Kay (1985) identifies four important overlapping styles of alteration at Lagalochan most of which 

overprint each other in the upper parts of the deposit. Argillic alteration is noted in some logs 

particularly in the SE Breccia zone but may be just intense phyllic zones and is not separately 

described here. 

Potassic K-Silicate Alteration 

The earliest alteration present related to mineralisation it is high temperature and likely formed at 

temperatures > 400° C. It is characterised by development of secondary biotites and/or orthoclase 

overprinting the RFP. The boundaries of the potassic alteration in the RFP are uncertain due to the 

intense phyllic overprint and the lack of outcrop and it may be that the majority of the RFP is 

potassic altered to some degree causing the red colouring. Certainly, marginal veins within micro- 

granodiorite peripheral to the system intersected towards the end of GD18-01 show the grey-brown 
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micro-diorite progressively reddened by the onset of mm scale biotitic veins with substantial red 

orthoclase haloes (Figure 19).  

The groundmass of the RFP is overprinted by red pink fine grained secondary potassic feldspars 

which contain up to 2% BaO in the samples from the North Hill area.  

 

Figure 19: Onset of potassic alteration from 433m in GD18-01. The rock goes from a relatively 
unaltered micro-granodiorite to a texture indistinguishable from the RFP in several metres. Here we 

see early biotite veinlets and red colouring of the potassic alteration overprinted by B vein with pyrite 
core and intense quartz feldspar selvedge in turn overprinted by late quartz carbonate vein. 

This barium may be part of the late carbonate alteration system and represent an overprint. 

Secondary biotites appear in veinlets and disseminated aggregates which are associated with 

sulphides. Intensive quartz stockworking overprints early potassic alteration and is associated with 

overpressuring and degassing and could be considered the waning parts of the potassic system. The 

effects of the potassic alteration are probably best illustrated peripheral to the RFP. 

 

Phyllic (Sericitic) and Intense Phyllic (Pervasive Sericitic) Alteration 

Characteristic of the cooling phases of a hydrothermal alteration system. Sericitic alteration (and its 
synonymous terminology phyllic), is characterised by the replacement of feldspars by greenish 
sericite and clay minerals and quartz, biotite is altered to sericite and rutile. When pervasive 

complete destruction of rock textures is evident and is associated with the introduction of > 10% 
pyrite into the rock mass. It is possible there is a distinction between early green sericite alteration 

and late white sericite as noted in some porphyry systems, but there is not enough data to draw 
conclusions at this point. Intense sericitic/phyllic alteration is best preserved as the primary alteration 

feature in the Grey Porphyry breccia (see Figure 15 

Figure 15). Where it overprints intensive red potassic alteration it takes on a distinctive buff 

coloured appearance as in Figure 20.  
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Figure 20: Buff coloured sericitic overprint of potassic altered RFP. LD18-04, 4 m. Showing B type 
quartz chalcopyrite veinlets running 0.18% Cu, 0.18 g/t Au. Note greenish tinge to feldspars and 

partial destruction of biotite. 

 

Propylitic Alteration 

Propylitic alteration characterised by chlorite alteration of mafic minerals and pyrite, is mainly 

observed within the Lithic (Diatreme) Breccia in the northern and eastern areas at Lagalochan. The 

greenschist facies metamorphism of the Dalradian country rocks and ubiquitous pyrite, makes 

identification of a propylitic halo to the hypogene mineralisation problematic in the Dalradian, 

though the VTEM survey does indicate a crude annular conductivity anomaly which may define the 

edges of the propylitic zone. 

 

Carbonate Alteration  

It is principally present in the main parts of the mineralisation as white-pink calcite/dolomite veins, 

but in the SE Breccia zone is noted by Kay (1985) to be pervasive and a brownish colour caused by 

heavy dolomitization. Pyrite, sphalerite and galena are often associated with the veins as is gold and 

rarely chalcopyrite. Carbonate is in the form of calcite and dolomite and occurs late in the evolution 

of the system at temperatures < 250° C. 

 

Silicification 

Pervasive silicification is noted occasionally as red cherty alteration of clasts in breccias particularly 

in the South Hill area but is not commonly associated with main stage mineralisation outside of the 

quartz stockwork systems. 
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Skarn alteration   

Seen in outcrop to the south-western contact of the RFP, skarn assemblages have been intersected 

in drillcore in one recent drillhole GD18-1 (Figure 21) and potentially at South Hill in some of the 

historical holes, though not identified as such. Proximal skarn assemblages are dominated by 

epidote ± diopside, garnet, dolomite, chalcopyrite, pyrite. Skarn minerals overprint more carbonate 

rich layers, and where sulphidic, contain appreciable copper and gold.  

 

  

Figure 21: Epidote dominated skarn altered Dalradian metasediment enclave amongst Dalradian 
meta-basalts. GD18-1 250m downhole. Sample runs 0.89 g/t Au with weakly anomalous copper. 

Skarn mineralisation preferentially picking out more calcareous beds. Note drop-off of skarn 
mineralisation at breccia contact as suitable host is unavailable. 

 

7.3.2 Mineralisation 
Mineralisation at Lagalochan falls mainly into four main styles:  

1. Primary hypogene Cu, Au, Ag, Mo mineralisation intimately associated with a blue grey 

quartz stockwork system in the centre of the system. Main Occurrence. 

2. Pb + Zn + Ag ± Cu, Au veining mostly associated with the late carbonate alteration event 

occurring in the upper and peripheral parts of the system. Widespread, but not significant in 

size potential to date – typical halo mineralisation to the hypogene Cu, Au, Ag, Mo 

mineralisation. 

3. Proximal exoskarn event which is Au-Cu dominated. Minor occurrences noted in drillcore 

and outcrop to date – remains a good exploration target. 

4. Ag + Au + Pb + Zn + As + Sb + Ba event, interpreted to be potentially the roots of an 

intermediate sulphidation epithermal system, with silver grades up to 534 g/t and high 

silver:gold ratios - has also been sporadically intercepted in drilling, mainly in the SE Breccia. 

A potentially fifth type of higher-grade gold on the margins of the grey breccia with low Ag, Cu and 

no Pb, Zn signature may be dyke related, or a structural overprint and is characteristic of much of 

the high-grade gold intersected in drilling to date. 
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7.3.2.1 Hypogene Cu, Au, Ag, Mo Mineralisation 

Hypogene mineralisation is mostly confined to a blue grey quartz vein stockwork primarily hosted in 

potassic altered RFP. The stockwork extends to surface and outcrops and typically has a phyllic 

overprint which in upper zones can also be overprinted by carbonate alteration.  

There are at least 5 generations of veins at Lagalochan that have been classified according to the 

classic calc-alkaline vein model terminology coined by Gustafson and Hunt (1975), and widely 

applied and modified since to porphyry systems worldwide, that map out the progressive evolution 

of the hydrothermal system.  

 

 

Figure 22: Diagrammatic example of vein relationships (modified from Sillitoe (2010)), alongside an 
example from drillcore.  

 

Phase 1. Early potassic alteration is commonly seen in thin hairline dendritic biotite veinlets 

associated with microfractures in the RFP, no sulphide associated. This is a prograde event 

associated with the onset of potassic alteration and is very high temperature +400° C (Kay, 1985). 

Phase 2.  Sheeted to curvy veinlets of quartz ± feldspar associated with chalcopyrite, bornite ± 

molybdenum, typically with sharp contacts and no alteration selvedges. Sulphides (if present) are 

disseminated through the vein. Classed as “A” vein type, part of the main potassic phase of 

alteration. 
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Phase 3.  Mostly stockworked but can be sheeted, mm scale to rarely cm scale blue-grey quartz 

veins with crystalline cores often with pyrite, chalcopyrite, molybdenum in the vein core. Alteration 

selvedges are typically narrow and consist of K feldspar ± quartz assemblages. Classed as “B” vein 

type belonging to the late Potassic alteration event. Where the cores are sulphidic these are classed 

as “C” vein assemblages by some workers. 

Phase 4. Predominantly pyrite ± minor chalcopyrite, galena, sphalerite veins, quartz, carbonate veins 

1-5 mm’s wide, with a distinct bleached sericitic halo, 5-10 times larger than the actual vein. It is 

destructive of potassic alteration assemblages when overprinting. Inter-mineral to Late-mineral in 

timing these are classified as “D” vein type and are associated with the phyllic alteration event and 

cooling fluids around 300-350° C. 

Phase 5. Carbonate (ferroan dolomite, calcite) ± quartz ± clay ± sphalerite, galena and rarely 

chalcopyrite vein assemblages. Veins are cream-white and with occasional open space fillings 

forming the last significant phase of veining and overprint all the previous vein assemblages. Kay 

(1985) put the equilibrium temperature at 200-250° C supporting observations of a late cooling 

phase of the system.   

 

7.3.2.2 Other vein mineralisation styles 

Pyrite in vein mineralisation is ubiquitous but rarer in “A” vein types. It is particularly associated with 

the phyllic alteration event where veins are often pyrite only in the core. 

Crosscutting the primary hypogene mineralisation, but possibly of similar timing to the phase 5 

waning stages of the system, is a distinct structurally controlled epithermal type vein event, that in 

the core of the system can deliver significant gold grades and in the SE Breccia zones is notably more 

silver rich. Veins are noted in outcrop in one small burn on the edge of the SE Breccia zone and were 

the focus of the drilling by BP minerals in the SE zone. The veins are dominantly quartz, carbonate, 

sphalerite, galena, pyrite, baryte ± chalcopyrite and can show internal comb and boiling textures 

In the Grey Breccia zone the majority of the gold mineralisation intersected by Rio suggested the 

gold mineralisation is fault controlled and predominantly occurs at the western contact of the Grey 

Breccia with the RFP. Typically in the gold, copper type there were no vein indicators to grade. A 

similar breccia associated occurrence of gold up to 14.7 g/t Au over 1 m, is intersected from surface 

in hole LD84-4. The mineralisation occurs in an area of brecciated Dalradian metabasalt and RFP 

dykes at the southern contact of the RFP, indicating potential for this type of mineralisation over a 

larger part of the Lagalochan area. 

 

7.3.2.3 Gold and silver deportment 

Studies have been completed by Rio and WGE on gold and silver deportment. The Rio studies 

identified silver minerals associated with galena and sphalerite grains as being primarily Freibergite 

(Ag, Cu, Fe)₁₂(Sb, As)₄S₁₃ with one occurrence of Hessite (Ag2Te) . This fits neatly with the soil 

geochemical anomalies in the SE Breccia area which have a distinct Ag, As, Sb anomaly pattern with 

Pb and Zn. Two samples of native gold were noted on the polished sections associated with sulphide 

grain boundaries, but their composition was not assessed. 

WGE looked at several samples for gold (Townend, 2018), gold was noted from the outcropping 

epithermal style vein mentioned above in the burn, a mineralised gabbro and the skarn outcrops. In 

the epithermal vein argentian gold inclusions are noted in coarse grained pyrite in sizes from 2-10 
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microns. In the skarn outcrop sample, gold was primarily electrum, but one example was relatively 

pure with only 6% Ag. Gold grains are 13-35 microns and are associated with chalcopyrite and pyrite 

as inclusions or at grain contacts. In the gabbro sample, one sample of gold was noted in a sulphidic 

quartz vein and is an electrum grain sited at grain boundaries of chalcopyrite and pyrite. While gold 

was not noted in any of the main mineralised RFP samples it is likely it will occur in a similar fashion 

to the gabbro sample which was stockworked with similar main stage hypogene mineralisation.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 23: Gold grain in quartz vein with pyrite and chalcopyrite from mineralised gabbro at south 
western contact of RFP  
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8 Deposit Types 
The Lagalochan Property contains a number of different mineralisation styles related to the 

Porphyry ore deposit type including: primary hypogene porphyry copper-gold-molybdenum-silver 

(Cu-Au-Mo-Ag) mineralisation, proximal copper gold skarn mineralisation and intermediate 

sulphidation gold silver lead zinc epithermal veins. Of these the most significant mineralisation found 

to date is stockwork related porphyry copper gold molybdenum mineralisation.  

 

 

Figure 24: Simplified models of different collisional continental porphyry environments after Richards 
(2009) from John et al. (2010) 

Porphyry ore deposits are the primary source of copper, molybdenum, rhenium and tellurium 

worldwide and are significant producers of gold and silver (Sillitoe, 2010). Porphyry deposits can be 

categorised in a number of different ways, based on economic metal association, igneous 

composition and tectonic setting (Corbett, 2009).  They range from Mo only at one end member to 

Au only at another, with Cu-Au, Cu-Au-Mo and Cu-Mo examples in-between; a small minority of 

Porphyry deposit types have a Sn-W association. These different metal associations are broadly 

related to the composition of the progenitor granitoid intrusion and are classified by potassium (K) 

content in sub-alkaline intrusives (low, medium and high K) and by silica saturation in alkalic 

intrusives (Lang et al., 1995). As a general rule, Au content increases and Mo content decreases with 

potassium content with alkalic porphyries being Mo free. It has more recently become recognised 

that the tectonic setting is also critical to the composition and metal endowment of the progenitor 

intrusives. While porphyry deposits are classically associated primarily with convergent island arc, 

(Figure 24A) or continental arc tectonic settings (Figure 24B), important continental collisional 
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examples (Figure 24C) exist (e.g., Tibet). More alkalic examples are often associated with post 

collisional or back-arc extensional continental environments and tend to represent older examples 

such as the Devonian Cadia deposits in Australia. Lagalochan can be described as a high-K calc 

alkaline Cu, Au, Mo, Ag porphyry intruded into a post collisional continental or back arc extensional 

setting.  This model could be likened to Scenario C in Figure 24. The Kilmelford intrusives are part of 

a large suite of similar aged intrusives with enriched mantle signatures and are thought to derive 

from partial melting of metasomatised mantle and lower crust (Nielson, 2009). This is a similar 

environment to Bingham Canyon in Utah USA where metasomatised mantle and lower crust is 

proposed to have been melted through mild extension in the Eocene (Large et al., 2021). 

In all cases porphyry deposits are related to porphyritic intrusions intruding into shallow crustal 

levels at 1-10 km depth. The mineral deposits form as primary stockwork hydrothermal vein and 

breccia systems, proximal skarns and replacement styles of mineralisation, spatially associated with 

a progenitor intrusive stock or series of dykes. The progenitor intrusive contributes magmatic fluids 

carrying the dissolved metals and the heat which drives the hydrothermal cells causing alteration of 

the country rock. The hydrothermal cells form characteristic alteration halos which are diagnostic of 

porphyry deposits (Figure 25). The alteration halos are usually many times the size of the economic 

mineralisation and help vector in towards the centre of the mineralisation, occupying cubic 

kilometres of rock. 

Alteration follows a well-recognised pattern vertically and is a function of a progressive decrease in 

temperature of the intrusive and the exsolving magmatic fluids and gases, as they rise from the 

parental magma to surface. At the base of the system, a very high temperature barren sodic-calcic 

(albitisation) system grades into a high temperature potassic core defined by K-feldspar and biotite; 

usually but not always confined to the host intrusion and its immediate peripheries. This can be 

accompanied by magnetite or haematite depending on oxygen fugacity and mineralisation is 

characteristic of low sulphidation state assemblages such as chalcopyrite and bornite. This grades 

upwards into phyllic systems characterised by sericitisation with high sulphidation state assemblages 

primarily pyrite ± enargite ± covellite and into the advanced argillic lithocap (if preserved and not 

eroded) where high sulphidation epithermal deposits can be formed.  

Alteration intensity tends to increase moving upwards, with rock textures progressively destroyed, 

culminating in steamed ground with only remnant silica and clay remaining. Surrounding this is an 

annulus of lower temperature propylitic alteration, characterised by pyrite and chlorite-epidote 

alteration of the surrounding rocks and is not usually economically mineralised and can extend for 

kilometres. The phyllic alteration system often overprints the upper parts of the potassic system due 

to cooling of the stock and subsequent drawdown of lower temperature fluids.  
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Figure 25: Schematic of alteration types in an idealised porphyry environment in a telescoped system 
similar to Lagalochan. Sillitoe (2010) 

Other styles of mineralisation noted on the Property are related to the main phase of porphyry 

mineralisation and their spatial relationships are loosely characterised in Figure 26.  

Many porphyry systems have extensive skarn mineralisation associated and it can be the main type 

of mineralisation accompanying otherwise barren or sub-economic porphyry stocks (e.g. Ertsberg), 

an important additional accompaniment to main-stage porphyry mineralisation (e.g. Gaspe 

Porphyry) or not present in significant amounts. The skarn assemblages form when porphyries 

intrude into carbonate rich sediments which react with the magmatic fluids and gases precipitating 

sulphides. Porphyry related skarn deposits are typically highly zoned from proximal skarn 

assemblages forming immediately adjacent to the intrusive that tend to have higher temperature 

calc silicate alteration and copper gold mineralisation. Further away from the stocks zinc rich skarns 

can form, these are rarely of significant size with the notable exception of Antamina in Peru. 

Proximal copper gold skarn is noted in several outcrops on the west side of the porphyry at 

Lagalochan where it comes into contact with dolomitic sediments and limestones of the Tayvallich 

Subgroup. The skarn is characterised by calc silicate assemblages of epidote, diopside, garnet, 

actinolite and tremolite and in zones of high sulphide (mainly pyrite) can be well mineralised. This 

style of mineralisation has mainly been noted in outcrop only and has not been drilled to test the 

extents of the system. 
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Figure 26: Schematic of mineralisation styles in relation to idealised porphyry anatomy. (Sillitoe, 
2010) 

Intermediate sulphidation epithermal Au-Ag-Cu-Pb-Zn vein systems have been intercepted in 

outcrop and drilling as well as carbonate Ag-Pb-Zn vein system in the margins of the system and 

overprint main porphyry mineralisation.  These vein systems can form important ore deposits in 

their own right and remain a valid exploration target. 
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9 Exploration 

9.1 Geochemistry 

9.1.1 Rock Chip Sampling 
Over the long history of exploration at Lagalochan, a considerable database of rock chip samples 

from outcrop and boulders has been collated. Figure 27 shows the location and assay grades (copper 

and gold) of all of the samples taken from the Lagalochan Property. It is quite clear that gold and 

copper is anomalously high in the area of North and South Hill. However, gold anomalies without 

associated copper anomalies extend further afield to the southwest and southeast of the existing 

area of mineralisation. These may represent epithermal or distal gold mineralisations. It is also 

apparent that the density of sampling is very low away from the known mineralisation, mainly due 

to the level of outcrop. Further outcrop and boulder sampling would be beneficial. 

 

Figure 27: Rock chip sampling results from the Lagalochan Property (WGE, 2022) 

North Hill 

South Hill 
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9.1.2 BPMIL Deep Overburden Sampling 
The Lagalochan Property has only limited (<10%) outcrop exposure. Overburden at Lagalochan is 

variable, ranging from areas of relatively thin (<1 m) soil cover, to fluvio-glacial clay and tills, and 

areas of extensive deep (<30 m) peat bogs in glacial scour depressions. The rugged terrain and highly 

variable overburden thicknesses and compositions present significant challenges for property scale 

mapping and geochemical sampling. BP Minerals International Ltd (”BPMIL”)  determined that a 

Deep Overburden (“DOB”) sampling programme that would take “top of bedrock” samples would be 

the most appropriate and cost-effective method to cover a large area. 

BPMIL initiated an extensive DOB sampling programme on the Property in the period 1982 – 1983. 

The survey was contracted to Marlow Drilling Services Ltd. The equipment used was a Wacker 

Jackhammer with a flow through sampling bit attached to the bottom of the string of 1m length 

rods. In theory, as drilling proceeds overburden material continuously flows through the sampler, 

leaving only material in the sampler representative of the last horizon drilled. Upon reaching 

bedrock (or a boulder) the hardened steel bit “hammers” chips fragments from the rock providing a 

bedrock sample. The drill string and sampling bit are subsequently recovered by use of a jack, and 

the sample removed from the bit and stored in Kraft paper bags. The BPMIL survey was based on a 

grid with 25 m centres. With the exception of a few areas of very difficult overburden, approximately 

90% of the sampling is thought to represent true top of bedrock (Waters, 2012 and 2019). 

The samples were logged with a binocular microscope, prior to being sent for analysis at Caleb Brett 

Laboratories, Merseyside, England. On receipt at the laboratory the samples were dried and 

pulverised to -100 µm. A 50 g split was taken and analysed for Au by atomic absorption 

spectrometry (AAS) and the remainder of the sample was analysed for Ag, Cu, Pb, Zn, Mo, As, and 

Sb. BPMIL employed a QA/QC programme that involved the insertion of random blanks and 

standards.  

The raw sample results for the BPMIL DOB sampling are not currently available. However, the 

generated geochemical maps are available and are shown in Figure 28. From these maps it is 

apparent that the mineralisation at North Hill has been clearly identified by copper and molybdenum 

and, to a lesser extent, by gold. Molybdenum, gold and copper anomalies are also present in and 

around South Hill. Lead, zinc and arsenic are especially anomalous in the South East Zone, which 

have no corresponding copper or molybdenum anomaly.
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Figure 28: Element concentration maps of the BP Minerals Deep Overburden (DOB) drilling at Lagalochan (WGE, 2022) 

 

Copper Gold Molybdenum 

Lead Zinc Arsenic 
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9.1.3 Rio Deep Overburden Sampling 
Rio conducted a DOB sampling programme over North Hill in 1985. A total of 189 samples were 

taken using a Pionjar drill, on a 10 x 40 m grid. Overburden depths varied from 0.6 – 11 metres, with 

all samples collected being crushed to -200 mesh before analysis for Au, Ag and Cu.  Rio associated 

the main gold anomaly broadly with two major lineaments trending NE-SW and NNW-SSE (Figure 29) 

which they then drilled with three diamond drill holes (Section 10.1). 

Figure 29: Rio Deep Overburden Sampling (Au values) over North Hill (WGE, 2022) 

9.1.4 Ionic Leach Soil Sampling 
During January – April 2022 Western Gold Exploration Ltd conducted an Ionic Leach™ soil sampling 

programme on the Lagalochan Property.  

Sample locations were determined in the field by handheld GPS. At the sample location a hole was 

dug using a stainless-steel shovel and trowel. The sample itself was collected from the A Horizon, 

typically from a depth of approximately 10 – 15 cm below the main root horizon and organic debris 

(O Horizon) (Figure 30).  

In certain areas where soil development was minimal, discarding the first 5 – 10 cm was 

problematical, and these samples were recorded as such, with their influence assessed at a later 

stage during interpretation. In areas with a thick organic blanket (e.g. peat) additional sampling 

protocols were followed that included the removal of excessive organic and vegetative material, and 

aiming for a sampling position of 10 – 20 cm below the top of the recognised A Horizon.  

Approximately 120 grams of soil is collected from the sample site, with larger roots, pebbles and 

rocks being removed from the sample. The sample is then placed into a plastic zip lock bag and 

sealed. This bag is then placed into a second zip lock back along with a sample tag and again sealed. 

Sample details are written into the sample ticket book. 
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Figure 30: Example of soil horizon and actual location of sample taken as part of the ionic leach 
sampling programme 

The trowel/shovel is brushed off and flushed with soil from the new sample site prior to collecting 

the next sample to avoid cross-contamination. For part of the sampling programme, every 20th 

sample, a duplicate sample is taken for QA/QC purposes in the same manner as normal sampling. 

The duplicate sample has its own unique sample number. It is not clear why the taking of duplicates 

was discontinued. In total 117 samples (including 5 duplicates, and 2 sample locations where 

samples were taken from different soil horizons) were taken on a nominal 50 m x 100 m grid, 

covering approximately 2.7 km2. 

The samples were collected and sent to the ALS Laboratory in Loughrea, Co. Galway, Ireland for 

analysis. ALS Loughrea is an INAB accredited laboratory (ISO 17025:2005) with respect to the 

analytical methods utilised. Ionic Leach™ is an ALS proprietary partial leach technology that 

measures chemically transported element concentrations that is only weakly bound to the soil 

substrate. The samples are not dried or sieved but are sampled and assayed directly from the 

sample bags. Leaching and analysis uses the ALS code of ME-MS23, which uses a static sodium 

cyanide leach with chelating agents, with the leachant buffered at an alkaline pH of 8.5.  
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Figure 31: Box plots of the principal element sample distributions according to sample material 

The analyses of the ionic leach samples were received during August 2022, and detailed processing 

and interpretation remains to be done.  However, preliminary examination of the data shows that 

for at least some of the main indicator elements that analyses from samples recorded as “peaty” 

have returned weaker responses for element concentration than may be expected (Figure 31). This 

is especially pronounced for copper but may also be an issue for gold and zinc. Further work is 

required to determine the extent of these differences and if the cause is solely down to sample 

material or whether spatial distribution is also a contributory factor. 

Despite the preliminary nature of the data, and the potential for the sample material (i.e. peaty 

samples) to have a certain level of impact on grade distribution across the project, the elemental 

distribution based on Ionic Leach analysis successfully identifies the main anomalies that were 

identified in the BPMIL deep overburden sampling programme (see Figure 28). 

It is notable from the maps in Figure 32 that Au, Cu and Mo, and to a lesser extent Zn, have 

successfully identified the core of the porphyry on North Hill. The result from the Pb assays is much 

more variable and inconclusive, and as such should be treated with a fair degree of caution. 

Other notable anomalies include the western extensions from North Hill, and multi-element 

anomalies extending to the south spatially associated with the faults and fault intersections. 
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Figure 32:  Ionic Leach element distribution maps on the Lagalochan Property, superimposed on the interpreted bedrock geology (WGE, 2022)
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9.2 Geophysics 

9.2.1 Induced Polarisation (IP) Surveys 
In 1983 BPMIL contracted Hunting Geology and Geophysics Ltd to undertake Induced Polarisation 

(IP) surveys at Lagalochan. A total of 42 line-km of dipole-dipole (a=50 m reading n=1,2,3,4) on 100 

m spaced lines, with a further 14 line km of gradient array surveys were completed. The gradient 

array surveys were run with a 1 km current base using a 12.5m potential dipole within a 500m 

square grid (Waters, 2019). In addition, a further 400m of 25m dipole-dipole surveys were 

undertaken (Waters, 2012). 

In September 2018 WGE contracted BRG Ltd of Ireland to undertake a pole-dipole Induced 

Polarisation-Resistivity survey over the large, high amplitude IP chargeability anomaly defined by 

BPMIL over the western portion of the Lagalochan Property in 1983. The 1700 m long east-west 

traverse was surveyed with dipole intervals of 50 m and 100 m and reading to n=6. The survey 

equipment consisted of an Iris Instruments VIP 4000 transmitter with a 10KVA generator to transmit 

a 1000 volt current and an Iris Instruments Elrec Pro, 10 channel receiver was used to collect and 

record the data. Electrode-earth contact was excellent, and with no cultural interference the signal 

to noise ratio was high (Waters, 2019).  

ExploreGeo Pty Ltd inverted the data using 3D code rather than 2D (due to the line of electrodes 

being bent) and projected the data onto a line at northing 712200N. The survey electrode locations, 

along with an approximate survey line (straight line best fit) used for the inversion conducted by 

ExploreGeo shown in Figure 33.The inversion section is featureless below a vertical depth of about 

250m below surface, indicating that this is the maximum depth of penetration of the survey. 

Conductors, associated with zones of low resistivity are apparent at around 187200E and 186700E. 

Although there is a certain degree of uncertainty over the exact location of these conductors (due to 

the 3d modelling with one line of data) ExploreGeo have associated both these conductors with fault 

zones mapped by Kay (1986) and that the IP survey is unlikely to be of much assistance in porphyry 

exploration. 

Figure 33: Inversion of IP pole-dipole survey along line 712200N with a +/- 150m depth for the 
drillholes. Chargeability shown as solid colours and resistivity as contours. Electrode locations shown 

as red dots, and approximated survey line for the inversion as a dashed pink line. (WGE, 2022) 
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9.2.2 Aeromagnetic and VTEM Survey 
ECM contracted Geotech Ltd of Canada to fly a combined heliborne aeromagnetic and VTEM 

(Versatile Time Domain Electromagnetic System) survey over a 200 km2 area centred on the 

Lagalochan Property in 2012. The survey was flown with a nominal 200 m line spacing, that was 

reduced to 100 m over high priority areas, for a total of 1,380 line km. The nominal altitude of the 

survey was 86 m above ground level, for an actual average EM bird terrain clearance of 47m and a 

magnetic sensor clearance of 73 m. The survey block was flown in a N-S direction with E-W tie line 

spacing of 2,000 m. 

The initial magnetic maps (total magnetic intensity) provided by Geotech were dominated by NW-SE 

trending linear magnetic highs with strike lengths of >500 m caused by the Tertiary dolerite dykes 

(Figure 34). WGE contracted ExploreGeo Pty Ltd of Australia to reprocess the geophysics data in 

2022. The magnetics were reprocessed using azimuthal filters with a direction of 140° to remove the 

impact of the highly magnetic dykes. The resultant magnetic maps show a much better definition of 

the pre-dyke bedrock magnetism. The area of Lagalochan mineralisation is marked by a magnetic 

low, perhaps representing magnetite destruction, however, this does require some caution due to 

the azimuthal filtering applied to the data. 

Figure 34: Reduced-to-pole maps of Total Magnetic Intensity (TMI). (Left) Original unfiltered maps. 
(Right) Filtered with a 140° azimuthal filter to remove effect of late dolerite dykes (WGE, 2022) 

ExploreGeo in their report (Frankcombe, 2022) discuss what electromagnetic (EM) responses may 

typically be found around porphyry deposits, before going on to discuss the results of the EM survey 

at Lagalochan.  
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“The response from porphyry deposits can be quite variable, depending on the host rocks and 

whether the intrusions are alkalic or calc-alkaline. However, some general observations: propylitic 

alteration is normally conductive, magnetite destructive and chargeable; phyllic and argillic 

alteration are normally more resistive, magnetite destructive and not particularly chargeable; 

potassic alteration normally has a resistivity between propylitic and phyllic/argillic, is magnetic and 

may be chargeable. The potassic zone tends to be a relatively small part of the system so its physical 

properties are often overshadowed by the surrounding uneconomic alteration. There are of course 

exceptions to all of these characterisations. In general, calc-alkaline systems have a smaller 

alteration footprint than the alkaline series. The aim of the geophysical program is generally to map 

the alteration system rather than directly detect mineralisation.” 

In addition to the standard EM response maps, ExploreGeo also transformed the EM data from time-

amplitude space into conductivity-depth space, in order to provide conductivity maps at modelled 

depths. The resultant maps (Figure 35) show patterns that ExploreGeo have interpreted as being 

indicative of porphyry style alteration systems:  

 “The EM response from Lagalochan was almost a textbook porphyry case with a broad conductivity 

high surrounding the potassic intrusion. This is just what we would expect for a porphyry alteration 

system with an annulus of conductive propylitic alteration surrounding a core of less conductive 

potassic alteration.” 

Figure 35: (Left) EM response for channel 15 (1.5908 mSec) showing a broad conductivity high 
interpreted as zone of propylitic alteration (dashed green line). (Right) EM data transformed to 
conductivity depth space, here showing a notional depth slice of 500 m. Note the area of high 
resistivity interpreted as a potassic altered core (dashed pink line). Hatched red line is a fence 

creating an artefact in the geophysics. Black line is the section line used in Figure 36. (WGE, 2022) 
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The conductivity depth transform employed by ExploreGeo, has also allowed the generation of 

pseudosections. However, ExploreGeo caution that the transform method overestimates the depth, 

and in this case returned maximum depth estimates of over 2 km. By manipulating the processing, 

they have reduced the maximum depths to a more reasonable 400 m, but this may well be an 

underestimate, and the resultant anomalies may actually need stretching downwards (Frankcombe, 

pers. comm., 2022). The resultant north-south pseudosection (Figure 36) has identified a broad low 

conductivity feature, surrounded by more conductive zones. This corresponds to the main North and 

South Hill areas at Lagalochan. This is interpreted as the potential potassic core to a porphyry 

system, the more conductive margins of which would be valid exploration targets. Two further 

resistive areas can be observed to the south of the main anomaly, that may potentially represent 

further porphyry stocks/apophyses and warrant further investigation. 

 

 

Figure 36: Conductivity pseudosection along profile line 187680E shown in Figure 35. Purple areas 
are more resistive and are interpreted as less conductive cores of potassic systems. Note the 

northernmost (right on section) strong apparent low conductivity feature is an artefact caused by a 
forestry fence. (WGE, 2022)  

N S 
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10 Drilling 
There have been a number of drilling campaigns on and around the Lagalochan Property since 

exploration began in the area in the 1980’s (Table 2, Figure 37). 

Company Period Number 
of Holes 

Total 
Metres 

Comments 

BP Minerals 
International Ltd 

1982 – 
1985 

37 6,364.71 No QA/QC or 3d surveys 
available 

Rio Tinto 1987 3 350.00 No QA/QC available 

Eurasian Consolidated 
Minerals Ltd 

2013 4 1,713.50  

Western Gold 
Exploration (UK) Ltd 

2019 3 1,383.50  

TOTAL  47 9,811.71  

 
Table 2: Summary of diamond drilling on the Lagalochan Property 

Figure 37: Location map showing distribution of all drill collars at Lagalochan (WGE, 2022) 
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10.1 Historical Drilling 
Copies of the BPMIL drill reports are currently unavailable. Many of the original Rio reports have 

now become available, however it is unknown if more reports remain to be located. Pending receipt 

of the remaining BPMIL reports, and a further search for other Rio reports, much of the information 

for the Historical Drilling has been taken from Waters, 2019. Mr Patrick Waters was associated with 

the BPMIL phase of exploration at Lagalochan.  

The major phase of drilling at Lagalochan was completed by BP Minerals Ltd in the period 1984 – 

1985. BPMIL drilling was targeting open-pittable epithermal style gold mineralisation. 

The drilling was completed in two phases (25 holes for 5,055 m in 1984; and 12 holes for 1,310 m in 

1985). The first phase of drilling was contracted to Drillsure Ltd who used two tractor towed, skid 

mounted Longyear rigs (a LY 44 and LY38). The second phase of drilling was contracted to Encore 

Drilling who used a Muskeg mounted Diamec drill rig. In both phases casing was drilled and inserted 

through the overburden and into the bedrock. Diamond drilling was undertaken in HQ (63.5 mm 

core diameter) and NQ (47.6 mm core diameter) core sizes and core runs retrieved by a wireline 

system. The locations and details of the BPMIL (and Rio) drilling are shown in Figure 38 and Table 3. 

  

 

Figure 38: Map of BP Minerals Ltd (black) and Rio Tinto (magenta) drilling superimposed on the Cu 
Ionic Leach (WGE, 2022) 
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Hole ID Easting Northing Elevation Length Azimuth Dip Company Period 

LD84-1 187737 712379 222 241.41 0 -90 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-2 187609 711846 243 192.62 350 -86 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-3 187800 712378 221 155.69 300 -70 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-4 187577 711898 230 199.49 301 -74 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-5 187652 712343 201 221.60 66 -70 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-6 188028 712262 146 216.33 90 -65 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-7 187663 712142 187 221.60 248 -70 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-8 187632 712450 205 109.12 49 -65 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-9 187600 712427 194 132.87 270 -65 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-10 187487 712146 200 151.60 180 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-11 187683 712054 189 196.00 202.5 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-12 187604 712241 179 313.73 30 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-13 187609 712238 179 249.75 147 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-14 187978 712353 150 205.78 292 -70 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-15 187781 712262 179 294.35 22 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-16 188071 711848 157 202.30 68 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-17 188214 711989 169 133.70 45 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-18 188442 712549 220 201.50 115 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-19 187831 712032 183 199.90 225 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-20 187584 712419 200 223.30 105 -55 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-21 187903 712631 222 186.15 315 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-22 187874 712491 212 198.20 225 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-23 187642 712645 231 209.90 245 -50 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-24 187550 711983 219 195.55 135 -55 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-25 187606 712059 204 200.80 295 -55 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-26 188209 711993 168 96.56 360 -70 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-27 188199 712003 168 101.90 135 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-28 188318 712057 176 21.90 180 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-29 188237 712123 165 106.50 180 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-30 188142 712023 170 100.20 45 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-31 188142 712023 170 99.07 180 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-32 188292 711923 188 102.22 45 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-33 188170 711928 172 106.53 44 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-34 187706 712496 211 185.95 15 -70 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-35 186585 712685 170 91.20 170 -60 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-36 186837 712632 192 99.84 346 -54 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LD84-37 188226 711875 181 199.60 23 -48 BP Minerals 1982-1985 

LG-1 187687 712505 211 126.70 155 -45 Rio Tinto 1987 

LG-2 187615 712490 210 97.90 60 -45 Rio Tinto 1987 

LG-3 187740 712530 210 125.40 155 -45 Rio Tinto 1987 

 

Table 3: Details of historical drilling (BP Minerals Ltd and Rio Tinto) at Lagalochan 

For the first phase of BPMIL drilling, the principal targets focussed on the hydrothermal alteration 

(silicification, pyritization) and the gold – base metal deep overburden (DOB) anomalies all located 

on North Hill and South Hill. The second phase of drilling targeted the strong DOB gold – base metal 

anomaly in Southeast Zone and the strong DOB base metal anomaly. The drilling intersected 

widespread low-grade copper and gold mineralisation.  

During the BPMIL phase of drilling, the core was cut in half for sampling in nominally 1m intervals. 

Core samples were prepared by drying and pulverizing to -100 µm. A 50 gram split was taken and 

analysed for gold by fire assay and graphite furnace AAS determination with a 4 ppb Au detection 
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limit and generally a 20 ppb lower confidence limit. A 0.5 g sub-sample was analysed for Ag, Cu, Pb, 

Zn, Mo and As by atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) following a dissolution with a mixture of 

hydrofluoric (HF), perchloric (HClO4) and nitric (HNO3) acids. All analyses were undertaken at Caleb 

Brett Laboratories, Merseyside, England and QA/QC was monitored by inclusion of BPMIL random 

blanks and standards (8%) and a further 10% insertion of standards by Caleb Brett. The detection 

limits for Cu, Pb, Zn, As, Ag and Mo were 1 ppm. 

A summary of the better intersections from the BPMIL drilling are shown in Table 4. Notably, several 

holes intersected long (>100m) intervals of 0.1 – 0.25 g/t Au and >0.1% Cu. 

 

Hole ID From To Interval Au g/t Ag g/t Cu ppm Mo ppm 
Cu% * 

metres 

Estimate 
True 
Thickness 

LD84-1 38.54 144.77 106.23 0.23 3.93 1016 5 10.8  
LD84-1 146.77 241.41 94.64 0.16 2.98 1576 11 14.9  
LD84-3 0.00 155.69 155.69 0.22 3.90 1417 37 22.1 53.25 

LD84-8 2.00 105.30 103.30 0.18 3.85 1769 23 18.3 43.66 

LD84-9 1.34 130.05 128.71 0.10 2.01 1494 49 19.2 54.40 

LD84-15 1.88 294.35 292.47 0.12 3.62 1961 47 57.4 146.24 

LD84-20 177.55 223.30 45.75 0.14 4.19 1039 11 4.8 26.24 

LD84-22 115.00 198.20 83.20 0.10 2.28 1211 45 10.1 41.60 

LD84-34 107.00 176.00 69.00 0.37 3.61 1478 0 10.2 23.60 

 

Table 4: Summary of best assay intersections from BP Minerals Ltd. Intervals are reported at a 
nominal 1000 ppm Cu cut-off grade with a maximum 10% internal dilution. Cu% * metres is Cu grade 

multiplied by interval thickness, and provides a method of comparing interval based on total metal 
content. True thickness estimate is based on the assumption of a vertical zone of mineralisation. True 

thickness cannot be estimated for a vertical hole into vertical mineralisation. 

 

After BPMIL dropped the Property at the end of 1986, it was acquired by Rio Tinto (Riofinex North / 

Consolidated Gold Ltd joint venture). Whereas BPMIL was targeting a large low-grade open pittable 

deposit, the target envisaged by Rio was a series of high-grade veins, mineralised fracture zone or 

alteration zone that would be amenable to underground working (Hazleton, 1987).  

Rio drilled three holes in 1987 at North Hill, targeting overburden gold anomalies associated with a 

NE-SW trending zone of alteration and fracturing (holes LG-1 and LG-3) and a NNW-SSE trending 

lineament (LG-2). 

For the Rio drilling, the descriptions in the available reports are less complete, however Hazleton 

(1987) summarises the following: the core was split and assayed for gold “geochemically” as well as 

silver, copper, arsenic and zinc. Any samples that contained >1 g/t Au were then assayed by fire 

assay. All drill core that was not initially split and assayed was subsequently groove sampled at 2 

metre intervals and as sample of >60 grams submitted for geochemical analysis for gold, silver and 

copper. All groove sample lengths containing more than 1 g/t Au were consequently split and 

assayed by fire assay. 
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Both lineaments tested by the drilling were found to be significantly gold bearing, with several 

intersections of higher grade gold (Table 5). The combined intersection in LG-1 from 43.83 – 77.00 m 

assayed 33.17 m @ 1.26 g/t Au.  

 

HoleID From To Interval Au  g/t Ag g/t Cu ppm 

Estimate 
True 
Thickness 

LG-1 43.83 48.55 4.72 3.05 6.90 831 3.34 

includes 45.70 46.55 0.85 13.27 10.3 1920 0.60 

LG-1 65.15 68.75 3.60 2.01 6.04 516 2.55 

LG-1 74.15 77.00 2.85 2.95 3.88 343 2.02 

LG-2 29.45 29.70 0.25 14.11 303.50 4850 0.18 

LG-3 50.00 51.89 1.89 1.83 5.36 1215 1.34 

LG-3 105.68 106.29 0.61 1.21 14.00 207 0.43 

 

Table 5: Summary of significant assay intersections from Rio Tinto drilling targeting high-grade gold 
zones at North Hill. Intervals are reported at a nominal 1 g/t Au cut-off grade with a maximum of 2m 
@ 0.2 g/t Au internal dilution. True thickness estimate is based on the assumption of a vertical zone 

of mineralisation.  

Rio determined that the gold mineralisation intersected in the drilling at North Hill was principally 

related to the intense phyllic alteration and pyritization. Even the narrow high-grade sample in LG-1 

(0.85 m @ 13.27 g/t Au) they noted was similar to the rest of the alteration zone and only differed in 

having a higher chalcopyrite content. Rio also recognised a second style of high-grade (> 10 g/t Au) 

as intersected in LG-2 (0.25 m @ 14.11 g/t Au) where the gold was hosted by a vein of pyrite-

sphalerite-galena that filled a late structure cutting the gold bearing phyllic alteration zone. 

Rio concluded that “the whole North Hill complex has a high background in gold that in a more arid 

climate would probably have produced a large tonnage of open-pittable and heap leachable ore.” 

Hazleton, (1987). 

 

10.2 2013 Drilling – Eurasian Consolidated Minerals Ltd. 
In 2013, Eurasian Consolidated Minerals Ltd (ECM) conducted a drill programme on North Hill. 

Drilling was undertaken at Lagalochan by Priority Drilling Limited of Galway, Ireland, using an Atlas 

Copco CS14, track-mounted wireline diamond drillrig. Once the casing was drilled to bedrock, 

diamond drilling typically started with PQ3 core (83.1 mm core diameter), stepping down to HQ3 

core (61.1 mm core diameter).  

On completion of each drillhole, a downhole survey was completed using a magnetic multishot 

survey tool, with readings every 6m depth. Once the survey was completed the casing was pulled 

from the ground and the hole was sealed with cement and collar location marked by a stake. 

Eurasian Consolidated Minerals drilled 4 drillholes in 2013, with all the holes planned to test depth 

extensions to the porphyry copper mineralisation identified in earlier drill campaigns by BPMIL and 

Rio. The locations and orientations of the ECM drilling are shown in Table 6 and Figure 39. Whereas 

the deepest historical hole was 313.73 m long (hole LD84-12), ECM drilled deep holes (up to 539.00 

m) to test depth extents.  
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Hole ID Easting Northing Elevation Length Azimuth Dip Company Period 

LD13-1 187753 712253 170 260.50 20 -75 ECM 2013 

LD13-1A 187754 712254 170 539.00 23.9 -66.3 ECM 2013 

LD13-2 187592 712421 195 449.50 50 -70 ECM 2013 

LD13-3 187708 712481 215 464.50 271 -70 ECM 2013 

Table 6: Details of Eurasian Consolidated Minerals drilling at Lagalochan in 2013 

 

 

Figure 39: Map of the ECM drilling (green) superimposed on the Cu ionic leach (WGE, 2022) 

 

The core was logged by staff contracted from Aurum Exploration Ltd., under the overall supervision 

of Mr Patrick Waters of Eurasian Consolidated Resources. The data recorded in the company 

database (lithology, alteration, mineralisation and sampling information) is detailed, with logging 

intervals typically 3 metres or less.  

No information is available in the database on core loss, however this information may still be 

available in the hard copy paper logs in the company archives. During the core review by the QP, it 

was observed that core recovery was generally excellent (i.e. 100% core recovery), although areas of 

more broken rock may potentially have suffered some core loss. Any unrecorded core loss is 

considered to be volumetrically extremely minor, and therefore unlikely to materially affect the 

results and conclusions of this Technical Report. Notwithstanding this it is recommended that 

attempts are made to recover the core loss/recovery data from the original logging sheets. 
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In total the ECM drilling consisted of 648 intervals from which 606 samples (excluding QA/QC 

samples) were sent for analysis, with an average sample interval of 2.60 m (minimum 0.3 m; 

maximum 5 m). Gold assays varied from below detection (0.005 g/t Au) up to 2.14 g/t Au and copper 

assays ranged from 11.8 ppm Cu up to 8,300 ppm Cu (= 0.83% Cu).  

The ECM drilling, as mentioned, was focussed on the depth extents of the widespread low-grade Cu-

Au porphyry style mineralisation previously drilled at North Hill. As with the historical drilling, the 

ECM drilling was successful in intersecting long intervals of low-grade gold (> 0.1 g/t Au) and copper 

(> 0.15% Cu) mineralisation and extending these to depths significantly below the historical drilling 

(Table 7). None of the high-grade gold mineralisation (>10 g/t) targeted and intersected by Rio was 

reported.  

  

Hole ID From To Interval Au g/t Ag g/t Cu ppm Mo ppm 
Cu% * 

metres 

Estimate 
True 
Thickness 

LD13-1 5.00 211.00 206.00 0.11 3.53 1680 98 34.6 53.32 

LD13-1A 2.00 539.00 537.00 0.10 2.58 1775 73 95.3 215.85 

LD13-2 17.00 98.80 81.80 0.11 2.14 1100 31 9.0 52.58 

LD13-2 219.55 447.00 227.45 0.14 2.33 1669 24 38.0 77.79 

LD13-3 65.70 82.05 16.35 0.58 3.22 1229 11 2.0 5.59 

LD13-3 132.00 275.10 143.10 0.08 2.59 1314 41 18.8 48.94 

LD13-3 383.20 426.60 43.40 0.09 1.35 1204 59 5.2 14.84 

 

Table 7: Summary of best assay intersections from Eurasian Consolidated Minerals. Intervals are 
reported at a nominal 1000 ppm Cu cut-off grade with a maximum 10% internal dilution. Cu% * 
metres is Cu grade multiplied by interval thickness, and provides a method of comparing interval 

based on total metal content. True thickness estimate is based on the assumption of a vertical zone 
of mineralisation.  

 

10.3 2019 Drilling – Western Gold Exploration (UK) Ltd. 
In 2019, Western Gold Exploration (UK) Ltd (“WGE”) conducted a drill programme targeting both the 

porphyry-style mineralisation at North Hill as well as some of the skarn style mineralisation.  Drilling 

was undertaken at Lagalochan by Priority Drilling Limited of Galway, Ireland, using an Atlas Copco 

CS14, track-mounted wireline diamond drillrig. Once the casing was drilled to bedrock, diamond 

drilling typically started with PQ3 core (83.1 mm core diameter), stepping down to HQ3 core (61.1 

mm core diameter) and for hole GD18-1 stepping down further to NQ3 core (45.1 mm core 

diameter).  

On completion of each drillhole, a downhole survey was completed using a magnetic multishot 

survey tool, with readings every 6 m depth. Unfortunately, the full digital survey files with magnetic 

readings are not currently available for this period of drilling, so it is not possible to determine which 

azimuthal readings are affected by anomalously high local magnetic fields. It is apparent from the 

trace of GD18-1 that the azimuth has some significant deviations that are most likely an effect of 

local magnetism rather than the true trace of the drillhole. It is recommended that attempts are 

made to track down the complete survey file so that the drillhole surveys can be re-evaluated. 
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Once the survey was completed the casing was pulled from the ground and the hole was sealed with 

cement and collar location marked by a stake (Figure 40). 

 

Figure 40: Collar location and marking of hole LD18-4 

 

During the 2019 drill campaign, WGE drilled a total of three drillholes. The drilling was conducted 

under a Controlled Activity Regulations (CAR) Simple License from SEPA covering deep boreholes, 

defined as those drilling >200m vertical depth. The drilling programme was curtailed early after 

three holes were completed due to a combination of the oncoming raptor breeding season and the 

slow turn-around time in receiving assay results, and its impact on planning the next holes. The 

location of the drillholes from the WGE phase of drilling is shown in Table 8 and Figure 41. 

 

Hole ID Easting Northing Elevation Length Azimuth Dip Company Period 

LD18-4 187771 712395 228 698.50 155 -80 WGE 2019 

LD18-6 187719 712425 206 242.00 338 -50 WGE 2019 

GD18-1 187110 712263 246 443.50 80 -55 WGE 2019 

 

Table 8: Location and details of Western Gold Exploration drillholes. 

 

Hole LD18-4 was drilled to the SSE to test the depth extension of a broad zone of porphyry Cu-Au-

Mo-Ag mineralisation intersected in hole LD13-1A by ECM in 2013. Hole LD18-6 was drilled to the 

NNW to test the depth extension of a zone of high gold intersected by Rio Tinto in hole LG-01 in 

1987. The final hole, GD18-1, was drilled westwards to test the down-dip extension of the Glenbeag 

Skarn. 
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Figure 41: Map of the WGE drilling (red) superimposed on the Cu ionic leach (WGE, 2022) 

 

Similar to the 2013 programme, the core was logged by staff contracted from Aurum Exploration 

Ltd., under the overall supervision of Mr Patrick Waters of WGE. The data recorded in the Company 

database (lithology, alteration, mineralisation and sampling information) is detailed, with logging 

intervals typically 3 metres or less.  

Once again, no information is available in the database on core loss, however this information may 

still be available in the hard copy paper logs in the Company archives. During the core review by the 

QP, it was observed that core recovery was generally excellent (i.e. 100% core recovery), although 

areas of more broken rock may potentially have suffered some core loss. Any unrecorded core loss is 

considered to be volumetrically extremely minor, and therefore unlikely to materially affect the 

results and conclusions of this Technical Report. Notwithstanding this it is recommended that 

attempts are made to recover the core loss/recovery data from the original logging sheets. 

In total the WGE drilling consisted of 566 intervals from which 487 samples (excluding QA/QC 

samples) were sent for analysis, with an average sample interval of 2.41 m (minimum 1.0 m; 

maximum 3.05 m). Gold assays varied from below detection (0.005 g/t Au) up to 2.9 g/t Au and 

copper assays ranged from 9 ppm Cu up to 5,750 ppm Cu (= 0.58% Cu). 

The results from the drilling again (Table 9) show long intersections of low-grade gold and copper 

and gold mineralisation of similar tenor to the ECM and BPMIL drilling (>0.1 g/t Au and >0.15% Cu). 
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Hole ID From To Interval Au g/t Ag g/t Cu ppm Mo ppm 
Cu% * 

metres 

Estimate 
True 
Thickness 

LD18-4 3.00 533.50 530.50 0.11 2.67 1676 68 88.9 92.12 

LD18-4 620.25 638.25 18.00 0.03 1.20 1593 26 2.9 3.13 

LD18-6 186.20 241.50 55.30 0.10 4.10 1236 55 6.8 35.55 

 

Table 9: Summary of best assay intersections from WGE drilling in 2019. Intervals are reported at a 
nominal 1000 ppm Cu cut-off grade with a maximum 10% internal dilution. Cu% * metres is Cu grade 

multiplied by interval thickness, and provides a method of comparing interval based on total metal 
content. True thickness estimate is based on the assumption of a vertical zone of mineralisation. 

It is notable that hole LD18-6, which was drilled below the 33.17 m @ 1.26 g/t Au intersection in the 

Grey Breccia unit in Rio hole LG-1 has only been sparsely sampled through this unit (Figure 42). In 

fact, the single highest gold grade from this drill campaign (1 m @ 2.9 g/t Au) was intersected near 

the top of the hole within the same porphyry breccia unit, yet much of this unit remains unsampled. 

 

Figure 42: Section through LD18-6 looking North East. Bars show copper (green) and gold (yellow) 
assay values. Red dashed lines show vertical projection of gold zone in LG-1 (WGE, 2022) 
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11 Sample Preparation, Analyses and Security 

11.1 Sample Preparation and Security 
Both the two recent phases of drilling (ECM and Western Gold) followed the same procedures for 

handling of the core, sample preparation and security. 

At the end of each drill run the core was placed into plastic core boxes, with a plastic tag identifying 

the depth at the end of the drill run. Depths and core box identification were marked using 

permanent markers. 

The core was brought from the drill rig by Priority Drilling staff to a trackside, where a Company 

representative collected it and delivered it to the Company core facilities at Kames, approximately 6 

km west of Lagalochan (Figure 43). On arrival the core was moved into the core shed for processing 

(logging and sampling) by Company geologists. The core shed was lockable, ensuring the security of 

the core prior to sampling. 

 

Figure 43: Company core shed at Kames 

The core was then logged by contract geologists from Aurum Exploration Ltd (under the supervision 

of Company personnel) in the core shed, recording such details as core recovery, lithology, alteration 

and mineralisation onto logging sheets. The core was then marked for sampling, and then cut by 

diamond saw, with ½ core being bagged and sent for assay (along with QA/QC samples) and ½ core 

being retained for future reference. Sample intervals were marked by permanent marker on the 

core box (but not directly on the core), and the sample details written in permanent marker on red 

painted wooden core blocks that were placed onto the remaining sample in the core box. The core 

boxes are then stacked on pallets and stored outside the core shed (Figure 44).  
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Figure 44: Company core storage facilities at Kames 

For the sample portions that were sent for assay, the sample was placed into a plastic bag, with a 

pre-printed sample tag taken from a sample book on which the sample details were also recorded 

(Project, Hole, From depth, To depth). If the sample was a QA/QC sample, then the details of the 

CRM used were written in the sample book. The samples were typically sent in batches of 

approximately 50 samples (minimum 43 samples, maximum 87 samples) to ALS Loughrea for 

analysis. 

The core was also supposedly photographed wet and dry, and before and after sampling. 

Unfortunately, the hard disk on which all the photographs were stored is no longer available. The 

sampled core has recently been re-photographed. 

Whilst visiting the site in September 2022, it was noted that a number of sample blocks have 

weathered to the extent that they are now unreadable. It is recommended that the Company re-

marks the sample details onto the sample blocks, as well as marking the start and end intervals of 

samples directly onto the remining ½ core with wax pencils so as to facilitate any future duplicate 

sampling programme.   

It was also noted that there is no apparent security for the storage of the pallets of core, which are 

left out in the elements or at best, covered by tarpaulins. It is strongly recommended that the core is 

stored out of the elements in a more secure storage facility. 
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11.2 Sample Analyses 
Core and QAQC samples from both the ECM and Western Gold drilling programmes were sent to ALS 

Loughrea, Co. Galway, Ireland for analyses. ALS Loughrea is an INAB accredited laboratory (ISO 

17025:2005) with respect to the analytical methods utilised. 

On receipt of the samples at the laboratory, they are weighed and logged into the ALS system, and 

then crushed to 70% being <2mm (CRU-31). A subsample of the crushed material is split with a Boyd 

Rotary splitter (SPL-22Y) and approximately 1000 g of subsample is pulverised to 85% <75 µm (PUL-

32). A 30g aliquot is then assayed by fire assay with an atomic absorption finish (method Au-AA23). 

A separate 5 g aliquot is subjected to a four-acid digest and analysed for 48 elements by Inductively 

Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) (method ME-MS61). The elements analysed and their 

respective methods and detection limits are listed in Table 10. A number of samples assayed above 

the maximum limit of 10,000 ppm for copper. These samples were then assayed by the overlimit 

method of Cu-OG62, whereby a 0.4 g sample is subjected to a four-acid digest and analysed for 

copper by atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES). 

ALS Minerals: Analytes and Ranges for Au-AA23 and ME-MS61 

Au 0.005 - 10 ppm Cu 0.2 - 10,000 ppm Na 0.01 - 10 % Sr 0.2 - 10,000 ppm 

Ag 0.01 - 100 ppm Fe 0.01 - 50 % Nb 0.1 – 500 ppm Ta 0.05 – 500 ppm 

Al 0.01 - 50 % Ga 0.05 - 10,000 ppm Ni 0.2 - 10,000 ppm Te 0.05 – 500 ppm 

As 0.2 - 10,000 ppm Ge 0.05 - 500 ppm P 10 - 10,000 ppm Th 0.01 - 10,000 ppm 

Ba 10 - 10,000 ppm Hf 0.1 – 500 ppm Pb 0.5 - 10,000 ppm Ti 0.005 - 10 % 

Be 0.05 - 1,000 ppm In 0.005 – 500 ppm Rb 0.1 – 10,000 ppm Tl 0.02 - 10,000 ppm 

Bi 0.01 - 10,000 ppm K 0.01 - 10 % Re 0.002 – 50 ppm U 0.1 - 10,000 ppm 

Ca 0.01 - 50 % La 0.5 - 10,000 ppm S 0.01 - 10 % V 1 - 10,000 ppm 

Cd 0.02 - 1,000 ppm Li 0.2 – 10,000 ppm Sb 0.05 - 10,000 ppm W 0.1 - 10,000 ppm 

Ce 0.01 – 500 ppm Mg 0.01 - 50 % Sc 0.1 - 10,000 ppm Y 0.1 – 500 ppm 

Co 0.1 - 10,000 ppm Mn 5 - 100,000 ppm Se 1 – 1,000 ppm Zn 2 - 10,000 ppm 

Cr 1 - 10,000 ppm Mo 0.05 - 10,000 ppm Sn 0.2 – 500 ppm Zr 0.5 – 500 ppm 

Cs 0.05 - 500 ppm       

 

Table 10: Elements and detection limits analysed for Lagalochan drilling 

11.3 QA/QC 
Quality Assurance and Quality Control is as integral part of a sampling programme in determining 

and monitoring the accuracy and precision of the assay results and ensuring that any issues at the 

laboratory (e.g. repeatability, contamination, analytical drift) are identified and mitigated. To this 

end, accredited laboratories routinely follow their own QA/QC protocol, that involves the insertion 

of blanks, standards and sample duplicates into the sample stream. In reviewing the laboratories 

QA/QC reports, no issues were identified. 

Standard industry practice requires the company to not depend solely on the laboratory QA/QC, but 

to implement their own QA/QC programme. During the ECM and Western Gold drilling phases the 
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companies followed QA/QC programmes inserting Certified Reference Materials (“CRM”’s) into the 

sample flow being sent to the laboratory. The CRM’s were supplied by a commercial supplier, Ore 

Research & Exploration P/L headquartered in Australia. 

The assay database supplied by Western Gold, was in a Microsoft Excel Workbook. The database 

contains 7 different CRM’s, with certified assay values as indicated in Table 11. 

 

 

CRM 
Used by 

WGE 
Used by 

ECM Au (g/t) Cu (%) 
Mo 

(ppm) Ag (g/t) S (%)  
OREAS 22B 2  <0.002 0.00089 4.9 <0.1  Quartz Blank 

OREAS 22c 1 17 <0.002 0.001 4.3 <0.1  Quartz Blank 

OREAS 24b 3  <0.003 0.0038 4.03  0.203 
Barren I-type HB 
granodiorite 

OREAS 501B 4  0.248 0.26 99 0.778 0.354 Porphyry Cu-Au-Mo 

OREAS 502B 5 6 0.495 0.773 238 2.09 0.95 Porphyry Cu-Au-Mo 

OREAS 503B 4  0.695 0.531 319 1.54 0.667 Porphyry Cu-Au-Mo 

OREAS 504 1 9 1.48 1.137 624 3.13 1.37 Porphyry Cu-Au-Mo 

 20 32       
 

Table 11: List of Certified Reference Materials (Blanks and Standards) used by ECM and WGE at 
Lagalochan 

Blanks and standards were inserted into the sample stream at a rate of approximately 1 CRM per 20 

samples. The actual insertion rates are shown in Table 12. The insertion rate for the Western Gold 

drilling is slightly lower than that for Eurasian Consolidated drilling. However, in both periods the 

insertion rates include both the blanks (total of 23) as well as the standards (total of 29). This 

insertion rate would be considered at the lower end of industry standards, which typically aims for a 

5% insertion rate excluding blanks. It is recommended that future drill programmes aim for 1 blank 

per sample batch and a 5% insertion rate of standards. No field duplicates (i.e. ¼ core) have been 

recorded as having been taken. It is not unusual for field duplicates not to be taken in the early-

stages of exploration projects, as it essentially means having to cut the core to ¼ core. 

 

 

 

 

Table 12: Insertion rates of CRM’s at Lagalochan 

 

Blanks are used to check that there has been no contamination (typically of gold) of the samples at 

the laboratory. Gold, being heavy and malleable, can be accumulated in or smeared onto sample 

preparation equipment and then carried across into subsequent samples. Good laboratory 

procedures include sufficient cleaning of equipment, prior to processing a new batch of samples. In 

total across both drill programmes, 23 blanks were inserted.  The blanks used were OREAS 22C, 

OREAS 2B and OREAS 24B. These have gold concentrations of <0.002 g/t Au (OREAS 22B & 22C) and 

Company Samples CRM's Total % CRM's 

ECM 606 32 638 5.0% 

WGE 487 20 507 3.9% 

 1093 52 1145 4.5% 
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<0.003 g/t Au (OREAS 24B). The analytical methods used by ECM and WGE have a detection limit of 

0.005 g/t Au, so it would be expected that all of the blanks return assays of below detection limit. All 

blanks except two returned “below detection limit” assays. Both the samples that did return positive 

assays were only marginally above the detection limit (0.006 g/t Au and 0.007 g/t Au), and so are 

considered okay from a QA/QC perspective. Consequently, it can be stated with confidence that 

there has been no cross-sample contamination of any significance in the samples. 

Standards are used to check the accuracy and precision of the analytical process by monitoring the 

returned assays of a sample with a known concentration (CRM). At Lagalochan, over the ECM and 

WGE periods four separate standards have been used. The selection of standards, all taken from 

Porphyry Cu-Au-Mo sources, and their grade ranges (Table 11) are all perfectly suited for 

Lagalochan. The results of the standard assays for Au and Cu are shown in Figure 45. All assays are 

within three standard deviations of the expected assay. For gold, all the assays are also within two 

standard deviations of the expected assay, whereas for copper all except one assay is within two 

standard deviations. Four samples of the high-grade standard (OREAS 504) have no assay result. The 

reason for this is that the ICP-MS analytical method has a maximum detection of 10,000 ppm Cu (= 

1% Cu), and for some reason the laboratory did not assay these four samples with the overlimit 

method Cu-OG62. The results for the standards show that the assays undertaken at ALS Loughrea 

are both accurate and precise, and that the resultant sample assays can be considered 

representative of the true grades of the samples.  

Repeatability of assays is another important part of a QA/QC programme. This applies to both 

sample repeatability and assay repeatability. Sample repeatability refers to the “natural” variation of 

the grade of the sample from what is essentially a duplicate sample from the original material that 

has not yet been processed. This may be in the form of assaying ¼ core. The use of field duplicates 

(as previously mentioned) has not been employed at this stage in the project.  

The assay repeatability is a check on how repeatable the assay process is. This is checked by the 

laboratory as part of their own QA/QC programme, where a split of the “homogenised” coarse reject 

(crushed but not milled) is taken and assayed in the normal way. This is essentially a check on the 

precision of the processing and assay method. A further check that is commonly employed is to send 

a selection of samples (coarse reject) for analysis at another laboratory as an umpire check. This has 

not yet been done at Lagalochan. This is not necessarily a problem at this stage of the project (i.e. 

early-stage pre-resource exploration). However, it is recommended that a limited programme of 

reassay at a third-party laboratory be implemented in the future, prior to any resource estimation 

studies being initiated. 
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Figure 45: QA/QC results of Au and Cu standards for ECM and WGE drilling 
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11.4 Data Storage and Management 
The data for Lagalochan is currently compiled and stored as Microsoft Excel workbooks. This is not a 

secure format for storing data with significant weaknesses that may impact the veracity of the data, 

including both data inputting errors and accidental modification of the data at a later time. 

In many cases, for the ECM and WGE data, the original source documents remain available, such as 

sample tag books, ALS supplied certificates and datafiles, and paper based lithological logs. However, 

in other cases, such as drillhole surveys, it is not clear whether hard copy or non-editable digital 

mediums exists for this data. 

As discussed in the Section on Data Verification (Section 12), a number of errors have been identified 

in the excel workbooks. These are typically data entry errors, and include such things as: incorrect 

sample intervals, mis-recorded CRM names, incorrect end of hole lengths, and on one occasion an 

incorrect assay entry.  

The import of assay data from the ALS data files has also not been handled in a consistent manner, 

with “below detection” assays being handled differently at different times. Sometimes, for example, 

gold is imported as a <0.005 (for example) and other times it has been imported as “detection limit x 

0.5” (i.e. 0.0025). Handling of below detection assays and overlimit assays should be consistent. 

It is strongly recommended that the Company invest in a database package for the proper storing of 

the Company’s data, and that a suitable digital filing system be used for the storage of supporting 

documents. 

12 Data Verification 

12.1 QP Site Inspection 
A site inspection was completed by Dr. Toby Strauss CGeol., EurGeol on the Lagalochan Property 

from 8 – 10 September 2022. The site visit included: a field inspection of the Lagalochan Property, 

and a review of drillcore and Company protocols at the Company logging facilities in Kames. 

12.1.1 Confirmation of Drill Sites 
The author verified location of certain ECM (2013) and WGE (2019) drill collars during the site visit 

using a handheld GPS (accuracy ± 3 metres). The author checked holes LD13-1A, LD13-2 and LD13-3 

from the 2013 phase of drilling, and holes LD18-4 and LD18-6 from the 2019 phase of drilling. In all 

cases the holes were well marked with wooden stakes. The GPS measurements of all the marked 

collar locations were within ± 3 metres when compared to the recorded collar locations in the 

Company database. The author recognises that for the ECM (2013) and WGE (2019) phases of 

drilling, all holes were surveyed by differential GPS, which measures to centimetre scale accuracy. It 

is the author’s opinion that the surveyed locations of the recent (2013 and 2019) drillholes is of a 

high standard and sufficiently accurate for any future resource modelling.   

In addition to the recent drilling by ECM and WGE, a historical hole was also identified in the forest, 

marked by a wooden stake and with rusty casing still intact. The GPS measurement for this hole 

identified it as BP Minerals hole LD84-01. The variation in collar position relative to the database was 

+7 m (easting) and -12 m (northing). The location of the collar within the forest likely impacted the 

accuracy of the GPS, however, it is also likely that the original collar locations for the BP Minerals 

holes in the database, either due to initial survey inaccuracies or subsequent grid conversions, or a 

combination of both, means that the actual recorded locations is not overly accurate and may vary 

by approx. 10m. It is recommended that the Company attempts to locate as many of the historical 

holes as possible and get them accurately surveyed.  
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It is the author’s opinion this accuracy of the historical (1984 – 1985) drillhole locations is sufficient 

for the stage of the project and there is no reason to believe that any error in the drill collar 

locations would materially affect the conclusions of this Technical Report. 

12.1.2 Drillcore Review 
Drill core was reviewed from holes LD18-6 (entire drillhole) GD18-1 (from 237.40 m), and selected 

intervals from holes LD18-4, LD18-6, LD13-3 and LD13-1A. 

The lithological units, alteration and mineralisation was observed and compared to the recorded 

logs. The main lithological units, alteration styles and mineralisation and veining, were all observed 

and examined and compared across the available boreholes. For the most part the QP was in 

agreement with the logged units, although there were clearly a few instances where there were 

questions as to which breccia-type a particular unit may have been classified (e.g. Grey Breccia vs a 

contact breccia of the feldspar porphyry vs Lithic Breccia; Red Feldspar Porphyry vs Megacrystic K-

Feldspar Porphyry) or to the naming of the alteration style (e.g. phyllic vs weak argillic). 

Sulphide (pyrite, chalcopyrite and molybdenite) mineralisation was extremely widespread across 

most of the observed lithologies (excluding late-stage dykes). Noticeably the breccias contained 

large clasts with stockwork veining and sulphide mineralisation (including bornite) indicative of them 

intruding through a stockwork mineralisation at depth.  

The core was also looked at in reference to the assay results. It was noted that there were large 

intervals that have not been assayed, some of which are proximal to significant assay results 

(especially gold). In the Grey Breccia in the upper parts of hole LD18-6 for example, there were many 

intervals not yet assayed, yet there are samples within this unit that have very significant assays (e.g. 

2.45 m @ 0.54 g/t Au; and 1 m @ 2.9 g/t Au).  

It is recommended that all the available core be relogged to ensure that logged units are all 

consistent with the current geological understanding of the Company, and to facilitate better three 

dimensional geological modelling of the lithologies, alteration systems and mineralisation. It is also 

recommended that more sampling of the core is undertaken to infill the gaps in the sample database 

where there has been indication of mineralisation (e.g. LD18-6). 

12.1.3 Review of Sample Intervals 
All of the sample intervals in the database from holes LD18-4, LD18-6, GD18,1, LD13-1A and LD13-3 

were compared to the sample tag books stored on-site. In hole LD18-4 four groups of samples (8 

samples in total) were identified where the samples in the database had incorrect from/to depths 

when compared to both the sample tag books and the actual drillcore. These samples have been 

corrected in the database. Furthermore, selected sample intervals in the database from holes LD18-

6 and GD18-1 were compared to the sample intervals marked on the sampling blocks in the core 

trays. Apart from the LD18-4 errors, no other discrepancies were observed.  

It was noted that the sample intervals are not marked directly on the remaining drill core, although 

in many cases the core has been cut perpendicular to length of core at the beginning/end of a 

sample. The lack of sample marks means that in most cases it is difficult to determine the exact 

sample unit within the drillcore, and thus difficult to check that the recorded sample lengths match 

the actual sample lengths. It is recommended that when the core is being relogged, that the sample 

intervals are marked directly onto the core. This will facilitate any future duplicate sampling 

requirements.  
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12.1.4 Drillcore Storage and Security 
The drillcores are stored in plastic trays on pallets. The majority of the pallets are stored outside in 

the yard of the Company facilities, which is noticeably not secured. The drillcore is not currently 

protected from the elements. Company staff confirmed that all of the core boxes had to be recently 

re-marked, as the original identification data was becoming very faded and in places unreadable. It 

was noted during the QP visit that a number of the sample blocks were also unreadable due to 

exposure to the elements. It is recommended that the sample blocks be checked and re-marked or 

replaced when the core is being relogged and sample intervals being marked on the core. Company 

staff have confirmed their intention to cover the core in tarpaulins to protect it from the elements. 

However, it is recommended that secure and dry facilities are acquired for the safe storage of the 

drillcore. 

12.2 Data Verification Procedures 

12.2.1 Historical Drilling 
The verification of the data associated with the historical drillings (BP Minerals and Rio Tinto) 

continues to be a work-in-progress as accessing the full historical reports has been challenging. The 

drilling was conducted on a local grid that has been confirmed to be parallel to the British National 

Grid. However, the explicit confirmation of the exact coordinates of the origin of the grid has not yet 

been determined. Two separate approximations have been made from historical maps (PhD thesis 

by Alexandra Kay and a geophysics map by BPMIL). These provide an origin for the grid at 186942E 

710750N (with a margin of error of about 1 metre). This now allows a transformation of the 

historical Local Grid to British National Grid. 

Copies of all the drill logs have been obtained. However, in terms of the data recorded on them, they 

are incomplete. Where collar coordinates have been recorded on the logging sheets, they have been 

recorded in local grid coordinates for most of the BP Minerals holes (holes LD84-35 and LD84-36 use 

an as yet unknown coordinate for the easting). For the Rio Tinto holes (LG-1 to LG-3), the 

coordinates on the data sheet have been recorded as what appears to be abbreviated British 

National Grid coordinates with the leading digit for both easting and northing being removed (e.g. 

87708E instead of 187708E). When the available data from the historical records has been converted 

to British National Grid and compared to the coordinates in the Company database, an error can be 

calculated (Table 13). Most of the holes that can be currently checked are within 3m of their 

calculated/recorded locations. Only a few holes have larger errors, including all of the Rio holes 

(approximately 20 – 30 m error). Obviously, there are also a number of holes that have insufficient 

data to permit checking. 

The original source of the data (collar coordinates and assays) used in the Company database for the 

historical holes at Lagalochan has not yet been uncovered. It is believed there are still a number of 

reports and appendices that have not yet been found at the British Geological Survey, including the 

appendices that includes the sample and associated assay data from the historical BPMIL drilling. It is 

recommended that efforts to find this missing data continue. In addition, it is recommended that 

attempts are made to find, and survey as many as possible of the historical drillholes.  
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Hole Grid E Grid N BNG E BNG N  

Easting 
in 

Database 

Northing 
in 

Database 
error 
(m) 

LD84-1      187737 712379  
LD84-2      187609 711846  
LD84-3      187800 712378  
LD84-4      187577 711898  
LD84-5      187652 712343  
LD84-6 1085 1514 188027 712264  188028 712262 1.85 
LD84-7      187663 712142  
LD84-8      187632 712450  
LD84-9      187600 712427  
LD84-10      187487 712146  
LD84-11      187683 712054  
LD84-12      187604 712241  
LD84-13 666 1490 187608 712240  187609 712238 1.84 
LD84-14 1035 1605 187977 712355  187978 712353 1.95 
LD84-15      187781 712262  
LD84-16      188071 711848  
LD84-17      188214 711989  
LD84-18      188442 712549  
LD84-19      187831 712032  
LD84-20 641 1671 187583 712421  187584 712419 2.03 
LD84-21 959 1883 187901 712633  187903 712631 2.30 
LD84-22 931 1743 187873 712493  187874 712491 2.11 
LD84-23      187642 712645  
LD84-24 598 1225 187540 711975  187550 711983 13.30 
LD84-25 664 1311 187606 712061  187606 712059 1.71 
LD84-26 1266 1245 188208 711995  188209 711993 2.42 
LD84-27 1256 1255 188198 712005  188199 712003 1.81 
LD84-28 1375 1309 188317 712059  188318 712057 1.74 
LD84-29 1294 1375 188236 712125  188237 712123 1.73 
LD84-30 1200 1275 188142 712025  188142 712023 1.69 
LD84-31 1200 1275 188142 712025  188142 712023 1.69 
LD84-32 1350 1175 188292 711925  188292 711923 1.66 
LD84-33 1228 1180 188170 711930  188170 711928 1.66 
LD84-34 763 1747 187705 712497  187706 712496 1.85 
LD84-35 59635 1941   712691   186585 712685   
LD84-36 58714 1883   712633   186837 712632   
LD84-37 1275 1127 188217 711877  188226 711875 8.96 
LG-1 87708 12490 187708 712490  187687 712505 25.81 
LG-2 87630 12465 187630 712465  187615 712490 29.15 
LG-3 87753 12513 187753 712513  187740 712530 21.40 

 

Table 13: Evaluation of the accuracy of the coordinate locations for the Historical drillholes 

Due to the uncertainties that currently remain with the historical drilling in terms of exact locations 

and assays, the use of this data for anything approaching quantitative purposes is unfortunately not 

possible. However, the drill logs contain valuable geological and geochemical information and most 

of the holes have three-dimensional survey data. The QP is of the opinion that most of the hole 

locations have been sufficiently well constrained, that the data for those holes is sufficiently reliable 

for use in geological modelling and the distribution of lithologies, alteration and mineralisation.  
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12.2.2 QA/QC Procedures 
The QA/QC data in the excel workbook for the 2013 and 2019 drilling were reviewed. The 

certificates for the listed CRMs were downloaded from the Ore Research & Exploration P/L website, 

and the returned assays of the listed CRMs were checked against these certificates. A number of 

discrepancies suggested that some of the listed CRM’s may have been mislabelled during the 

transfer of the data into the database (e.g. labelled OREAS 504B instead of the correct OREAS 504). 

These were confirmed with subsequent checking against the data recorded in the sample tag books. 

The errors have been corrected in the database (Microsoft excel workbook).  

12.2.3 Imported Assay Results 
Whilst reviewing the QA/QC data it was observed that for the high-grade standard (OREAS 504), 

where the Cu concentration required an overlimit assay using method Cu-OG62, in one instance the 

overlimit value for copper had been incorrectly entered into the database. This was checked against 

the ALS assay certificates and corrected in the database. As a result of this error, it was decided to 

manually compare the data entries for gold and copper for four randomly selected workorders (two 

from ECM drilling (LR13200632 and LR13220417) and two from WGE drilling (LR19026623 and 

LR19038175).  

No discrepancies were observed in either of the ECM drilling workorders or in workorder 

LR19038175. In workorder LR19026623 sample 845613 had assay values of 0.098 g/t Au and 1410 

ppm Cu, but the database had 0.124 g/t Au and 1530 ppm Cu. The ALS internal QA/QC showed that 

a prep duplicate was done on this sample and assayed 0.103 g/t Au and 1370 ppm Cu. It is unclear 

from where the assay results in the database for sample 845613 have been derived. Whether this 

error is due to the database management (an import error or an accidental subsequent error in 

excel), or whether there were later reassays on certain samples which the Company is unaware of is 

currently unknown. However, this is a red flag on the database that needs to be addressed.  

It was also noted (as mentioned in Section 11.4) that the handling of below and above detection 

limits for assays has not been handled in a consistent manner.  

It is recommended that a proper commercially available database storage system is used rather than 

relying on excel spreadsheets. The assay data should then be reimported from the original ALS 

supplied data files. This would also standardise the importation and handling of below and above 

detection limit assays and allow the Company to have a high confidence in the veracity and security 

of their data. 

Notwithstanding the errors identified above (QA/QC and imported assays), and the concerns that 

these raise, it is the author’s opinion this accuracy of the database is sufficient for the stage of the 

project and there is no reason to believe that any further errors in the database (for ECM or WGE 

holes) will materially affect the conclusions of this Technical Report. 

 

13 Mineral Processing and Metallurgical Testing 
This is an early-stage exploration project. No mineral processing or metallurgical testing has been 

performed. 

14 Mineral Resource Estimates 
This is an early-stage exploration project. There are no Mineral Resource estimates for the Property. 
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15 Mineral Reserve Estimates 
This is an early-stage exploration project. There are no Mineral Reserve estimates for the Property. 

16 Mining Methods 
This is an early-stage exploration project. This section is not relevant to the Technical Report. 

17 Recovery Methods 
This is an early-stage exploration project. This section is not relevant to the Technical Report. 

18 Project Infrastructure 
This is an early-stage exploration project. This section is not relevant to the Technical Report. 

19 Market Studies and Contracts 
This is an early-stage exploration project. This section is not relevant to the Technical Report. 

20 Environmental Studies, Permitting and Social or Community 

Impact 
Environmental water quality baseline studies have been carried out in the Lagalochan area in 2012 

(Stewart, 2012) and 2018 (Stewart, 2018) as part of ECM and WGE’s deep drilling environmental 

permit application. A protected species assessment (Johnson et al., 2013) was carried out in 2013 as 

part of the same permitting process. 

20.1 Water Quality Sampling 
In the 2012 survey, water quality samples were taken from 23 surface water sites and a ferruginous 

groundwater seep from an historical borehole (Figure 46). Water samples were collected in plastic 

bottles from the designated monitoring points. Bottles, except for microbial samples, were rinsed in 

the stream before sample collection. Water sample locations were recorded with a GPS and notes 

on flow and water clarity were recorded.  

Samples were analysed for: 

• Speciated TPH including BTX (Petroleum Hydrocarbons) 

• Metals 

• Turbidity 

• Conductivity 

• pH 

• Suspended Solids 

• Sulphate 

• E. Coli 

Microbial samples were put on ice and tested within 24 hours of sampling. Water samples were 

taken at stream sites which drain towards the south into Duchara Burn, which then flows into the 

Barbreck River which in turn drains into Loch Craignish, excepting sites 1-4 and 23 which drain to 

Loch Melfort. Sampling was done on the 13th and 14th of November following heavy rain. Overland 

flow was noted in several locations.  
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Figure 46: Map of water quality sample sites from Stewart (2012) 

 

Results are compared to Environmental Quality Standards (EQS) as published by the Scottish 

Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) in WAT-SG-53, 2015, or drinking water quality standards 

have been adopted (as published on the Environment Agency Chemical Standards Database) if no 

appropriate EQS comparator is available. An anomalous result for hydrocarbons was recorded for 

site 14. No sources could be found, and it is known that soluble organic matter from peat can cause 

spurious results for this test. All metals were below the limit of detection (LOD) except for copper 

from sites 10, 12, 14, 22 (around north hill) and the drillhole seep. Conductivity and Sulphate results 

were below EQS guidelines except for the sample from the seep. Turbidity data was elevated at sites 

2, 10 and the seep reflecting the runoff from heavy rains. E. Coli was positive but < 10 counts at sites 

2, 3, 18, 22 and the seep and over 10 counts at sites 1 and 23 reflecting the runoff from sheep 

pasture. pH was below EQS guidelines in all samples. Dissolved oxygen is high between 87 and 122% 

showing good aeration, except for the anoxic seep bog sample which was low as expected at 1.35%. 

The catchment can be characterised as typical slightly acidic surface upland water influenced by soil 

type and local geology (copper mineralisation). Copper in water compares well to measurements 

taken in 1990 when similar levels of copper were noted in the burn. 

The seep is high sulphate, low oxygen, high conductivity with visible iron ochre deposition at 

discharge point, but interestingly not anomalous in copper. Samples above and below the seep were 

normal and the seep appears to have only a very localised effect on water quality. 
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The 2018 report was carried out by the same consultants and used the same sites for the most part 

but the seep was not measured separately in this survey and 19 locations were monitored (Figure 

47). Sites 17, 18 and 8 from the 2012 survey were not monitored and two additional sites on small 

burns feeding Loch a’ Mhinn were monitored, to better cover potentially mineralised areas on the 

western side of North Hill. 

Confusingly the sample sites were given different numbers in each survey. Sampling was undertaken 

on the 25th and 26th of September once again after heavy rain.  Chemical analysis was undertaken by 

Derwent Environmental Testing Services (DETS) Ltd. Microbiological testing was undertaken by 

Socotec UK Ltd. In-situ field tests were undertaken using a YSI Pro Plus multi-parameter water 

quality monitoring probe; recording temperature, pH, electrical conductivity (EC) and dissolved 

oxygen (DO). Hydrocarbons were below LOD on all samples except for site 8 which is downstream 

from the site reporting elevated hydrocarbons previously. All metals were below EQS drinking water 

standards except for sites 1, 3, 8, 10, 11 and 12 in the North Hill drainage. All samples were below 

LOD for sulphates, below EQS levels for suspended solids, one site had elevated turbidity levels not 

unexpected for the high rainfall. E. Coli counts ranged from 11-900 cfu/100 ml which is higher than 

2012 and once again reflects the high level of runoff from the fields. 

The waters reported as mildly acidic, low conductivity with a high dissolved oxygen content similar 

to the 2012 survey. The most acidic samples were in small burns draining pine forest and are 

probably related to the acidic soils there. 

 

Figure 47: Sample sites for the 2018 water monitoring from Stewart (2018) 
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20.2 Protected Species Assessment 
A series of ecological surveys determined the only protected mammals present in the area were 

Otters, a European Protected Species (EPS) and Pine Martens, but no holts or dens were observed. 

No significant impact of site works is expected on any populations unless dens or holts are found in 

the site areas and the 2 km buffer zone surrounding them. No Water Voles (another EPS).66, 

Badgers or Red Squirrels were noted. Badgers and Red Squirrels, while not EPS are the only other 

mammals on the Local Biodiversity Action Plan. 

No Freshwater Pearl Mussels (EPS), or suitable habitats are present in the area. The nearest suitable 

habitat is the Barbreck river 300-900 m downstream. 

Of Schedule One breeding bird species, White tailed and Golden Eagles were observed as were 

Merlins and Hen Harriers, Red and Black-throated Divers and Black Grouse. The only protected 

nesting bird within 2 km of the site was a Hen Harrier. No woodland bird species with enhanced 

protection were noted and only 15 species in total were observed. It was assessed that any 

exploration activities would not be of significant impact particularly if conducted outside the nesting 

season August to March. 

21 Capital and Operating Costs 
This is an early-stage exploration project. This section is not relevant to the Technical Report. 

22 Economic Analysis 
This is an early-stage exploration project. This section is not relevant to the Technical Report. 

23 Adjacent Properties 
The Cononish deposit, situated around 50km NE of Lagalochan near the town of Tyndrum, is wholly 

owned by Scotgold Resources Ltd and has recently become (as of December 2020) Scotland’s first 

ever commercial gold mine. Cononish hosts (as of 2015) total Mineral Reserves of  198 Koz 

(thousand ounces) of gold and 851 Koz of silver (Table 14) within a slightly larger Mineral Resource 

of 266 Koz of gold and 1.1 Moz of silver (Table 15). The average mineable grade is 11.1 g/t Au and 

47.7 g/t Ag, making it a high-grade low-tonnage deposit (Scotgold Resources, 2020). 

The discovery was made through diamond drilling as a result of positive stream geochemistry and 

surface geophysical anomalies identified by Ennex International Plc. in 1985 (Parker et al. 1989). Ore 

consists of a series of sub-vertically dipping, hydrothermal quartz-sulphide veins that incise 

Dalradian metamorphic rocks (Earls et al. 1992). Gold is found as micron-scale electrum (Au-Ag alloy) 

inclusions within pyrite and base-metal sulphides such as chalcopyrite and galena. New scientific 

research has reclassified Cononish as an epithermal system, forming in response to the same 

regional-scale tectono-magmatic processes that formed the Lagalochan porphyry system.  

Situated within the confines of the Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park, project 

development has been subject to specific socio-environmental regulations. These have influenced 

the nature of on-site gold processing – via gravitational, ‘eco-friendly’ methods - and strictly prohibit 

the use of cyanide commonly adopted for efficient gold extraction. Furthermore, tailing storage has 

been modified to mimic glacial drumlin-like features prevalent across the Scottish Highlands. Gold 

processing on-site is producing two main recovery products: 1) a gold-rich concentrate derived from 

the gravity circuit that can be smelted on-site, producing a doré that is marketed as Scottish gold 
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and 2) a sulphide-rich concentrate derived from the flotation circuit that will be further processed 

off-site. 

 

Reserves K tonnes Au g/t Ag g/t Au Koz Ag Koz 

Proven 65 11.5 51.5 24 108 

Probable 490 11.1 47.2 174 743 

Total 555 11.1 47.7 198 851 

 

Table 14: Cononish Mineral Reserve Statement prepared by Bara Consulting Ltd in accordance with 
JORC (2012). Announced by Scotgold Resources Ltd 25th May 2015 

 

Resources K tonnes Au g/t Ag g/t Au Koz Ag Koz 

Measured 60 15.0 71.5 29 139 

Indicated - In Situ 474 14.3 58.7 217 895 

Indicated - Stockpile 7 7.9 39.0 2 9 

Inferred 75 7.4 21.9 18 53 

Total 617 13.4 55.3 266 1096 

 

Table 15: Cononish Mineral Resource Estimate prepared by CSA Global (UK) Ltd in accordance with 
JORC (2012). Announced by Scotgold Resources Ltd 22nd January 2015 

 

It is important to state that the information pertaining to Cononish is not necessarily indicative of 

the mineralisation on the Lagalochan Property, and is provided to show that there is precedence for 

gold mineralisation and general mining in the district. 

24 Other Relevant Data and Information 
This is an early-stage exploration project. This section is not relevant to the Technical Report. 
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25 Interpretation and Conclusions 

25.1 Summary of Known Mineralisation at Lagalochan 
The discovery of porphyry style mineralisation at Lagalochan saw an initial intensive phase of 

exploration by BP minerals for gold and copper in the mid 1980’s then a re-assessment by Rio for 

gold in the late 1980’s. The deposit was considered too low-grade for commercial exploitation and 

no further exploration was undertaken until the recent round of activity commencing in 2012/13. 

The porphyry mineralisation discovered to date is analogous to Bingham Canyon in layout (but not in 

size) with a roughly circular potassic altered central stockwork cylinder with a circular phyllic 

overprint surrounding that inner core and zoned layers of mineralisation progressing out from the 

core system (Figure 48). The host RFP is not significantly mineralised outside of the “B” vein zones, 

unless in zones of late carbonate veining, where sphalerite and galena can be present. Unaltered RFP 

examples are rare, with some form of late alteration and disseminated pyrite ubiquitous throughout 

the unit; copper values in “unaltered” RFP rarely exceeding 200 ppm and average around 100 ppm.  

Where more calcareous metasediments occur in near proximity to the RFP, areas of proximal skarn 

assemblages, with associated gold copper mineralisation in the high sulphide areas, are noted in drill 

core and outcrop to the west and south. To the east where similar skarn assemblages are 

encountered in outcrop, no mineralisation has been found to date. Non-skarn Cu, Au, Ag, Mo 

mineralised Dalradian metagabbro and metabasalt have been noted from at least one outcrop, 

showing direct mineralisation of reactive country rocks by hypogene mineralisation has occurred. In 

the SE and NW of the Property, intermediate sulphidation epithermal type Ag, Pb, Zn ± Au vein 

systems have been intersected in drilling in breccia zones peripheral to the RFP. In the central Grey 

Breccia and in the South Hill area high-grade gold has been noted in banded porphyry marginal 

breccia zones with grades up to 14.66 g/t Au intersected in historical drilling. 

While the Silurian age and post-collisional tectonic setting were considered unusual for porphyry 

deposits in the 1980’s, understanding has moved forward massively in the last 20 years. In 

particular, the understanding of magma fertility, the expansion of potentially fertile tectonic 

environments beyond the classical continental arc and island arc settings, and the recognition that 

levels of preservation in post collisional continental environments can be much higher than 

previously thought. The Ordovician examples of Cadia/Ridgeway and North Parkes in Australia and 

the Late Devonian – Carboniferous Oyu Tolgoi complex are good examples. 

If the Property was in a proven porphyry terrain such as in the Americas or the Pacific, it would have 

received much more attention in recent years. While the bulk of the known mineralisation is sub-

economic, (some of the bigger intersections into the stockwork average out over a +500 m 

intersection of drillcore, to 0.18% Cu and 0.1 g/t Au (see Table 7 & Table 9), they are not far beyond 

the lower exploitable limit of some of the North American porphyry systems. Highland Valley Copper 

Mine operated by Teck Resources in British Columbia (“BC”), Canada in 2015 had a M&I resource of 

1,008 Mt @ 0.26% Cu, 0.01% Mo  with no significant gold credits (Vancouver Mineral Development 

Office, 2015). The Gibraltar Mine in BC, Canada operated by Taseko Mines, has 2P (Proven + 

Probable) reserves of 706 Mt @ 0.25% Cu, 0.008% Mo with no significant gold credits (Weymark, 

2022). Schaft Creek in BC, Canada, a JV with Teck Resources and Fox Copper, has a positive 

preliminary economic assessment (PEA) with M&I resources of 1,345.5 Mt @ 0.26% Cu, 0.16 g/t Au 

(Ghaffari et al., 2021). Lagalochan with < 10,000m of drilling to date, the majority from the 1980’s, is 

still not well explored either to depth or laterally for main-stage porphyry mineralisation. Additional 

target types such as porphyry related skarn and intermediate sulphidation epithermal vein systems 

have seen even less systematic exploration. In the case of skarn type mineralisation, it has only 
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recently been recognised as a target type by ECM/WGE after discovery of gold copper mineralised 

skarn outcrops on the southern side of the RFP. 

25.2 Porphyry mineralisation 
Existing drilling has outlined a small porphyry style occurrence centred on a blue grey quartz 

stockwork of the “B” vein type that forms an ovoid cylinder some 300 m in diameter, plunging 

steeply to the northeast for at least 550 m (Figure 48). The stockwork is hosted in potassic altered 

RFP with a pronounced phyllic overprint, particularly in the upper 200m of the system but locally 

present down to 400m depth, where it is more likely to be fault controlled. The central part of the 

quartz vein stockwork has been stoped apart by an intensively phyllic altered porphyry breccia which 

is entirely composed of altered RFP rounded fragments, often with “A” and “B” quartz vein material 

in fragments (Figure 15). The intense phyllic alteration event within the breccia appears destructive 

of copper, with grades generally in the 200-500 ppm range, but additive for gold, with grades 

commonly above 0.2 g/t Au; compared to the more typical average of the “B” vein stockwork zone 

of 0.18% Cu and 0.1 g/t Au. Potassic zones without a phyllic overprint are rare and usually only 

intersected below 300m vertical.  

Dykes and larger intrusive bodies such as the RFP, tend to exhibit chilled margins, extensive 

brecciation and hornfelsing when in contact with the Dalradian country rocks, indicating a high level 

of intrusion into the crust. These observations, combined with geothermometry and geobarometry 

work by Kay (1985) on vein fluid inclusions (indicating a depth of formation for surface “B” veins as 

being 1000 m or less at temperatures of >400° C), suggests an unusual level of preservation to the 

system considering its +400 Ma age. Given that a significant amount of unroofing must have 

occurred since formation of the potassic B veins, (see Figure 18) as suggested by the multiple 

overprints of the potassic core; the current ground surface level is likely within hundreds rather than 

thousands of metres of the final palaeo-surface at time of crystallisation. This unusual situation is 

also noted in the similar aged Cononish gold deposit to the NE where epithermal boiling type 

textures are well preserved at current ground surface (Dr. C Lyell, 2022, pers. comm., September).  

 

25.2.1 Porphyry Mineralisation Exploration Targets 
 

Target Type 1: Progenitor intrusive at depth  

Porphyry intrusion’s ore forming zones, generally occur between 1 and 5 km from the initial palaeo-

surface. While the RFP plays host to the mineralisation and yet postdates diatreme formation, it is 

clearly not the progenitor intrusive responsible for the mineralising event. All indications suggest 

that beneath the current level of drilling the progenitor porphyry remains to be intersected. 

Typically, mineralisation should be more intense towards the top of the progenitor intrusive and in 

many cases within the upper part of the progenitor intrusive and its immediate surrounds where 

mineralisation can extend for depths > 1 km. A cartoon identifying the specific multi-phase 

relationships at Lagalochan is presented in Figure 49 showing the position of the inferred progenitor 

intrusion.  
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Figure 48: Simplified geology map and interpreted sections showing intrusive relationships and 
alteration (top) and drillholes "B" veining and 0.1% Cu envelopes. Geology has been greyed out for 

clarity (middle). 
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Figure 49: Conceptual model of intrusive phases and alteration at Lagalochan 
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Potential indicators for the existence of a progenitor porphyry are fragments of “A” veins containing 

disseminated bornite and molybdenite in some of the central Grey Breccia clasts. The clasts are 

often well rounded and milled suggesting a considerable vertical extent of travel. These vein types 

are often the primary carriers of grade in the deeper parts of porphyry systems where low 

sulphidation state copper minerals such as bornite are the primary copper minerals. Another 

possible indicator is a number of mineralised porphyry dyke occurrences sampled in outcrop and 

drilling, particularly in the South Hill contact area and the adjoining Dalradian country rocks. The 

dykes are up to 800m away from the stockwork zone, with gold grades up to 1.4 g/t and copper 

grades up to 1%. A third potential indicator is from geophysics, where a re-interpretation of the 

VTEM survey flown in 2012 has shown the existence of several low conductive areas at depth (Figure 

50) which may be indicators of the potassic core to a larger system. Interestingly it shows that the 

anomaly extends beneath the drilling at South Hill, where some interesting “B” vein mineralisation is 

noted in drilling and mineralised porphyry dykes are present in some drillholes.   

 

Figure 50: Interpretive North-South cross section centred on 187680E displaying a VTEM conductivity 
pseudosection with boreholes showing Cu histograms within a +/- 100m window. The low 

conductivities marked by the purple colours may be indicative of the resistive porphyry stocks at the 
core of a porphyry system. The more conductive areas may be interpreted to represent hypogene 2a 
or 2b targets or skarn mineralised country rocks. Depths for the geophysical anomalies have been 

heavily manipulated during processing and may well be underestimates, with true location of 
anomalies at greater depths. Note also that the strong low conductivity anomaly at 713800N is a 

cultural artefact related to a fenceline (WGE, 2022). 
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Target Type 2a: Extensions to hypogene zones laterally within the RFP. 

In addition to the possibility of a deeper progenitor intrusive, there is the potential for extensions to 

the existing hypogene stockwork system laterally, which may be of a different tenor to that 

identified by drilling to date, or at the very least expand the volume of the hypogene mineralisation. 

Existing drilling is relatively confined to three tight geographic areas, North Hill, South Hill and the SE 

zone which were the centre of various historical deep overburden (DOB) soil grid anomalies and 

large areas of the prospect remain undrilled. Recent Ionic Leach soil work, which shows good 

correspondence in general with the historical DOB results, has highlighted a number of areas where 

surface extensions to the main stockwork mineralisation is indicated. Combined Cu, Au and Mo 

anomalies indicate extensions at surface of the stockwork zones beyond the limits of the drilling in 

most directions (high Mo areas in red within the black circle in Figure 51).  

 

Figure 51: Type 1 and 2 targets. Ionic leach molybdenum anomalies overlying simplified geology - 
showing annular molybdenum anomaly (black dashed line) much larger than known hypogene 

mineralisation (Dashed blue line) The red high Mo areas not covered by drilling are representative of 
surface type 2a and type 2b targets. Deeper 2a and 2b targets are potentially present to the south 
where RFP dykes may indicate more substantial intrusives and associated mineralisation at depth. 

(WGE, 2022) 

Drilling to the NW on the western side of the central porphyry breccia zone has intersected more 

“A” type veins at depth in LD18-6 which are good indicators for vectoring towards deeper parts of 

the system. The western part of the stockwork remains open also to the NE where historical holes 

intersected local zones of relatively high copper grades >1% Cu with no follow-up to date.  

2b targets 

Hypogene 

mineralised Gabbro 

Outcrop 
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Figure 51 shows the paucity of the current drilling in relation to the size of the ionic leach 

molybdenum soil anomaly (black dashed line). Molybdenum is relatively stable geochemically and 

not particularly mobile in a soil horizon, giving good indications of possible extensions to the existing 

stockwork mineralisation outlined to date (dashed blue line). Hypogene molybdenum mineralisation 

is spatially proximal to the progenitor intrusion and often forms a ring around the central core of the 

porphyry. Later MFP and the Grey Breccia are known to occupy the lower grade central part of the 

soil anomaly and may indicate the geographic centre of the porphyry mineralisation. The resistive 

zone in Figure 50 also indicates the presence of further intrusive to depth at South Hill in the 

southern part of the soil area where the molybdenum anomaly is weaker and is expressed only in 

the mineralised RFP dykes which come to surface there. The indicated extensions to the SE are in the 

order of 200-300 m and are well supported by surface rock chips and the fact that LD13-1A, the most 

southerly collar at North Hill, is collared in stockwork mineralisation. To the SW of the North Hill 

stockwork zone a linear trend of Cu, Mo mineralisation is indicated by soils along an inferred NE fault 

trend extending for more than 300 m.  

 

Target Type 2b: Extensions to hypogene zones laterally within the Dalradian and the Lithic Breccia 

systems.  

Sometimes the majority of the porphyry hypogene mineralisation can be outside of the progenitor 

intrusives within reactive country rocks. Some of the largest, highest grade, porphyry systems have a 

significant part of the orebodies present in surrounding Fe rich country rocks, e.g. gabbros and 

basalts at El Teniente, Chile, a diabase sill complex at Resolution, Arizona and a basalt sequence at 

Oyu Tolgoi in Mongolia where the iron rich host rocks act as reductive deposition sites for the highly 

oxidised fluids (Sillitoe, 2010). Substantial gabbros and basalts are present in the Dalradian 

surrounding the RFP and stockwork mineralisation is noted in outcrop in sulphidic, extensively 

fractured and silicified, gabbro in a forestry road cutting which assayed 0.4% Cu, 0.86 g/t Au, 5.6 g/t 

Ag and 35 ppm Mo (see Figure 51) to the SW of North Hill. The presence of molybdenum in the vein 

systems confirms the mineralisation is hypogene in nature and not too distant from the core of the 

system. This is a very attractive target type with very little exploration to date. A multielement ionic 

leach soil anomaly indicative of potential hypogene porphyry mineralisation is present in a new area 

to the south of South Hill where substantial Dalradian mafic rocks are exposed in a road cutting. A 

further 1 km to the south outside of the current soil grids an isolated outcrop of extensively quartz 

veined pyritic chlorite altered metabasalt yields 623 ppm copper. This could comprise surface 

indications of another area of this target type. 

In breccia dominated systems such as Grasberg in Irian Jaya, the early diatremes can be well 

mineralised and represent an important target. Drilling at South Hill and in the SE Breccia zone 

indicates the Lithic (diatreme) Breccia is much more highly altered than in outcrops to the north with 

strong silicification and intense phyllic alteration coincident with a higher degree of rock flour (it has 

been logged as lapilli tuff in several drill cores) suggesting significant hypogene mineralisation could 

be developed at depth. 

The best area for 2a and 2b target types are graphically represented in Figure 50 on the geophysical 

section and where the diatreme breccia and Dalradian rocks intersect the black dashed circle in 

Figure 51.  
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25.3 Porphyry related styles of mineralisation 
Economic mineralisation related to the main porphyry event sometimes forms the principle or an 

important secondary source of mineralisation, chief among these is skarn type mineralisation but 

carbonate replacement lead zinc type, intermediate sulphidation Ag, Pb, Zn ± Au epithermal veins (in 

shallow systems) and sediment hosted gold ± antimony can all be important styles of mineralisation.  

 

Target Type 3: Intermediate sulphidation epithermal type Ag, Pb, Zn ± Au, Cu veins. 

At Lagalochan, exploration for porphyry related mineralisation has focused on the intermediate 

sulphidation epithermal potential, with around 1/3rd of the 1980 holes devoted to these targets, 

principally in the SE Breccia area. The SE Breccia while similar to the Grey Breccia in the central 

portion of the deposit in clast composition (being predominantly monomict rounded-sub angular 

porphyry clasts), clasts containing significant quartz veining are notably less. While phyllic altered in 

a similar manner to the central Grey Breccia, silicification and clay alteration are a much more 

common feature and carbonate alteration is pervasive. It has been proposed that the SE Breccia has 

been downthrown along the western bounding fault and it represents a higher part of the 

stratigraphy, though the style of mineralisation and alteration could also potentially be explained 

through lateral zoning of the porphyry deposit and flanking drawdown of lower temperature fluids 

along the fault.  

Exploration drilling in the area is generally to a shallow level, mostly <80 m vertical and targets were 

based on soil anomalies. Some limited drilling success was had in the SE Breccia area associated with 

sphalerite and galena in carbonate quartz veins, with the best intersection being 12m @ 0.59 g/t Au, 

149 g/t Ag, 0.07% Cu, 0.66% Pb, 0.57% Zn from 31.77 m downhole in hole LD84-17. Silver values 

were quite high with the best individual assay being 547 g/t Ag over a one metre interval. Arsenic 

while not directly correlating with lead zinc values is elevated to the 100-300 ppm range in well 

mineralised areas.  

Ionic leach soil sampling has produced two significant anomalies that along with other factors such 

as known mineralisation and structural position form high priority targets (see Figure 52). A robust 

arcuate multi-element Au, As, Ag, Sb, Cu, Zn, Bi anomaly occupying the boundary of the SE Breccia 

with the RFP and the Lithic (Diatreme) Breccia is a high priority target for epithermal veins similar to 

those sporadically intercepted to date in the SE Breccia. LD84-29 is the only hole to intersect a 

portion of the anomaly in the northern part. Several narrow zones of the Ag, Pb, Zn type 

mineralisation with low copper and gold are intersected with values up to 78 g/t Ag and > 1% Zn and 

Pb in some samples.  

A similar multi-element anomaly defines an area in the brecciated contact of an RFP dyke and 

Dalradian metabasalts, where 1 m @ 14.66 g/t Au, 0.2% Cu from 6.52 m downhole is intercepted in 

LD84-4 as part of a 13.52 m @ 1.43 g/t Au intersection from 2 m downhole. The high-grade interval 

was hosted in the hornfelsed and brecciated greenstone with the only indications of mineralisation 

being quartz carbonate veins containing chalcopyrite. These veins may belong to the Target 4 type of 

mineralisation and may be on the edges of a similar dyke to that encountered in LG1 and 3 below.   
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Figure 52: Target type 3 anomalies, showing linear stretched ionic leach silver soil anomalies under 
geology. Arcuate anomaly around SE Breccia is a high priority epithermal target with a multi-element 

Ag, Au, As, Zn, Sb, Bi anomaly suggesting epithermal veining at breccia contact with RFP and Lithic 
(Diatreme) Breccia. Anomaly length is 1 km. (WGE, 2022) 

 

Target Type 4: Gold dominant epithermal veins? Or gold rich intrusive phase?  

Rio focused on epithermal style gold in the central Grey Breccia zone. Two of their three holes were 

aimed at a structural target on the western edge of the Grey Breccia. They encountered 36.17 m @ 

1.18 g/t Au, 5.34 g/t Ag, 0.05% Cu in hole LG-1 from 43.83 m downhole, including 0.85 m @ 13.27 

g/t Au, 10.3 g/t Ag, 0.19% Cu from 45.7 m downhole. This interval and a lower grade intersection 

from hole LG-3 was obtained from a “banded silicified” grey-pink porphyry surrounded by porphyry 

breccia zones.  The gold mineralisation was in the most phyllic altered portion but apart from 

increasing chalcopyrite there were no obvious vein indicators to gold mineralisation in the rocks. 

Gold appears mainly in cracks in disseminated pyrite within the porphyry (Hazleton, 1987). The 

banding suggests that the gold bearing unit may be a dyke rather than an epithermal vein overprint. 

These gold results are of a different style to the high silver epithermal veins (Target Type 3) that are 

intimately associated with the galena and sphalerite, and one assumes the Freibergite that 

accompanies them. One of the Rio diamond drillholes LG-2, intersected a narrow sphalerite galena 

SE Breccia 
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containing vein of this type which assayed 14.4 g/t Au, 303.5 g/t Ag, 0.49% Cu, 2.2% Zn over 0.25m 

from 29.45m downhole.  

It seems clear that there are two types of gold mineralisation, one of which is a classic intermediate 

sulphidation epithermal system with elevated zinc and lead compared to copper and high silver in 

relation to gold (Target type 3), the other is gold rich and poor in silver lead and zinc but elevated in 

copper and may be in a porphyry dyke. This raises the question whether this may be another phase 

of the intrusive system that may be more gold rich and presents a potentially large exploration 

target (Figure 53). 

Figure 53: Ionic leach gold soil samples anomalies in relation to the target types 2a, 2b, 3 and with 
target type 4 shown in yellow as either an area for gold rich epithermal targets or a gold rich 

porphyry dyke phase. (WGE, 2022) 

Target Type 5: Skarn Mineralisation 

Neither Rio nor BP Minerals noted skarn mineralisation in drilling logs, though green banded rock is 

described in altered drill core at South Hill, which is probably skarned metasediments. Kay (1985) 

noted skarn with sphalerite in her discussions from core at South Hill. Extensive skarn outcrop is 

noted to the southwest and northeast of the RFP, but it was Waters (2012, 2019) who discovered 

the first zones of proximal gold copper mineralised skarn in outcrop. Anomalous gold is noted from 

two grab samples in the area (1 m @ 29.4 g/t Au, 30.2 g/t Ag, 0.11% Cu and 3 m @ 1.92 g/t Au, 1.65 

g/t Ag) over the more sulphidic areas associated with quartz veins within the skarn alteration.  

Not enough information is available to define target areas at this time and more work needs to be 

done in this area.  
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26 Recommendations 

26.1 Data Management and Compilation 
The long exploration history of the Lagalochan Property has resulted in a very disparate collection of 

data files. The fact that so much of this data has been retrieved to date and has been digitised to 

varying degrees is positive. However, both the data collection and its digitisation, despite best 

efforts, remains incomplete. Furthermore, the data is stored somewhat precariously within 

spreadsheets, which do not enable optimal maintenance, validation and usability of the data to 

provide a database in which the Company, and any third parties, can have a high degree of 

confidence.  

It is highly recommended that a geological database system be acquired and established. All of the 

data should be imported from original files where possible (i.e. assays). Any data issues that are 

encountered in the process should be resolved from original source documents at the time of 

import. 

Efforts should also continue to track down as much historical data as possible, with particular focus 

on tracking down the source documents for the BP Minerals assay results. The Company has already 

initiated a programme of digitising the historical drill logs. The drill logs are currently written in long-

hand descriptions. These descriptions should be digitised, and as much information as possible 

extracted from them into the various database fields for lithology, alteration and mineralisation.  

In terms of the recent drilling (ECM and WGE), all of the assays should be reimported from the 

original ALS datafiles. A consistent approach should be adopted for handling assays outside of the 

detection limits. The original paper logs of the drillholes should also be consulted and checked, and 

missing data for core loss should be included in the database. 

26.2 Company Procedures 

26.2.1 Core storage and security 
The current storage and security of the drillcore is a cause for concern. The core is open to the 

elements in an unsecured yard. Sample blocks were observed to be deteriorating to the extent of 

being unreadable. These should be remarked, and sample intervals should be marked directly onto 

the core with wax pencils. The core should ideally be stored in a dry (inside or at least well protected 

from the elements) and secure (lockable) facility.  

26.2.2 Future Drilling and QA/QC Procedures 
For any future drilling programmes, it is recommended that wherever possible the drill casing is left 

in the ground to enable the hole to be re-entered at a later time for downhole geophysics or for 

deepening holes if required. Note, this may not be possible given the terms of the environmental 

permit or agreement with landholders.  

Downhole 3D surveys should be undertaken on all future holes using non-magnetic survey tools, and 

accurate measuring/surveying of the initial starting azimuth be made, using an appropriate tool, 

while the drill rig is still setup on-site. This is especially important as some of the main targets are at 

considerable depths, and accurate location of samples is essential. 

Samples being sent to the laboratory should use the same sample name that is in the database to 

avoid any requirement for manipulating the data prior to importing the assay data into the 

database. The QA/QC protocols for insertion of blanks and standards should be updated to the 

insertion of a blank sample with every assay batch, and the insertion of appropriate standards at a 

minimum rate of 5% (1 standard per 20 samples) excluding the blank. Although the systematic 
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analysis of field duplicates may not be practical (requiring ¼ core) initially, should the project be 

approaching a Mineral Resource Estimate, further analytical checks will be required. It would be 

necessary that a minimum of 5% of the samples from within the potential resource shell (and 

perhaps beyond) be assayed in a second “umpire” laboratory. The coarse rejects would be sufficient 

for this. It may be necessary to reassay some of the current (ECM and WGE) coarse rejects at this 

time also. 

26.3 Relog Existing Core 
Ideally, all of the existing core from the ECM and WGE phases of drilling should be relogged by the 

whole geological team. This will standardise the recognition and naming of the various breccia units 

and alteration styles, which will enable better geological modelling. This relogging exercise will also 

better inform the digitisation and interpretation of the historical logs (see Section 26.1) and further 

strengthen the veracity of the data. It was noted in the review of the core that the distinction 

between MFP and RFP is blurred in many cases, this may be an actual artifact of the polyphase 

intrusives or inconsistent logging, but is an example of where standardised definitions of rocktypes 

in the form of a rock library will be helpful for consistent logging when multiple geologists are 

involved in a project. 

Particular care should be taken to categorise vein types and associated alteration. While the 

importance of different vein types as vectors towards deeper more productive parts of porphyry 

systems is recognised, it is not realised in the logs. There are no categories for vein types, nor their 

alteration selvedges, nor their crosscutting relationships. While occasionally mentioned in the 

comments section the veins are not consistently logged.  

During the relogging process, it is recommended that some or all of the non-assayed samples be 

assayed. For example, the first sample in porphyry breccia in LD18-6 from 9.00m assayed 1.00 m @ 

2.9 g/t Au, and a number of other samples assayed up to 0.54 g/t Au, yet approximately 58 m of 

porphyry breccia has not been assayed. This is of particular relevance regarding the high gold noted 

in historical hole LG-1 directly above it, that in a similar manner showed no obvious veining or 

sulphide relationships with gold mineralisation. 

 

26.4 Exploration 
During the evaluation of the data a number of target types are identified as an aid to further 

exploration in a complex porphyry environment. A proposed exploration program is put forward 

here, divided into phases to assess the potential of the project and the targets identified in the 

interpretations and conclusions. 

26.4.1 Phase 1 Exploration 
It is not recommended that exploration commence on Target Type 1 looking deeper for the 

progenitor intrusion until phase 1 exploration is completed. Phase 1 exploration should concentrate 

on gaining a better understanding of the mineralisation through completing data compilation and 

digitising of historical data and through near-surface exploration of Target Types 2a, 2b, 3 and 4. 

Data Compilation 

The first requirement is to implement the recommendations around completing the data 

compilations of historical data, this process is ongoing at time of writing but needs to be completed 

and digitised. The old hand-written logs contain a wealth of information that is not readily digitised 

but will yield dividends for future exploration programs when completed. 
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Re-logging of the existing core and whatever historical core that can be tracked down is another 

important step; firstly, to familiarise the new geologists with the project and secondly, to extract as 

much information as possible around vein types and alteration, to help with vectoring in towards a 

possible progenitor intrusive. 

Soil Sampling 

Ionic Leach soil sampling has proved a relatively fast and cheap methodology to collect dense 

geochemical information in an area of sparse outcrop. It has been validated by the historical DOB 

sampling and seems a robust technique for the area, though its effectiveness in deeper peat zones 

needs further investigation. Various anomalies are noted to the south at the edge of the existing 

grid, and it is recommended the survey be extended further to ensure full coverage of anomalous 

stream sediment areas looking for more distal mineralisation and surface expressions of potential 

buried intrusive stocks in the area. At the time of writing this extension survey is already underway. 

There may also need to be some DOB sampling carried out in areas with low outcrop to provide 

lithological information.  

Pitting/Trenching 

Given the relatively shallow nature of overburden in most areas excepting bogs and topographic 

lows, one method of evaluating the targets is selected pitting/trenching. Where overburden is < 2 

metres this is a safe and relatively cheap method to investigate ionic leach surface soil anomalies, 

while yielding a great deal more information on alteration and vein types, compared to bedrock 

sampling with a DOB rig. A series of pits/ trenches is proposed to evaluate the bedrock potential of 

Type 2a, 2b, 3 and 4 target zones prior to drilling. 

 

Figure 54: Areas for trenching/pitting for Type 2a targets (extensions to hypogene Cu, Au, Mo veining 
in RFP). Areas 1 and 2 are also testing for Type 4 targets (gold rich epithermal/late porphyry phase) 

and Area 2 also covers a Type 2b (hypogene Cu, Au, Mo in Dalradian) target area. (WGE, 2022) 

  

Area 1 

Area 2 

Area 3 
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In the Type 2a exploration area, after examining topography and depth of overburden from 

historical drilling, there are three main areas that could benefit from this approach (Figure 54). Given 

the heavily forested nature of the areas it may be that areas proximal to the existing tracks that can 

be easily reached by excavator may be the best approach, hence the three areas highlighted for 

evaluation rather than specific trenches/pits. The targets, with the possible exception of Target Type 

4, are quite broad, which give some flexibility in planning, allowing the geologists and the landholder 

to decide the best approach. If using pits the initial sampling grid can be done to a similar scale to 

the original ionic leach soil samples on a roughly 100x50 m grid. Once trenches/pits are mapped, 

sampled and photographed they should then be filled in and their locations marked with a labelled 

steel peg. 

In the SE Breccia area, Area 4 is the most likely space where limited pitting/trenching may be 

achievable (Figure 55). Existing access tracks potentially give access to the NE of the area and this is 

the area with the strongest ionic leach soil anomalies. 

 

Figure 55: Area 4 is aimed at testing Target Type 3 epithermal veins (WGE, 2022) 

 

DOB/Bedrock sampling 

The Company owns a backpack light core drill which can be used to take bedrock samples in areas 

where pitting/trenching access is restricted. These should be done on a relatively tight grid pattern 

compared to the proposed pitting program, starting at the same density as the ionic leach soil 

samples (100x50 m grid) and moving down to a 50x25 m grid in the proposed areas. Areas 5 and 6 in 

Figure 55 are probably not accessible by excavator and will require follow-up on foot with the 

backpack drill.  

Geophysics 

Geophysics is a useful adjunct to help explore for deep porphyry systems. Before drill planning 

commences, it would be useful to look at completing a deep penetrating Magneto Telluric type 

survey over the area to help locate Type 1 Targets. The results of this in conjunction with vectoring 

Area 4 
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information gained from the re-log of historical holes will help to decide whether deep drilling is 

warranted.  

Magneto Telluric (MT) Surveys are a type of electromagnetic (EM) survey that use the earth’s natural 

magnetic field fluctuations as the source field, rather than a transmitter loop, and can measure 

geophysical responses at greater than 1,000 m depth. They have proven to be useful for finding 

deep seated porphyry type mineralisation (Bournas et al., 2013) and may be useful for vectoring in 

to the proposed progenitor porphyry at Lagalochan. The MT survey could be carried out at any 

suitable time prior to the planning of the drilling campaign and should be considered part of the 

Phase 1 exploration program.  

These types of survey are expensive but there are few alternative geophysical methods capable of 

“seeing” to > 1,000 m depths. 

It would also be useful to have the compiled historical IP data as a further information point to aid in 

interpretation. 

 

Table 16: Phase 1 budget. Costs are estimated based on industry norms for the area and are meant 
as a guide only. The geophysics survey has not been costed in detail and depending on format, survey 
type and area covered, may vary substantially from this estimate. Basic G&A costs such as 
accommodation and field expenses are not included. 

26.4.2 Phase 2 Exploration 
Phase 2 exploration has not been planned or costed in detail, as it is very much dependant on the 

results of Phase 1. Some drilling should be planned for Type 2b and buried Type 2a targets in any 

case, and a minimum campaign of 1,500 m would be recommended for these types of targets based 

on the results of the pitting and the re-interpreted geophysics. 

Drilling 

A follow-up program of diamond drilling is recommended once the results of Phase 1 have been 

processed. Assuming some encouragement from the pitting/DOB sampling a 2000-3000 m 

programme of drilling would be recommended to follow up on the shallower targets.  If the deeper 

geophysical surveys are also encouraging and the re-logging and other indicators are favourable, 

then two exploratory deeper holes may also be recommended to test for deeper level porphyry 

mineralisation. 

  

Phase 1 budget Units Estimated Costs ex VAT Notes

Data compilation & Database 5 5,000£                                Includes purchase costs

Relogging of Core 15 9,000£                                Two geos and a field tech

Cutting and assay costs for unsampled core 100 7,000£                                

Software Purchases 5,000£                                Database Software

Extension of Ionic Leach Survey 382 20,000£                             Lab costs + labour

Pit sampling 25 10,000£                             Machine Costs, Labour and assays

DOB sampling 24 3,000£                                Labour and assays

Geophysical Survey 14 180,000£                           No quotes received

Consultants 4,000£                                

SubTotal 243,000£                           

Contingency 1O% 24,300£                             

Total 267,300£                           
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